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Introduction
Introduction
Amedeo De Dominicis
University of Tuscia, DISUCOM
dedomini@unitus.it
The papers collected in these Proceedings stem from the International Conference on
“Prominences in Linguistics”, held at the University of Tuscia, in Viterbo (Italy) on December
12-14, 2013, under the auspices of the Gruppo di Studio sulla Comunicazione Parlata (GSCP)
and with support from the Department of Human Sciences and Tourism (DISUCOM) of the
University of Tuscia, which also contributed to the production of these Proceedings.
The conference was an agreeable success, with thirty-five talks by speakers from fourteen
countries.
We were graced with the presence of five illustrious guest speakers: Melanie Bell (Anglia
Ruskin University, United Kingdom), Anders Eriksson (University of Gothenburg, Sweden),
Carlos Gussenhoven (Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands), Iørn Korzen
(Copenhagen Business School, Denmark), Ralf Vogel (University of Bielefeld, Germany).
The editing process has taken a long time, and for that I apologize to all the authors who have
had to wait so long. Each contribution has been submitted to a double peer reviewing, each
one by at least two anonymous referees: firstly, as for the abstracts submitted to the
Conference; then as for the full papers to be included into these Proceedings. Authors were
then given the opportunity to revise and resubmit. The formatting conditions were severe and
the length limit was sadistic. The staff at the University “Centro Stampa” did a tremendous
amount of copy-editing and formatting, and created an electronic format tailored specifically
for these Proceedings.
Nevertheless, these papers do not represent all the contribution presented to the Conference,
for two reasons: some authors who made a presentation (both oral or poster) did wish not to
contribute to these Proceedings; the invited speakers’ lectures, in addition to those by the
participants to a Round Table organized during the Conference, were selected for a special
publication, which will appear on a thematic issue (scheduled on June 2015) of “Lingue e
Linguaggio”, an international linguistic journal.
As the organizer of the Conference and the editor of the Proceedings, I have firstly to thank all
the participants, and send a special acknowledge to the anonymous (but not for me, nor – of
course – for them) reviewers who made this project real, and who I thank for their time and
energy.
On behalf of all whose labor lies behind it, I hope you readers are as satisfied with the result
as we are.
“Prominence” is the name of a way to analyze the linguistic phenomena: the idea that a wellformedness condition of linguistic constituents relies on the existence of a dependency
between a hierarchically higher-level obligatory element (sometimes referred to as the
“head”) and one or more subordinate and optional elements (the domain of the head). This
condition operates in many components or structures of the grammar: syntax, morphology,
pragmatics, metric, and intonation.
The concept of prominence holds a plurality of meanings, but they may relate to diverse
linguistic approaches and are not always compatible. According to some scholars, the
prominence is a fact of perception, which is not well specified and concerns the linguistic
marking of some pragmatically relevant categories (focus, topic, given/new, etc.). Others
believe it is the name of a metric phenomenon (calculated as the sum of “strong” constituents
6
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on the branches of a metric tree: strong syllable, strong feet, strong phonological word, etc.).
For other scholars prominence is a phonological feature, which is associated with some points
of the intonation contour (where the Pitch Accents are located). According to others, it is a
pretty metalinguistic fact, due to the governance relationship of a constituent on its domain
(the head of a phrase, of a compound, or of a morphological construct in general).
This plurality of meanings not always triggers unambiguous uses of the term. Sometimes, the
individual researcher is not aware of which particular definition of prominence he is
implicitly adopting. This makes it difficult to dialogue with other scholars, who belong to
other sectors of the vast landscape of language studies.

The topic of the prominences is particularly challenging, because we have tried to compare
the different linguistic practices and approaches to this notion. Taking on this challenge, we
had to manage a first and exciting problem: in linguistics, the prominence (or salience) is the
name of both a physiological fact, and of a purely theoretical assumption, a way to account for
linguistic facts. It is both perceptual and abstract. As a fact, it is gradual and can be
measurable; as a hypothetical account for the facts, it is discrete and refers to the higher
element on a hierarchy, which is also considered to be the most prominent or salient one. As a
fact, it can be instantiated by different realizations, as an accent on a focus site, or a voiceless
phone with a boundary marking function (cf. Nasukawa & Backley); as an abstract notion, the
prominence is a descriptive device which applies to any kind of asymmetry in linguistic
structure (cf. Himmelmann & Primus).
The second problem is that not all types of asymmetries are prominence-related, and there
are cases of accent without focus, or accents that are associated to locations without focus.
In short, we could give up the challenge and claim that under the same lexical label
(“prominence”) many different kinds of definitions actually lie, according to the linguistic field
(pragmatics, syntax, morphology, phonology) they belong to. So the problems will be fixed by
allotting a different name to each different definition of prominence. But another solution
does exist. We suggest an interface approach. This refers to the theoretical analysis of the
interface between syntax on the one hand and semantics and pragmatics on the other; but
involving phonetics/phonology too.
Future research might link these strands, and could in principle be extended to examining
how functions such as focus, de-accentuation, topic, new and given information are coded in
the realization of a linguistic prominence.

7
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An additional difference, which is the main concern of this paper, is the occurrence of the
genitive element !el ('of'). Although it is commonly assumed that this element is obligatory
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in Hebrew BNPs, similarly to the obligatoriness of of in its English counterpart (That fool

‘A very nice car’
b. zével !el mesiba
garbage

of party

‘A really bad party’
An additional difference, which is the main concern of this paper, is the occurrence of the
genitive element !el ('of'). Although it is commonly assumed that this element is obligatory
in Hebrew BNPs, similarly to the obligatoriness of of in its English counterpart (That fool
*(of) a doctor) (3a, b), there is evidence that this assumption is imprecise; it appears that
Hebrew BNPs allow for some optionality of !el (3c, d).
(3) a. prominence
mótek *(!el)
oto
Prosodic
in Hebrew
Binominal Constructions: The occurrence of !el
sweetie

of

car

‘A very nice car’
b. zével *(!el) mesiba
garbage

of

party

‘A really bad party’
c. áxla
(?!el) oto
great/best

(of)

car

‘A great/wonderful car’
d. xára (!el) mesiba
shit

(of) party

‘A really bad party’
The focus of the study is on the optionality of !el. Specifically, we aim at clarifying the
extent of this optionality and its nature, answering the following questions: Is the optionality
of !el systematic, and if so, in what way? Given the colloquial nature of the Hebrew BNPs,
we tackled the raised questions experimentally, eliciting grammaticality judgments of a
variety of Hebrew BNPs with and without !el. Based on our experimental findings, we argue
that the phenomenon is indeed quite systematic, and that despite its seemingly syntactic
nature (optionality of the genitive marker), its scope is governed by phonological factors. We
offer an explanation for this state of affairs which involves an appeal to the notion of
language contact, and whose consequences touch on the architecture of the grammar.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we first discuss issues underlying the
rationale of our experiment, and then elaborate on its method. The results of the experiment
are presented and discussed in section 3. Section 4 advances the phonological account for the
optionality of !el in Hebrew BNPs. In section 5 we conclude, specifying venues for further
research.

2 The rationale of the experiment and its method
The rationale of our experiment is based on certain observations as to the origin of the
Hebrew BNPs and the factors underlying the optionality of !el. These are presented in the
following sub-section, followed by the method of the experiment.

9
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2.1 The nature of the Hebrew BNPs and their origin(s)
2.1.1 English loan BNP
As mentioned, the Hebrew BNPs manifest a high degree of lexicalization; only a small
variety of mostly colloquial nouns can fill the N-modifier slot. In this respect, the Hebrew
BNP construction is clearly different from its English counterpart, where virtually any
nominal is a valid modifier, given the proper semantic/pragmatic context (1). This is
exemplified in (4), where an attempt to provide the Hebrew correlates for the English
examples in (1) fails.
(4) a. *tipe!
stupid

!el rofe

of

doctor

b. *gored-!xakim !el ben-adam
skyscraper

of man

Moreover, the nominal modifiers in the Hebrew BNPs convey mainly idiomatic and polar
(positive/negative) evaluations of the modified noun. The nouns in (5) form a nearly
exhaustive list of the currently available BNP N-modifiers in Hebrew. They are divided here
in accordance with their evaluative quality (positive/negative).
(5) a. Positive N-modifiers
áxla (best/great), bómba (bomb), picúc (explosion), pcacá (bomb), mótek
(sweetie), yofi (beauty), búba (doll), sabába (fun), késem (magic), xómed (cutie),
ben-zoná (son of a bitch)
b. Negative N-modifiers
xára (shit), báasa (distress), káka (shit), káki (shit), zével (garbage)
Since adjectival modification in Hebrew is invariably post-nominal (6), the existence of
BNPs in Hebrew is not readily expected (for instance, this construction does not exist in
Arabic). Moreover, this construction does not exist either in Biblical Hebrew or in the
languages that influenced heavily the renaissance of Modern Hebrew, namely Russian and
Yiddish (e.g. see Horvath and Wexler 1997). Therefore, it is reasonable to entertain the idea
that the BNP construction was transferred via language contact from English, where it is
wide-spread and productive, and whose influence on Modern Hebrew in the past 40 years or
so is enormous. As a result, in addition to the standard Hebrew post nominal modification

10
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Prosodic prominence in Hebrew Binominal Constructions: The occurrence of !el
(6), the pre-nominal modification (the Hebrew BNP) was formed (7), which involved a
nominal, modifier, and the insertion of !el.2
(6) a. tiyul kasúm/yafé
trip

magical/beautiful

‘A magical/beautiful trip’
b. yeled xamúd/matók
child

cute/sweet

‘A cute/sweet child’
(7) a. késem/yófi

magic/beauty

!el tiyul
of trip

‘A magic/beauty of a trip’
b. xómed/mótek !el yeled
cutie/sweetie

of child

‘A cutie/sweetie of a child’
This, however, cannot be the whole story of the Hebrew BNPs, as witnessed by the fact that
nowadays this construction features mainly colloquial nominals, some of which are loan
words from Arabic and Russian (e.g. from Arabic: áxla (best/great), sabába (fun), xára
(shit), báasa (distress); from Russian: bómba (bomb), káka (shit), káki (shit). In fact, one of
the most popular N-modifiers in the Hebrew BNPs is the Arabic áxla. We believe that this is
not accidental and therefore deserves some elaboration.

2.1.2 The special case of áxla: Arabic influence
As mentioned, áxla is a loan word from Arabic, where it is a comparative/superlative form
of the adjective xilwe (beautiful). Adjectival modification in Arabic is post-nominal, like in
Hebrew (e.g. bint xilwe, lit. girl beautiful, 'a beautiful girl'). Arabic comparative and
superlative have the same morphological form but a different position within the DP. The
comparative, like a regular adjective, follows the noun and is accompanied by the
preposition 'from' (e.g. bint axla min… 'girl more beautiful from [than]…'), while the
superlative precedes it, with no intervening preposition (e.g. axla bint, 'most beautiful girl').
In colloquial Hebrew the use of áxla is wide-spread, either in isolation, as a discourse
marker stating a positive reaction, or with a following modified nominal.3 Similarly to its
behaviour in Arabic, áxla can be both pre- and post-nominal in Hebrew. We suggest that the
availability of the pre-nominal position is what rendered áxla the most natural N-modifier in

11
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the Hebrew BNPs.4 Like in Arabic, the pre-nominal position of áxla does not require a
preposition. Thus, the fact that !el is not obligatory in BNPs featuring áxla is not surprising.
Rather, the question is why it is allowed at all. We will address this question later on, in
section 4.

2.1.3 What governs the optionality of !el: The rationale of the experiment
Note first that the optionality of !el is clearly due to the nature of the N-modifier rather than
the modified nominal. Consider once more the sentences in (3) (repeated in (8)), comparing
(8a, b) where !el is obligatory, with those in (8c, d) where !el is optional. In both pairs the
modified nouns (N2) are identical ('car', 'party'), while the modifying nouns (N1) change.
Hence, N2 cannot be held responsible for the alternation. Rather, the element governing the
alternation must be N1, the modifying noun.
(8) a. mótek *(!el) oto
sweetie

(of)

car

‘A very nice car’
b. zével *(!el) mesiba
garbage

(of)

party

‘A really bad party’
c. áxla
(?!el) oto
great/best

(of)

car

‘A great/wonderful car’
d. xára (!el) mesiba
shit

(of) party

‘A really bad party’
Further, although the phenomenon at hand looks syntactic or semantic in nature – the
optionality of the genitive/possessor element – it is not dictated either by semantic or
syntactic considerations. This is so because of the following.
Focusing on the N-modifiers and taking the semantic perspective, recall that Hebrew Nmodifiers are polar, providing negative or positive evaluation. If this semantic aspect was
responsible for the optionality of !el, we would have expected the optionality to pattern
accordingly. This, however, is not the case; within the pair of sentences where !el is
obligatory (8a, b), as well as in the pair of sentences where !el is optional (8c, d), the Nmodifiers differ in their polar evaluation. Consequently, the optionality of !el cannot be due

12
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Prosodic prominence in Hebrew Binominal Constructions: The occurrence of !el
to the semantic import of the N-modifier, at least as much as its most salient evaluative
function is concerned.
From the syntactic perspective, note that since !el is optional in some cases of Hebrew
BNPs, its presence cannot be maintained as a syntactic necessity. Alternatively, one might
entertain the idea that the grammatical function it fulfills can be performed not only in the
syntactic component, but probably also in the phonological one (see the analysis of Case
checking in Neeleman & Reinhart 1997, Siloni 2002).
From the phonological perspective, the examination of the two N-modifiers in (8c, d)
that we have initially noticed to allow optionality (xára 'shit', áxla 'great'), proves fruitful.
They clearly share some phonological features: both end with an open unstressed syllable,
headed by the vowel a.
In light of the above, our working hypothesis is that the optionality of !el is governed by
the phonological form of the N-modifier (N1), and it is this assumption that underlies the
design of our experiment, as detailed in the following section.

2.2 Method
Participants: 120 monolingual Hebrew speakers, about half males and half females
participated in the experiment. The age range of about 2/3 of the participants was 26-40; the
remaining 1/3 were split between 14-25 and 41+.
Materials: Thirteen N-modifiers were included in the study: seven N-modifiers
hypothesized to allow optionality of !el (henceforth, the allowing modifiers), having a final
unstressed syllable headed by a, and six N-modifiers hypothesized to require !el (henceforth,
the requiring modifiers).
Allowing modifiers: xára (shit); áxla (great); búba (doll); bómba (bomb); káka (shit);
báasa (distress); sabába (fun).
Requiring modifiers: zével (garbage); mótek (sweetie); picúc (explosion); pcacá (bomb);
kaki (shit); yófi (beauty).
Procedure: The experiment was administered online. Participants were instructed to
provide acceptability judgments of various sentences on a 1-5 scale (1, 2 ungrammatical, 3
do not know/not sure, 4, 5 grammatical).5
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Design: The experiment included three conditions. The main condition tested
acceptability of the BNPs with and without !el. There were two additional conditions that
were hypothesized to affect the acceptability of BNPs without !el – one manipulating the
stress pattern of N2 (stress-initial and non-stress-initial), and the other featuring the adverb
mamá! ('really') preceding the BNP (see Table 1).
Table 1. The conditions
Name of Condition

Manipulation

[±!el]

with !el ([+!el]), and without it ([–!el])

[±stress]

N2 is stress-initial ([+stress]) or not ([–stress])

[±adv]

with mama! ([+adv]) and without mama! ([–adv]);
only in [–!el] condition

For each modifier, six target sentences were created. All in all, there were 78 target
sentences, accompanied by 151 grammatical and ungrammatical filler sentences (similar in
length, complexity and register to the target sentences), resulting in 229 sentences. An
example of the stimuli set for the modifier báasa, 'distress' is given in Table 2.
Table 2. The stimuli set for the modifier báasa, 'distress'
Target sentences
1. dani kibel báasa !el avodá
Dani got

distress !el job

‘Dani got a distressing job’
2. dani bila báasa !el láyla
Dani spent

distress !el night

‘Dani had a distressing night’
3. lisa hikira
báasa ana!ím
Lisa got acquainted [with]

distress people

‘Lisa got acquainted with distressing people’
4. lisa patxa
báasa ések
Lisa opened

distress business

‘Lisa opened a distressing business’
5. dani !ama mama! báasa sipúr
6.

[±stress]

[±adv]

+

–

–

+

+

–

–

–

–

–

+

–

Dani heard really

distress story

–

–

+

Lisa wrote really

distress book

–

+

+

‘Dani heard a really distressing story’
lisa katva mama! báasa séfer
‘Lisa wrote a really distressing book’

14
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To avoid fatigue effects we divided our 120 subjects into two groups, and split the
questionnaire accordingly.
Questionnaire A (group A, 50 subjects): búba, sabába, xára, zével, picúc, káki
Questionnaire B (group B, 70 subjects): bómba, káka, áxla, báasa, mótek, pcacá, yófi

3 Results
Four subjects from group A and five from group B were discarded on the basis of
inconsistency of their responses.6 No effects were found for age or gender.7 The marginal
effects of the two secondary conditions ([±stress] and [±adv]) did not point at any
acceptability trend or bias in relation to any other condition. Therefore the mean values of
the [+!el] and [–!el] sentences of each modifier were combined in the analyses of the main
condition, [±!el], as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Mean values of all [+!el] and [–!el] pairs

All of the modifiers, except for áxla, were found to be different between their [+!el] and
[–!el] variants in a highly significant degree (p > 0.005). The [±!el] condition for áxla, on
the other hand, was highly insignificant (t(64) = –.483, p = .631).
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In the [–!el] condition the following is noteworthy: All the highly ranked modifiers in
this condition are of the allowing type (áxla, xára, káka, bómba). However, not all the
allowing modifiers share these rates (búba, sabába, báasa), nor do they clearly outrank all
the other requiring modifiers (e.g. see [–!el] rates for káki and zével).
Acceptability rates in [–!el] condition do not show the grammatical/ungrammatical
dichotomy, correlating with the allowing/requiring distinction between the modifiers.
Acceptability rates in the [+!el] condition are scalar. Some modifiers are widely
accepted (e.g. yófi, xára, mótek and áxla), but others barely pass an average value of 3 (3 =
"not sure") (káki, picúc and búba). The differences between modifiers in the [+!el] condition
are significant (p>.005).8
In light of the above, we performed some additional calculations as detailed below.
The values of the different modifiers under [–!el] condition represent how well a given
modifier performs in a BNP that lacks !el, in relation to other modifiers. We regard these
values as absolute values, which maintain the original 1-5 scale. However, since the
different modifiers also perform significantly different on the [+!el] condition, it makes
sense to obtain relative values that would represent the differences between the [+!el] and [–
!el] variants for a single given modifier (i.e., how likely it is to omit !el with a given
modifier).
To achieve this we calculated the differences between the [+!el] and [–!el] variants of
each modifier by subtracting the mean [–!el] value from the mean [+!el] value of the same
modifier. These differences represent precisely what we are seeking to evaluate and account
for: How likely it is to omit !el with each member of the limited set of possible N-modifiers
in the Hebrew BNP construction.
The values in the following relative scales (Figure 2 and Table 3 below) are inverted in
order to simplify the representation and maintain a coherent upward scale. In reality, the
more accepted omissions of !el are represented by smaller difference values, of course. To
invert this scale such that better acceptability will be represented by higher values, we
subtracted each difference value from 5, which is the original maximum acceptability value
that we used in our experiment. We do not wish to claim that these values maintain a 1:1
mapping with our initial acceptability scale, since at this point we are only interested in the
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relative !el omission values of our target modifiers in relation to each other, not in relation to
the rest of the grammar.
Figure 2. Relative ranking

Table 3. Relative ranking

17

Rank

Modifier Difference

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

áxla
káka
xára
búba
káki
bómba
zével
picúc
báasa
sabába
pcacá
mótek
yófi

[–!el] subtracted
from [+!el]

–0.05
0.69
0.71
0.86
1.16
1.30
1.53
1.66
1.78
1.99
2.45
2.65
2.68

Inverted

Percentage

Absolute

5.05
4.31
4.29
4.14
3.84
3.70
3.47
3.34
3.22
3.01
2.55
2.35
2.32

105
85
84
79
72
70
60
57
54
53
41
39
44

4.3
3.0
3.6
2.2
2.1
2.8
2.1
1.6
1.9
2.1
1.5
1.7
2.1

Difference
subtracted from 5

Percentage of [–!el] out of
[+!el] (calculated as 100%)

Absolute mean
[–!el] values
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4 The account(s)
The results support our working hypothesis that the phonological form of the N-modifiers
regulates the optionality of !el in the Hebrew BNPs. The top four modifiers in the relative
ranking are the allowing modifiers, namely those ending with an unstressed syllable headed
by a, while none of them is in the lowest levels (11-13). The picture, however, is not as neat
as one would have hoped for. First, not all allowing modifiers are better than some requiring
ones (e.g. sabába and báasa at ranks 9-10 vs. káki at rank 5). Second, the degree of their
acceptance on the [–!el] condition is scalar, with áxla in the lead. This state of affairs
suggests that even if our working hypothesis is on the right track, it is too course to account
for the full range of the results, requiring a closer look at the findings.
Our departure point is the unique status of áxla as the only modifier that does not
discriminate between [+!el] and [–!el] variants, even showing a slight (statistically
insignificant) preference towards [–!el] sentences, unlike all other modifiers which favor
BNPs with !el.

4.1 Similarity based account
Recall that while discussing the origins of the Hebrew BNP (see 2.1.2), we suggested that
the loan of the Arabic superlative áxla was highly instrumental in the formation of the
colloquial nowadays Hebrew BNPs. Especially significant was the fact that the pre-nominal
(as well as post-nominal) position of this modifier is inherent to the modifier itself. That is,
áxla does not require !el in this position. If so, it is plausible to view áxla as the allowing Nmodifier prototype, and the ranking of the other modifiers as representing graded levels of
similarity to the phonological form of áxla.
Table 4 provides a schematized sketch of graded similarity to áxla, exhibiting a tight fit
with our experimental findings; the modifiers ranked higher in Table 5 share more
phonological features with áxla. These features are both prosodic (disyllabic with a final
unstressed open syllable) and segmental, vocalic and consonantal (it is better to end with the
vowel a, and it seems preferable to have a dorsal fricative consonant, x, or a dorsal obstruent,
k, in the first syllable).

18
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Table 4. Similarity features
Prosodic features
1.
áxla
Unstressed
Disyllabic
final syllable
2.
káka
3.
xára
4.
búba
5.
káki
6.
bómba
7.
zével
8.
picúc
*
9.
báasa
*
10. sabába
*
11. pcacá
*
12. mótek
13. yófi














Segmental features
a-Final
Dorsal
vowel
obstruent

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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In principle, it is possible to view the similarity features in Table 4 in an accumulative way;
more similar features contribute to greater similarity. However, there are clear indications
that the ordering of the features in Table 4 from left to right is relevant as well, suggesting
hierarchical relationships between them. For example, the segmental features contribute to
the ranking in higher levels (compare 2-3 with 4-7). This means that they discriminate
between good candidates and should be therefore considered as weaker similarity
requirements. At the same time, the prosodic features, which should be considered as
stronger similarity requirements, contribute to the ranking in lower levels (compare 2-7 with
8-11) by blocking bad candidates.
Interestingly, the two lowest-ranking modifiers in levels 12-13, which do not comply with
this hierarchy since they do satisfy the prosodic requirements, are the two modifiers that are
among the most accepted modifiers in the BNP construction with !el in Hebrew (see Figure
1). They are the only modifiers whose meaning is non-metaphoric, probably because they
are among the pioneer N-modifiers in Hebrew. This seems to suggest that the earlier Nmodifiers, that were used in the construction before the omission of !el became possible (i.e.,
mótek and yófi), are more resilient to !el omission than other modifiers that entered the group
of N-modifiers later, and have a more colloquial flavor and idiomatic meaning. To conclude,
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it seems plausible that the colloquial flavor of !el omissions is in a register conflict with the
most non-colloquial N-modifiers, mótek and yófi.

4.2 The prosodic account
The tight fit between the experimental data and the similarity-based proposal lends support
to our assumption that phonological similarity to áxla plays a role in the optionality of !el. It
does not explain, however, two interrelated issues: (i) the availability of !el with áxla (recall
that genuinely, this modifier does not need !el in pre-nominal position); (ii) the phonological
requirement which seems to be pivotal for the optionality of !el: having a final unstressed a.
In what follows we first address the second issue presenting a process of prosodic
reanalysis that we take to be operative in the optionality of !el. Then we will turn to the first
issue, the availability of !el with áxla, and discuss the intricate relation between the
reanalysis and the origins of the Hebrew BNPs.

4.2.1 Prosodic reanalysis in the Hebrew BNP
Based on our findings, we assume that the role of !el in the Hebrew BNP construction is
phonological to a significant extent, rather than being purely syntactic (e.g. Kayne 1994, Den
Dikken 1998) or semantic (Asaka 2005). Specifically, we propose that the occurrence of !el
before N2 prosodically disambiguates the symmetric N N sequence, rendering the prosodic
constituent of the modified noun (N2) heavier (higher in the prosodic hierarchy), and thus
distinguishable from the prosodic constituent of the modifier (N1), as schematized in (9a).9
(9a)10
#

"
C
#

xára
N1

20

!el
P/gen.

óto
N2

('shit of [a] car')
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Consequently, we propose that !el can be omitted, if the prosodic structure of the BNP (9a)
remains intact, namely if N2 is sufficiently distinguished from N1, dominated by C, rather
than just #. We claim that this can be achieved if the modifier, N1, ends with an unstressed a.
This is so, because in this case N2 can be prosodically (re)analyzed as being introduced by
the definite article (ha-), which in colloquial Hebrew is pronounced as a. This is schematized
in (9b).
(9b)

"
#

C
#

xara
N1

oto
N2

('shit [of a] car')

In (9b) the unstressed a, though syntactically part of N1 (xára, 'shit'), is linked to the
prosodic constituent that dominates N2 (oto, 'car'), on a par with !el in (9a), and is
prosodically interpreted as the determiner proclitic of the modified noun.11

4.2.2 The phonological function of (h)a-: Support for the proposal
The idea that the presence of the Hebrew definite article affects the acceptability of a
(syntactic) phrase gains support from syntactic contexts where the occurrence of (h)a- is not
required by any obvious semantic or syntactic reasons. One of such contexts is the Hebrew
(nominal) Construct State (CS).
Consider the sentences in (10). In (10a) the DP subject ('windows of cars') is in the Free
State (FS). It is fully grammatical, regardless of the indefiniteness of the complement 'cars'.
In (10b) the same DP subject is in the Construct State (CS). The sentence sounds quite
ungrammatical. (10c) differs from (10b) only in that the complement ('car') is prefixed by the
definite clitic ha- ('the car'), which does not affect its generic flavor. However, its
grammaticality status is significantly improved as compared to (10b). Since, as we noted, the
addition of the definite article in (10c) does not change the generic flavor of the
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ungrammatical (10b), it is reasonable to conclude that the contribution of the definite article
to the acceptability of the CS in (10c) is probably prosodic.
(10) a. xalonot !el mexoniyot lo ni!barim be-kalut.
windows of cars
not break
in-easiness
'Car windows don't break easily.'
b. ??xalonot mexoniyot lo ni!barim be-kalut.
windows cars
not break in-easiness
c. xalonot ha-mexoniyot lo ni!barim be-kalut.
windows the-cars
not break in-easiness
'(The) car windows don't break easily.'

FS (indefinite)
CS (indefinite)
CS (definite)

Furthermore, observe the contrast between the ungrammatical (10b) and the grammatical
(11b). In both sentences the CS is indefinite, but in (11b), unlike in (10b), there is construct
morphology on the head of the construct (eyney). This comparison suggests that the
unacceptability of (10b) is due to the symmetrical sequence of two Ns, rendering the
prosodic formation of the CS difficult or maybe even impossible.
(11) a. eynayim !el yeladim tamid borkot.
eyes

of children

always

shine

FS (indefinite)

b. eyney yeladim tamid borkot.

CS (indefinite)

c. eyney ha-yeladim tamid borkot.

CS (definite)

eyes

children

always shine

eyes

the-children

always

shine

'Children's eyes are always shining.'

4.3 Similarity-infused reanalysis
Recall that we have proposed that although the Hebrew BNP construction was transferred
from English (see section 2.1), one of the most popular N-modifiers in the Hebrew BNPs is
áxla, a loan word from Arabic. We proposed the transfer from English, because regular
modification in Hebrew is post-nominal, and we attributed the popularity of áxla in the
Hebrew BNPs to the fact that this N-modifier is inherently pre- (and post-) nominal, because
of its Arabic origin. Based on our results, BNPs with áxla manifest a genuine alternation
with respect to the occurrence of !el. On the one hand, this fact led us to the similarity based
proposal, but on the other hand, it is a surprising fact. This is so, because, in principle, áxla
does not require !el at all, raising the question of why this modifier admits !el. Furthermore,
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our results also show that, apart from áxla, all other modifiers clearly prefer the [+!el]
version of BNPs, begging the question of how come a certain group can do without !el.
We suggest that these synchronic facts reveal parts of a larger diachronic story, where
two different grammatical loans, that of áxla and that of the English BNP, crossed paths.
Specifically, we propose that the optionality of !el with certain N-modifiers, and the
occurrence of !el with áxla are the result of co-influence between the Hebrew BNP featuring
áxla and the BNPs whose origin is English. The 'original' BNP featuring áxla, where there is
no !el, induced the optionality of !el with certain N-modifiers (e.g. xára), while the English
loan BNPs, where !el is obligatory, introduced the possibility of !el with áxla. Let us make
this idea more concrete.
It is plausible that the prosodic reanalysis of the final a proposed here is, in fact, rooted
in the prosodic reanalysis of áxla BNPs without !el, as follows. Speakers prosodically
analyzed the [–!el] BNPs featuring áxla as consisting of one 'heavier' prosodic unit
(dominated by C, as in (9b)), similarly to the unit governing !el+N constituent in BNPs with
!el (as in (9a)). Consequently, this reanalysis was applied to N-modifiers like xára which are
very similar to áxla, in the relevant respects.
Now we are in the position to answer the question we started with, namely how the
similarity-based proposal and the prosodic reanalysis proposal should be conceived of. Since
the prosodic reanalysis originated with BNPs featuring áxla, it is most readily applicable to
the N-modifiers that are phonologically similar to áxla. Thus, !el can be omitted only if the
reanalysis is possible, but the omission is also affected by the degree of similarity of the Nmodifier to áxla. In other words, reanalysis 'infused' with similarity provides the best
account for the optionality of !el in Hebrew BNPs.

5 Conclusion
Based on the surprising observation that the Hebrew BNP construction shows some
optionality regarding the occurrence of the genitive element !el, we set up to delineate the
conditions underlying the phenomenon. Motivated by our assumptions as to the origins of
the Hebrew BNPs, the special status of the N-modifier áxla, and our preliminary
observations as to the grammatical component underlying the phenomenon, we designed an
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experiment testing the acceptance of [±!el] BNPs in Hebrew. Our findings revealed a
somewhat complicated picture, whereby the optionality of !el is systematic but not in the
binary fashion that we originally expected. In order to explicate our findings, we developed
an account whereby the systematic aspect attested in our findings is explained by the
prosodic reanalysis, and the fact that the phenomenon is attested to various degrees is taken
care of by the similarity-based model, which reflects the special status of the modifier áxla.
Viewed this way, this study not only accounts for the optionality of !el in Hebrew BNPs,
but it actually anchors the phenomenon in a broader context, that of language contact and
language change. The mere existence of the BNP construction in Hebrew and its unique
characteristic, the optionality of the genitive element !el, are shown to result from the
intricate relation between the two sources of this construction in Hebrew; the English BNP
and the superlative version of the Arabic áxla. The former introduced the construction into
Hebrew grammar, while the latter brought about the optionality of !el in the Hebrew BNPs
defining the scope of its application. The scalar acceptability, reflected by the graded
similarity to áxla, highlights the present state of affairs, suggesting that in time the
optionality of !el in Hebrew BNPs may include more of the allowing N-modifiers.
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1

The origin of this construction in Romance and Germanic is assumed to be Latin, based on examples like

monstrum mulieris lit. monster woman.gen., 'monster of a woman' (Aarts 1998, citing Curme 1914). The
interest of these structures from both semantic and syntactic points of view is relatively well acknowledged (see
the analyses of English, Dutch and French BNPs in Kayne 1994, den Dikken 1998, Aarts 1998; Paardekooper
1984, Everaert 1992; Milner 1973, 1978, Ruwet 1982).
2

It seems to be the case that initially, the Hebrew BNP construction involved the standard, literal N-modifiers,

that sound somewhat archaic nowadays (e.g. késem, 'magic'; yófi, 'beauty'; xómed, 'cutie', mótek, 'sweetie'), all
of which have an adjectival counterpart (kasum 'magical'; yafe 'beautiful'; xamud 'cute'; matok 'sweet').
3

One might entertain the idea that the expression áxla géver, 'great man', probably one of the first borrowings,

paved the way to many analogous expressions using áxla as a modifier.
4

Note that áxla in Hebrew is not adjectival, as it does not show the typical N-A agreement in gender and

number (yalda/yeled/yeladim áxla, 'girl-Fem./boy-Masc./kids-Pl. great').
5

Given the colloquial nature of the Hebrew BNP construction, one might consider analyzing large corpora of

spontaneous speech rather than elicit acceptability judgments via a structured questionnaire. Note, however,
that no matter how big the corpus is, it cannot provide direct evidence for ungrammaticality.
6

We compared overall means of grammatical and ungrammatical filler sentences with BNP constructions to

detect a-typical judgments (e.g. ungrammatical fillers judged as better than standard BNPs with !el).
7

We tested the effects of age and gender using multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) on each group

separately: Age (group A: Wilk's $=.010, F(108, 21.872)=.740, p=.784; group B: Wilk's $=.023 F(126,
60.845)=1.227, p = .717); Gender (group A: Wilk's $ =.223 F(36, 9) = .873, p = .642; group B: Wilk's $ =.261
F(42, 22)=1.484, p=.161).
8

This result is not entirely surprising, given the clearly colloquial nature of the construction and the limited,

probably lexicalized, set of N-modifiers.
9

The precise description of the node dominating the concatenated proclitic and content word is debatable. For

our purposes, this node in the hierarchy correlates well enough with the "clitic group", adopted here (Nespor &
Vogel 1986, Hayes 1989, Nespor 1999), "minor phonological phrase" (McCawley 1968, Selkirk & Tateishi
1988), "accentual phrase" (Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988) or "maximal prosodic word" (Itô & Mester 2009).
10

% = syllable; F = foot; # = prosodic word; C = clitic group; " = phonological phrase.

11

Many function words in Hebrew, including the definite article, are proclitics, prosodified with the following

content (phonological) word. In our analyses, proclitics attach directly to the prosodic constituent that
dominates N2 (in line with McCarthy & Prince 1993a, b). Other options, such as attachment to a marked
unstressed foot (in line with Kiparsky 1979), are possible as well, with no bearing on our proposal.
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Abstract
This study examines the effect of using wrong stress pattern on Persian speakers’ stress pattern
perception. For this purpose, six Persian words with two possible stress patterns, which belong to
two different syntactic categories, were selected. These words were then used in either correct or
incorrect sentential contexts to evaluate whether Persian speakers notice the mismatching stress
pattern or not. For example, the target word was used with its noun stress pattern in a sentence
which required a verb. Then, the sentences were presented to the subjects and the subjects were
asked to determine which stress pattern they have heard during the stimulus sentence, the noun
stress pattern or the verb stress pattern.
The results showed that even though Persian speakers are weak at distinguishing stress patterns,
due to the nature of their language which has a predictable stress pattern, they do not neglect the
stress pattern completely either. In absence of correct prosodic features, they try to exploit
semantic-syntactic context to restore lexical stress perception. Using a resource other than the
acoustic signal, e.g. the context, helps them to percept the word.

1. Introduction
Languages differ with respect to suprasegmental properties. For example, in Spanish and
English, stress can be used as a distinguishing feature (for English see Cutler 1986; for Spanish
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see Skoruppa, Cristia, Peperkamp, and Seidl 2011), while in some other languages such as
French and Hungarian, stress does not play a distinctive role (Peperkamp and Doupox 2002).
Studies on Italian and Dutch have shown that listeners of these languages utilize stress
information during word recognition (for Italian, see Tagliapietra and Tabossi 2005; for Dutch,
see Cutler and Van Donselaar 2001; van Donselaar, Koster, and Cutler 2005).
This paper investigates to what extent Persian natives utilize lexical stress pattern to distinguish
words. The importance of this issue is due to the fact that though lexical stress pattern in Persian
is known as predictable, there are some words in which stress pattern plays a distinctive role.
In this study, we use these words with either correct or incorrect stress pattern in a context and
investigate whether Persian speakers notice the stress pattern or not.
2. Persian Stress Pattern
There are different viewpoints about stress pattern in Persian. Ferguson (1957) suggests that
Persian stress pattern differs in different word categories. Noun stress is located on the last
syllable, whereas verb stress is recessive (Kahnemuyipour, 2003) which means that the stress
goes back to the first syllable. Similarly, Lazard (1992) made a distinction between non verbal
words and verbs. In contrast, Mahootian (1997:310-320) does not make any distinction between
verbs and nouns considering stress pattern, but argues that most of Persian words are stress-final
and verbs are considered as exceptions of this rule.
By introducing a new approach, Amini (1997) defines two different word-layer construction
rules: end rule left and end rule right. These rules are sensitive to grammatical word categories.
The former explains Persian prefixed-verbs and the latter explains stress pattern in other
grammatical categories.
The problem of the above approaches is that they do not propose a unified rule for all syntactic
categories. However, the last theory about Persian lexical stress, which was introduced by
Kahnemuyipour (2003), could provide a unified account of Persian stress which was independent
of syntactic categories. He introduced phonological phrase level stress and phonological word
level stress. The phrase-level stress rule is leftmost and places the stress on the initial word in a
phonological phrase. He concludes that by making a distinction between word- and phrase-level
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stress rules, the unusual stress pattern of prefixed verbs in Persian can be accounted for. He
suggests that Persian verb prefixes are phonological words. Therefore, the prefixes enter the
combination as phonological words and the initial stress is the result of the phrase-level stress
rule, rather than the word-final rule.
To have a better understanding of Persian stress, you can find some examples here:
(1) noun stress pattern:
/'mu:/

hair

/ke'tb/

book

/tas'dof/

accident

/buqala'mun/

turkey

(2) verb stress pattern
/'raft/

s/he went

/xa'rid/

s/he bought

/tar'id/

s/he sharpened

(3) verb stress pattern
/'naxarid/

s/he did not buy

neg. -bought-3sg
/'mixarad/

s/he buys

indic. -buy-3sg
/'bexarad/

that s/he buys

neg. -bought-3sg

According to Kahnemuyipour (2003), all verbal and nominal inflectional affixes in Persian are
non-cohering and constitute independent phonological words, while the derivational affixes are
cohering and are part of the same phonological word as the stem.
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The target words of this study are some prefixed verbs which can be both phonological word and
phonological phrase. In these words, a change in the stress pattern changes the phonological
word to a phonological phrase. Also, in these words, a change in the stress pattern changes the
syntactic category of the word. For example, the word “/bzdt/” can have two different stress
patterns. If the stress is placed on the first syllable, it is a phonological phrase (meaning s/he
stopped sb from doing sth), while if it falls on the last syllable, it is a phonological word
(meaning arrestment).
This study examines how Persian speakers notice the stress pattern of the target words with a
mismatching stress pattern. Because the target words can have two different stress patterns and
can be classified either as a noun or a verb and the stress pattern in these words is a distinctive
feature. On the other hand, Persian stress pattern is considered predictable, and it makes stress
pattern a weak lexical feature for Persian native speakers. Thus, this question arises that how
Persian speakers perceive these words? Will the stress pattern be important for the listeners to
distinguish between the different possible categories and meanings or not? To answer this
question a psycholinguistic experiment was carried out.
3. Experiment Methodology
34 monolingual female native speakers of Persian between 17 and 18 years old participated in
the experiment. To do the experiment, we selected six words which had different stress patterns
and different meanings. The number of such words was much more. But to prevent a long tiring
experiment which may affect the results negatively, we selected a few of them. Table 1 lists the
target words, their possible stress patterns and their meanings.

Table 1. Target words, their possible stress patterns and meanings
Word

Stress
Pattern

Syntactic
Category

Meaning

Stress
Pattern

Meaning

Syntactic
Category

/bzgat/

/'bzgat/

Verb

s/he came back

/bz'gat/

Coming back

Noun

/dargozat/

/'dargozat/

Verb

s/he died

/dargo'zat/

to die

Noun

/barxord/

/'barxord/

Verb

s/he encountered
sth/sb

/bar'xord/

encountering

Noun

/sarresid/

/'sarresid/

Verb

the deadline reached

/sarre'sid/

due date

Noun

/bzdt/

/'bzdt/

Verb

s/he stopped sb from
doing sth

/bz'dt/

arrestment

Noun

/darjft/

/'darjft/

Verb

s/he understood

/dar'jft/

Receiving sth (e.g. a
letter)

Noun

After selecting the words carefully, two sentences were prepared per each word, one with the
correct stress pattern for the target word and one with a mismatching stress pattern, e.g. a noun
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stress pattern in a sentence requiring a verb. All the sentences had fairly the same number of

doing sth
/darjft/

/'darjft/

Verb

s/he understood

/dar'jft/

Receiving sth (e.g. a
letter)

Noun

After selecting the words carefully, two sentences were prepared per each word, one with the
correct stress pattern for the target word and one with a mismatching stress pattern, e.g. a noun
stress pattern in a sentence requiring a verb. All the sentences had fairly the same number of
syllables and the number of syllables before and after the target words in each sentence were the
same.
Here you see an example of the created sentence:
(4)
/saranjm mov?ede

moqarrar

Finally

determined was reached and Ali his debt

due date

sarresid

va Ali dejna

r

ad kard/

(Acc. maker)

paid.

“Finally, the determined due date was reached and Ali paid his debt.”

In (4), /sarresid/ is a target word which is a verb (in the presented context) and its stress must fall
on the first syllable. Similar sentences were prepared for all other target words, as well.
Then, the prepared sentences were naturally read by a linguist in a silent acoustic place and the
voice was recorded. Then, the noise of the prepared files, which was produced mainly due to the
reader’s breathing, was removed and the voice was amplified for better quality. The
amplification was done in a way that the sentences of all files had rather the same range of
amplitude.
The reader also read the target words with each of their stress patterns and the results were saved
in separate files. Therefore, per each target word, three files were prepared: a file including a
sentence which contained the target word, the target word with its noun stress pattern, and the
target word with its verb stress pattern.
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Then, to prepare the final audio file to play for the participants, all the above mentioned files
were combined together. In addition, some seconds of silence were added between playing each
part (playing the sentence, playing the noun stress pattern and playing the verb stress pattern) to
let the participant prepare for listening and answering. Figure 1 shows the structure of the final
file.

Three Seconds
of Silence

Two Seconds of
Silence
Sentence

First Stress
Pattern

Two Seconds of
Silence

Second Stress
Pattern

Figure 1: Experiment File Structure
As Figure 1 shows, at the beginning of the experiment, three seconds of silence are added to the
file to let the participant prepare for the experiment. Then, a sentence which includes the target
word is played. After that, there are two seconds of silence to let the participant process the
sentence carefully and get prepared for listening to the possible answers. Then, one of the stress
patterns of the target word is played. After two seconds of silence, the other stress pattern is
played and after that the participant must determine which stress pattern she has heard in the
sentence.
Table 2 shows the target words’ stress patterns in the experiment files. Out of the 12 prepared
files, in six instances the target word was used with its correct stress pattern and in six instances
a mismatching stress pattern was used. For example, the third row in Table2 shows that the
sentence including the target word /barxord/ needed a verb stress pattern, however, the word
/barxord/ was pronounced with its noun stress pattern in this sentence.
It must be noticed that for each target word, there are four different possibilities: the word needs
a noun stress pattern and the used stress pattern is noun, the word needs a verb stress pattern and
the used stress pattern is verb, the word needs a noun stress pattern but it is used with a verb
stress pattern and the word needs a verb stress pattern but it is used with a noun stress pattern.
However, we did not include all of these possibilities in the experiment to prevent a long
experiment. We included only two of the four possibilities: one instance in which the used stress
pattern is correct and one instance in which the stress pattern is not used correctly. That which
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stress pattern must be used correctly and which one must be used incorrectly was determined
randomly. Also, the order of playing sentences and the order of presenting the possible stress
patterns to the participant were randomly determined.
Table 2: correctness of target words’ stress patterns in files
No.

Target

Used Stress

Required stress

First Word

Second Word

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Word
/bzgat/
/barxord/
/barxord/
/bzgat/
/darjft/
/sarresid/
/bzdt/
/dargozat/
/dargozat/
/bzdt/
/sarresid/
/darjft/

pattern
Verb
Noun
Noun
Verb
Noun
Noun
Verb
Verb
Verb
Verb
Noun
Noun

pattern in Sentence
Verb
Noun
Verb
Noun
Verb
Noun
Verb
Verb
Noun
Noun
Verb
Noun

Stress pattern
Noun
Noun
Noun
Noun
Verb
Verb
Verb
Verb
Verb
Verb
Verb
Noun

Stress pattern
Verb
Verb
Verb
Verb
Noun
Noun
Noun
Noun
Noun
Noun
Noun
Verb

To evaluate how Persian speakers perceive matching and mismatching stress patterns in
sentential context, a MATLAB program was developed to play all the produced audio files
consecutively.
In this program, by clicking on the start button the experiment was started and the first file,
whose structure was shown in Figure 1, was played. The file included the target word in a
sentential context and its two possible stress patterns. After playing each file the participant was
asked which stress pattern she has perceived during the sentence. To determine which stress
pattern she has perceived, she must choose “first” or “second”, which referred to the first and
second stress pattern played after the sentence. The program did not continue until the person
clicked on one of the two options. By choosing one of the options, the program continued with
playing the next file. This procedure continued to play all the sentences. The average duration of
the experiment for each person was around five minutes.
The program also measured the reaction time to evaluate whether mismatching stress patterns
cause participants to spend more time to perceive the stress pattern or not. For this purpose, the
elapsed time between the end of playing the file and the time the participant selected one of the
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options was considered as the reaction time. This duration was measured with a MATLAB
snippet.
To prepare the participants for the experiment, the experiment setup was firstly explained to
them. However, to ensure they have understood the experiment correctly, they were asked to do
a trial experiment including only one file. The target word used in the trial experiment was not
among the main experiment target words.
4. Results
Diagram 1 shows correctness of the answers. Correct answer in this context means the stress
pattern which was used in the sentence, even if it did not match the semantic-syntactic context.

Diagram 1: Correctness of Participants’ answers
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To analyze the result, we classified the sentences into two different categories based on the
matching or mismatching stress pattern of the target words: 1) sentences with correct stress
pattern for the target word and 2) sentences with incorrect stress pattern for the target words.
We performed a non-parametric binomial test in each group using SPSS software to compare the
correct answers vs. incorrect ones. The result showed that in the first group, the number of
correct answer was significantly more than incorrect ones (p = .000). In contrast, in the second
category there was no significant difference between number of correct and incorrect answers (p
= .205).
This result implies that participants utilize both semantic-syntactic context and prosodic feature
of the word to perceive the stress pattern and none of these factors is more important than the
other one. The results show that when the semantic-syntactic context supports the used stress
pattern, more people choose the correct answer, but when there is a mismatching between
context and the used stress pattern, it is not easy for listeners to choose the correct answer.
Furthermore, the second part of the experiment, which measures the reaction time, indicated no
significant difference between the two groups (p = .671) meaning that mismatching stress pattern
does not affect sentence processing.
5. Conclusion and discussion
This paper showed that whether listeners identify the target words as a noun or verb does not
exclusively depends on the target stress pattern in the sentence. But it is also affected by the
proceeding semantic-syntactic context. When the stress pattern matches the context, both context
and lexical stress pattern propel participants to choose the correct answer. But, when there is a
mismatching context, the situation is more complicated. Lexical stress feature of the acoustic
signal affects participants’ perception to choose what they have heard; while the context which
determines which stress pattern should be used propels listeners to choose what the context
requires. As both stress patterns exist in the lexicon of the language, this process leads to nonsignificant difference between correct and incorrect answers.
By showing that in absence of correct prosodic features, listeners try to exploit semanticsyntactic context to restore lexical stress perception, our study confirms the viewpoint that shows
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listeners as active, knowledge- and expectation-driven interpreters, and not a passive decoder of
the acoustic signal, cf. Niebuhr (2008), and Kouider and Dupoux (2001).
Also, the result shows that from the viewpoint of stress deafness (Peperkamp, Vendelin, and
Dupoux 2010), Persian speakers are not stress-deaf but weak at distinguishing stress patterns.
Because even though they do not pay much attention to the stress pattern and the mismatching
stress does not affect the time they require to process the sentence (reaction time), they do not
ignore what they have heard either and do not necessarily report the required stress pattern as the
perceived one.
Since there is not much work on Persian speakers’ stress deafness yet, much more research is
still required in this field. For example, doing similar experiments on normal words with one
stress pattern and evaluating how incorrect stress pattern affects sentence processing and lexical
access is still a worthwhile missing research.12
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Abstract
Abstract
This paper sketches a framework for linguistic prominence applicable to prosodic and nonThis paper sketches a framework for linguistic prominence applicable to prosodic and nonprosodic phenomena. It builds on the observation that there are important similarities between
prosodic phenomena. It builds on the observation that there are important similarities between
linguistic prominence and the essentially perceptual category of ‘being in the current centre of
linguistic prominence and the essentially perceptual category of ‘being in the current centre of
attention’. Three properties seem to set linguistic prominence apart from other linguistic
attention’. Three properties seem to set linguistic prominence apart from other linguistic
asymmetries. Firstly, linguistic units of equal rank (e.g. syllables, co-arguments of a
asymmetries. Firstly, linguistic units of equal rank (e.g. syllables, co-arguments of a
predicate) compete for the status of being in the centre, and secondly, this status may shift
predicate) compete for the status of being in the centre, and secondly, this status may shift
depending on the context. Thirdly, prominent units function as structural attractors in their
depending on the context. Thirdly, prominent units function as structural attractors in their
domain.
domain.
1. Introduction
1. Introduction
The notion of prominence1 is used in a wide range of linguistic subdisciplines, from phonetics
The notion of prominence1 is used in a wide range of linguistic subdisciplines, from phonetics
to discourse studies. Our goal here is to explore the question of whether its uses in the
to discourse studies. Our goal here is to explore the question of whether its uses in the
syntactic, morphological and discourse domains can be shown to be systematically linked to
syntactic, morphological and discourse domains can be shown to be systematically linked to
its uses in phonetics and phonology, especially in the analysis of prosody. If this is the case,
its uses in phonetics and phonology, especially in the analysis of prosody. If this is the case,
this notion may refer to a basic organizing principle in language, manifest in terms of form
this notion may refer to a basic organizing principle in language, manifest in terms of form
and function on all levels of language structure and language use.
and function on all levels of language structure and language use.
The reason for choosing phonetics and phonology as a starting point for this exploration is
The reason for choosing phonetics and phonology as a starting point for this exploration is
the fact that this is the domain where “prominence” is most widely used and perhaps best
the fact that this is the domain where “prominence” is most widely used and perhaps best
understood. The most basic understanding here is the one used in auditory phonetics where
understood. The most basic understanding here is the one used in auditory phonetics where
“[p]rominence refers to the degree in which a phoneme, syllable, and/or word is perceived to
“[p]rominence refers to the degree in which a phoneme, syllable, and/or word is perceived to
stand out from its environment.” (Streefkerk 2002: 6). Compare also handbook definitions
stand out from its environment.” (Streefkerk 2002: 6). Compare also handbook definitions
such as: prominence is “[a] term used in auditory phonetics to refer to the degree to which a
such as: prominence is “[a] term used in auditory phonetics to refer to the degree to which a
sound or syllable stands out from others in its environment” (Crystal 2008: 391) or “[the]
sound or syllable stands out from others in its environment” (Crystal 2008: 391) or “[the]
property of a syllable which stands out from adjoining syllables” (Trask 1996: 291).
property of a syllable which stands out from adjoining syllables” (Trask 1996: 291).
While these definitions concur in paraphrasing ‘prominent’ with ‘standing out’, there are
While these definitions concur in paraphrasing ‘prominent’ with ‘standing out’, there are
non-trivial differences even in these very basic and short explications of the term. On the one
non-trivial differences even in these very basic and short explications of the term. On the one
hand, they vary with regard to the entity to which prominence is attributed: syllable (Trask),
hand, they vary with regard to the entity to which prominence is attributed: syllable (Trask),
segment and syllable (Crystal), or segment, syllable and word (Streefkerk). In this paper, the
segment and syllable (Crystal), or segment, syllable and word (Streefkerk). In this paper, the
syllable will be our main example, in line with the literature, i.e. whenever we refer to
syllable will be our main example, in line with the literature, i.e. whenever we refer to
prosodic prominence without further specification, we have syllable prominence in mind.
prosodic prominence without further specification, we have syllable prominence in mind.
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On the other hand, the definitions differ in the degree to which they are explicit about the
question of how prominence is tied to perceptual categories. This is explicit in Streefkerk’s
definition, implicit in Crystal’s (“auditory phonetics”), and not at all clear in Trask’s
definition. In this regard, it is important to note that it is widely agreed in phonetics and
phonology that there is not a single, specific acoustic property that renders a segment of the
signal perceptually more prominent. Crystal (2008: 391) notes in this regard: “Variations in
length, pitch, stress and inherent sonority are all factors which contribute to the relative
prominence of a unit” (emphasis omitted). And according to Trask (1996: 291), syllables may
stand out “by virtue of any of several phonetic characteristics, such as greater loudness,
greater duration, higher or lower pitch, greater syllable weight, or greater excursion of the
vocal tract from its neutral position” (emphasis omitted). Consequently, “prominence” is used
as an abstract unifying category for a range of disparate acoustic phenomena.
As already hinted at above, in this exploration we investigate the feasibility of taking the
abstraction already inherent in the phonetic notion of prominence a step further and evaluate
its applicability for other levels of linguistic structure where acoustic properties of the speech
signal do not play a role in characterising prominence. This is the case in syntax and
semantics where “prominence” refers to the higher rank of an element on a hierarchy of
semantic or syntactic entities. Well-known examples include the hierarchy of grammatical
functions (subject > direct object > indirect object > …; cp. Keenan & Comrie 1977 and much
subsequent work), the semantic role hierarchy (agent > experiencer … > theme/patient; cp.
Lehmann et al. 2000, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2009, Lamers & de Swart
2012, Schumacher et al., in press) and the accessibility or givenness hierarchy (new >
accessible > given, cp. Chafe 1976, 1994; Ariel 1990; Gundel et al. 1993).
Two interrelated questions arise with regard to such hierarchies in the current context:
First, is the functional domain of prosodic prominence related to the position of elements on
such hierarchies, i.e. is being higher on a semantic or syntactic hierarchy in any useful way
comparable to “standing out from its environment” by virtue of acoustic properties? Second,
what are the factors or properties on which these hierarchies are based, i.e. what are the
formal equivalents of the acoustic properties which make something “stand out”? Originally,
and in much of the literature, these hierarchies are used primarily as descriptive devices,
allowing for generalizations of the kind “grammatical property X is confined to elements up
to the third level of the hierarchy”. The question of why there should be such hierarchies at all
and which factors bring about prominence differences is rarely addressed.
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Another non-prosodic phenomenon to which the label prominence is also occasionally
applied is the distinction between head and dependent made in syntax and, more
controversially, in morphology. Here the same type of questions arises as the ones just spelled
out for the hierarchies discussed in the previous paragraphs: Can the difference between heads
and dependents be usefully compared to prosodic prominence? And which features would be
relevant in this regard? We will look at these questions more closely in section 3.
In principle, one could apply the notion of prominence to any kind of asymmetry in
linguistic structure, and there probably are many other linguistic asymmetries which are
occasionally discussed in terms of prominence differences. However, apart from the fact that
it is not useful and potentially confusing to use the two terms – prominence and asymmetry –
for the same phenomenon, we would hold that there is an intuition widely shared among
linguists that not all types of asymmetries are prominence-related and that the applicability of
this term can be usefully restricted to a set of asymmetries which share a number of pertinent
features.
Our strategy for rendering this intuition more precise is as follows. We hypothesize that
there is a correspondence between prominence-related linguistic structures and the
psychological notion of attention. The precise nature of this correspondence is in need of
further research. Clearly, however, linguistic prominence and (psychological) attention cannot
be substituted for each other for the simple reason that linguistic structures are structures sui
generis which are defined, inter alia, by their conventional character. That is, they evolve in
complex processes where cognitive constraints and processes constitute but one of a number
of differing factors (social and semiotic factors exemplifying other factor groups).
Still, the correspondence hypothesis leads us to expect that interactions between linguistic
structures and cognitive states do occur in the domain of language processing and are
demonstrable with neuro- and psycholinguistic methods. Furthmore, and more importantly for
current purposes, the correspondence hypothesis suggests to us that insights from the research
on attention can be of help in modeling and investigating linguistic prominence.
In section 2, we identify three characteristics– the status of being in the centre,
contextual shifting and structural attraction – which apply to both attention and prosodic
prominence. With regard to prosodic prominence, they allow us to unify the disparate
acoustic properties of the speech signal that are widely used to characterize prosodic
prominence (see quotes above). Furthermore, they can be applied as criteria for diagnosing
prominence-related phenomena on other levels of linguistic structure. There are probably
other traits – among them gradience – which are also of relevance in this regard. But for the
3
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time being, we confine our discussion to these three points, as our primary goal here is the
programmatic one of showing that this research strategy promises interesting results rather
than attempting to present a fully worked-out theory of linguistic prominence.
In section 3, we will apply the three criteria to the head-dependent asymmetry and show
that this asymmetry does not meet all of them. From this we conclude more generally that
“prominence” cannot usefully be applied to every structural asymmetry in language. This
concurs with the intuition that the asymmetries which can be usefully classified as involving a
difference in prominence are only a subset of all linguistic asymmetries.
In section 4, we turn to the semantic role hierarchy as an example of the hierarchies
mentioned above and show that the role hierarchy endorsed here indeed shares all the relevant
traits of prosodic prominence, as identified in section 2.
In concluding these introductory remarks, note that the ‘traits’ or ‘features’ of prominence
we use here are to be taken as heuristics. Lacking a general theory of prominence, this means,
inter alia, that we cannot assess at this point whether they all have the same status and
whether they are fully independent of each other.
2. Prosodic Prominence
2.1 A-Centre
The metaphor of “standing out” widely used in explicating the notion of prosodic prominence
may refer to a multiplicity of properties. A syllable, for instance, may be said to “stand out”
by bearing a pitch accent, a greater pitch excursion, a slower speech rate (lengthening),
increased loudness (measured as intensity in db) compared to neighbouring syllables or
simply by being the first or last syllable in a prosodically bounded phrase (cp. Gussenhoven
2011, inter alia).
As the prominence-lending properties are highly variable and dependent on contextually
modulated interpretation, we need a unifying concept. In psychology, and cognitive sciences
more generally, the core concept tied to perceptual salience is attention.2 Hence, we will take
a closer look at this notion in order to learn more about linguistic prominence.
This is not the place for an in-depth review of the literature on attention, but the following
points are of major relevance for explicating the notion of linguistic prominence (cp., e.g.,
James 1890, for a ground-breaking early proposal, and Mole et al. 2011, Prinz 2012 for recent
work). In his classic treatment of attention, William James offers the following introductory
succinct characterization:
Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one
out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization, concentration, of
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consciousness are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with
others (James 1890: 403-404).

The essence of attention is – in James’ words – focalization or concentration of consciousness
on one object or train of thought among several simultaneously possible ones. We call this
trait ‘attentional centering’, the focused entity ‘attentional centre’ and the linguistic
correspondent of the latter ‘a-centre’. The notion of a-centering rests on our hypothesis that
grammars have conventionalized means of organizing linguistic forms and functions in a way
that interacts with attentional centering in language-related behaviour (cf. Griffin & Bock
2000, Papafragou et al. 2008).
Note that there is an important difference – which clearly limits the resemblance between
attention and linguistic prominence – between attentional centres and a-centres. Attentional
centres involve cognitive states of individuals that may change on a moment-by-moment
basis. A-centres involve linguistic structures that are shared among all members of a speech
community. Furthermore, if a given linguistic structure involves a-centering, this does not
change on a moment-by-moment basis. In fact, this property cannot change unless the
structure is specifically modified in this regard. This point is taken up again and exemplified
in section 4.1.
Importantly for our purposes, James further makes the distinction between passive,
involuntary or effortless, attention and active, or voluntary, attention. When perceived entities
have a relatively high salience, be they “strange things, moving things, wild animals, bright
things, pretty things, metallic things, words, blows, blood, etc., etc., etc.” (James 1890: 418),
attention can be deployed in a reflex-like fashion that is labelled “passive” (James 1890),
“involuntary” (e.g. James 1980, Watzl 2011) or “stimulus-driven” (e.g. Corbetta & Shulman
2002, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schumacher, submitted). By contrast, in the case of
“active”, “voluntary” or “goal-directed” attention, attention is directed in accordance with the
observer’s voluntary decision about what is currently most relevant.
Three points in this brief characterization are important for our argument. The first one
pertains to the connection between perceptual salience, i.e. observable prominence-lending
properties, and attention. Passive, i.e. stimulus-based, attention can be triggered by saliencelending properties of very different kinds, and it always depends on the actual context which
property has an impact on the perceiver’s attention. And active attention need not be driven
by the most salient stimulus, which is obvious from the fact that attention can stay focused on
a task (such as keeping track of a moving figure) in the presence of other highly salient
stimuli in the environment (e.g. unusual noise). In short, the attentional centre is not
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necessarily tied to a certain salience-lending property or to the most salient stimulus.
Transferring these important insights to the linguistic domain, we argue that linguistic
prominence is not tied to a specific set of phonetic properties but may result from a broad
range of factors on different levels of linguistic structure.
The second, related point is that attention is guided by the observer's interest: “The things
to which we attend are said to interest us. Our interest in them is supposed to be the cause of
our attending” (James 1890: 417). If we transfer this to our investigation of prominencerelated phenomena in linguistics, the question arises whether and if so, in what sense these
phenomena are ‘of interest to us’. We will make a specific suggestion in this regard for agentprominence in section 4.
This brings us to our third point: attention selects between “what seem several
simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought” (James 1890: 403, cf. larger quote
above). Linguistically speaking, then, the selection process involved in a-centering
presupposes simultaneously possible alternatives on the formal or functional level, i.e.,
entities forming an equivalence class for the status as current a-centre. Simplifying matters,
we can say that a-centering involves a selection among equals. Thus, for example, prosodic
prominence targets one syllable from a string of adjacent syllables, as further discussed in the
next section.
A-centering and selection also take place on the functional level. There can be many
different types of things that are of interest to us and grammars have conventionalized several
of them. Linguistically speaking, this means that there is not only a single function (e.g.
newness) that is of interest to us and thus vies for a-centering. It is an unresolved empirical
question precisely to delimit the set of prominence-related functions and their interaction.
Below, in section 4, we will argue that agentivity belongs into this set, but there are certainly
a few more functions which we cannot discuss here. Further candidates include
aboutness/tracking, i.e., keeping track of the referents which the unfolding discourse is about,
and grounding, i.e., distinguishing backgrounded information from the main story line.
2.2 Context-Dependent Shift
A second major characteristic of prosodic prominence is the fact that it may shift in a contextdependent way. This is connected to the fact that prominence is essentially about asymmetries
among elements of the same type. A syllable is perceived to be prominent relative to another
syllable, not to a word or a segment. Being a relation between elements of the same type,
prominence may shift in a context-dependent way. This is in line with our reconstruction of
prominence in terms of centering. As mentioned above, attention singles “one out of what
6
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seem several simultaneously possible objects” (see quote from James 1890 above) and may
shift to another object according to the changing interest of the observer.
As widely known and discussed, intonational accents may shift in accordance with
changes in the discourse context. For our purposes, we can leave details and finer-grained
distinctions aside (cp. Baumann & Grice 2006) and simply talk about ‘given’ vs. ‘new’
information. Deaccenting for ‘givenness’ is illustrated in (1a), where the phrase in the city is
given information due to that fact that it is a stand-in for Toulouse. The absence of a pitch
accent on city causes the predicate set foot to have the last pitch accent. By contrast, in (1b),
in the city is new information; it refers to the financial district in London, and therefore
conveys different information from London (Gussenhoven 2011: 2798).
(1) a. They can’t have been seen in Toulouse. They NEVer set FOOT in the city .
b. They haven’t really seen much of London. They NEVer set foot in the CITy.
In short, it is a central characteristic of prominent units to alternate or shift in accordance with
the context. This trait reflects the dynamic nature of prominence asymmetries and sets them
apart from other asymmetries among equals such as markedness or prototypicality. Thus, for
example, the status of being the unmarked case, i.e., the nominative in most accusative
languages (cf. e.g. Primus 1999), does not shift in a context-dependent way. Similar
observations hold for prototypicality asymmetries between the members of a category.
2.3 Structural Attraction
Recent approaches to attention emphasise the structuring function of attention or, as Mole et
al. succinctly put it (2011: xv), “attending is an organizational feature of experience”. Centres
of attention serve as anchors around which experience is organised. Linguistically speaking,
we can say that prominent elements are structural attractors. By this we mean that larger
domains, intonational phrases in languages with postlexical pitch accents, for instance, are
formed by grouping less prominent elements around a prominent one. Thus, an intonational
phrase typically contains at least one pitch accent, often referred to as the nuclear accent, to
which other pitch accents may, but do not have to be, added.
This structuring capacity of prominent elements has two further manifestations. One is the
fact that prominent elements tend to be aligned with the boundaries of the domains they
constitute. The other is that prominent elements help identify how many units are comprised
in the respective larger domain. Thus, for example, in languages with word stress, the number
7
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of stressed syllables can be indicative of the number of words found in a given segment of
continuous speech. In functional terms, one can say that prominent elements have secondary
culminative and delimitative functions.3
The delimitative function of prominent elements is congenially fulfilled by their edge
placement, a general manifestation of prominence that has been intensively studied in
psychology for other purposes under the label of “serial position effect” since Ebbinghaus
(1913). It refers to the fact that first and last elements in a series have a processing advantage
over middle elements. In phonology, for example, as noted by Crystal (2008: 163) and
Gussenhoven (2011: 2789), among others, final elements have salience independently of
accentuation. If a speaker produces a nuclear accent on WASn’t in My phone number WASn’t
712 345, thus deaccenting all of the separately spoken digits, the digit 5 will be the most
easily remembered digit, simply because it is last in the utterance. We will call this structural
manifestation of prominence edge placement and will return to it in section 4.3 below.
To summarize this section, we have identified three characteristics of prosodic prominence
which are abstract enough to be applicable to other levels of linguistic structure: a-centre,
context-dependent shift, and structural attraction.
3. Is the Head-Dependent Asymmetry a Prominence Relation?
In syntax and morphology, the notion of prominence is sometimes used in discussing the
distinction between heads and dependents, with heads being considered more prominent in
some sense than dependents (e.g. Britton 1994: 653). However, as we will show in this
section, this is not a viable extension of the notion of prominence as explicated in the
preceding section.
With regard to the three characteristics of linguistic prominence established in the
preceding section, it would appear that there is in particular one characteristic, i.e. structural
attraction, that unequivocally also applies to the head-dependent asymmetry. Hierarchically
structured syntactic phrases such as NPs, VPs, etc. are built around their heads or, in the
terminology of X-bar theory, such phrases are projections of their lexical heads.
But in a similarly obvious way, it is clear that head-dependent asymmetries do not show
the characteristic of context-dependent shifting. Syntactic heads may move from one head
position to another, but within a given phrasal domain, a noun phrase for instance, the head
will be the same noun irrespective of the way this noun phrase is used in a larger context.
There is no head to phrase movement or phrase to head movement in morphology and syntax
(originally formulated as the head movement constraint by Travis 1984: 131, cp., among
8
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others, also Roberts 2001). Each phrase (or morphosyntactically complex unit) has a head that
does not change in a context-dependent way.
This is related to the fact that head-dependent asymmetries mostly involve elements of
different types, i.e. words and phrases in syntax, and roots and affixes in morphology (if this
distinction is at all applicable in morphology, cp. Zwicky 1985). In the terminology of
Zwicky (1993), the head of a syntactic phrase is necessarily of word rank (a noun in the case
of a noun phrase, for example), but dependents mostly are of phrase rank (e.g., an adjective
phrase or a genitive noun phrase as dependents of a noun). In derivational morphology, the
head is an affix while the dependent is a stem (cp. Selkirk 1982 in terms of different X-bar
theoretical ‘ranks’). Only in compounding do we find configurations which are analysed in
terms of head-dependent asymmetries where the elements involved are of equal rank. But
since this clearly does not generalise to all kinds of head-dependent asymmetries, and in
particular not to syntactic phrases – for many the prototypical exemplars of such asymmetries
– we do not think that it is useful to apply the notion of prominence to this kind of asymmetry.
In passing, we may briefly note that it is far from clear whether the head in a headdependent relation is an a-centre. While it may very well be possible to consider heads as
centres of the phrases they form,4 this would be a centre in the sense of being the central
building block, i.e., our third characteristic. What is missing is the selection among equals
which is a defining feature of a-centering. Hence, we conclude that the head-dependent
relation is not a prominence relation in the sense we have defined it here. This is in line with
most of the literature, where ‘prominence’ is used in reference to hierachies of elements of the
same type, to which we now turn.
4. Prominence at the Syntax-Semantics Interface: Agentivity
As noted in the introduction, a widespread use of the notion of prominence in syntax and
semantics is in reference to the rank of an element in a hierarchy such that an element which
is higher on the hierarchy is said to be more prominent than an element that is lower on the
hierarchy. We will call this type of prominence – in absence of a better term – hierarchybased prominence. It has several subtypes relating to differing hierarchies, but we will limit
ourselves here to the semantic role hierarchy, which, in our opinion, is a good testing ground
for our prominence criteria in domains far beyond prosody. On the form side, we will focus
on positional prominence, i.e., edge placement, rather than on morphosyntactic coding for
reasons that will be mentioned further below.
Before we start our discussion of role prominence, let us present our view of semantic
roles. From the fairly large range of approaches to semantic roles (cf. Levin & Rappaport9
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Hovav 2005 for an overview), we adhere here to a multidimensional role concept, as argued
for by many semanticists (e.g. Cruse 1973, Lakoff 1977, Dowty 1991, Haiden 2012). We will
follow Dowty’s (1991) line of research (cp. also Primus 1999, Ackerman & Moore 2001,
Koenig & Davis 2006). Dowty defines two superordinate proto-roles, Proto-Agent and ProtoPatient, by bundles of entailments generated by the verb's meaning with respect to one of its
arguments, but the concepts involved in these entailments can also be viewed as role features.
The list of features that define Proto-Agent include volition, causation, sentience and
autonomous movement. The most important features for Proto-Patient are causal affectedness
and change of state. This type of multidimensional account allows for a large number of
specific roles to be subsumed under a small set of general roles (in Dowty’s approach only
two). In particular, in this kind of approach the traditional roles of agent and patient are those
specific roles that accumulate the highest number of consistent Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient
features, respectively. This connection between traditional roles and proto-roles is important
for our purposes, because much of the empirical evidence invoked in this section was
compiled with the traditional roles of agent and patient in mind. Therefore, in the following
sections we will follow common usage and use the terms agent and patient, but only for
expository purposes. Where the different dimensions of agentivity play a role, we use the
proto-role notions.
4.1 A-Centre
As mentioned in section 2.1, attention is guided by the observer’s interest for an entity. This is
an important aspect of attention, in William James’ (1890) view the very cause of attending to
an entity. As well-known from evolutionary psychology and linguistics, humans are generally
attuned to agents as opposed to other roles and this could be due to basic evolutionary
demands (cf. Leslie 1995, Spelke & Kinzler 2007, Alday et al. 2014, Schumacher et al.,
submitted). According to Leslie (1995: 121):
Agents are a class of objects possessing sets of causal properties that distinguish them from other
physical objects. My next assumption is that, as a result of evolution, we have become adapted to
track these sets of properties and to efficiently learn to interpret the behaviour of these objects in
specific ways.

In accordance with this assumption, it has been demonstrated that the human cognitive system
appears to have developed a special sensitivity towards those natural objects that are potential
agents, e.g. may move on their own, as opposed to other categories (New et al. 2007, Gelman
2009).
We hypothesize that this special sensitivity has become conventionalized in language in
10
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that agents are universally more apt to be a-centres than patients. That is, agents are by default
given more prominence in linguistic structures than participants in other roles.
This is a potentially controversial view as it contradicts the assumption occasionally found
in the literature that agent-prominence is characteristic only of nominative-accusative
languages while languages with different systems of alignment show other prominence
relations. Specifically, it has been claimed that in ergative languages the patient outranks the
agent on the role hierarchy (e.g. Dowty 1991, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). However, we
would hold that this claim rests on the unfounded view that ergative systems are mirrorimages of nominative-accusative systems (see Mithun & Chafe 1999 for a thorough critique
of this view). Instead, we follow Primus (1999, see also Du Bois 1985, 1987 and Mithun &
Chafe 1999) in the assumption that systems of grammatical relations reflect a number of
different factors of which position on the semantic role hierarchy – or, as we would rather
have it, agent-prominence – is but one.
In investigating our hypothesis it will thus be important clearly to distinguish between the
structures (or structural level) at which the hypothesized prominence relation holds (for
example, argument structure) and the formal manifestations of the prominence relation (for
example, in case marking, word order, control constructions, etc.), which typically are
constrained by a number of differing factors, not all of which involve prominence relations.
The claim that agents are inherently and universally more apt to be a-centres implies that
we find evidence for this inherent prominence of agents in all languages, regardless of their
system(s) of morphosyntactic grammatical relation marking. The following discussion will
provide examples showing that such evidence can indeed be found (see also Riesberg &
Primus (in press) for additional evidence from symmetrical voice languages such as Totoli,
Balinese and Tagalog). Because morphosyntactic coding is equivocal, as just mentioned, we
will focus on evidence from positional prominence on the form side.
4.2 Context-Dependent Shift
As shown in section 2.2 for prosody, a second major characteristic of prominence is the fact
that it may shift in a context-dependent way. This is connected to the fact that prominence is
essentially about asymmetries among elements of the same type. In the semantic role domain,
prominence may shift between the co-arguments of a predicate.
In the preceding section, we have argued that agents are inherently and universally more
prominent than patients. Being inherent and universal, this basic configuration cannot shift.
However, it is of course possible that on specific occasions roles other than agent may
become the a-centre. For such cases, grammars have conventionalized specific formal means
11
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of indicating this shift. This is exactly what one expects if role prominence is inherently
prespecified. Typically, the agent expression loses its priviledged formal status in terms of
word order or morphosyntactic realization, e.g. initial placement or core argument status, and
the expression of the non-agent role functioning as current a-centre takes on some of these
properties.
The perhaps most prototypical example for the kind of shift we have in mind here is the
passive alternation. In passive clauses, the agent is demoted to an optional oblique syntactic
function while another participant role, if present, is promoted to subject position (some
languages, including German, also have passives formed of intransitive verbs where there is
no promotion of a non-agent role to subject position). Let us look at the following examples
from English where the optionality of the demoted agent is indicated by brackets:
(2)

a. Misha closed the door.
b. The door was closed (by Misha).

As illustrated by (2a, b), shifting the a-centre from agent to non-agent has to be accompanied
by a change in structural position and/or morphosyntactic realization, since without any
change in formal marking the agent will continue to be the a-centre due to its inherent
semantics, as mentioned above.
Theoretical approaches such as Wunderlich’s (1997) Lexical Decomposition Grammar,
which dissociate the status of a role in terms of morphosyntactic realization (i.e. linking) from
its conceptual semantic content, can represent the contextual shift under discussion in more
precise terms. (3a, b) illustrates an analysis of the predicates in (2a, b) in this kind of
approach:
(3)

a. ȜyȜx[CAUSE(x, BECOME(SHUT(y)))]
b. Ȝy[CAUSE(x, BECOME(SHUT(y)))]

Wunderlich splits the lexical representation of a predicate into two components. The first
component, ȜyȜx in (3a) and Ȝy in (3b), represents the theta-structure at the interface between
syntax and lexical semantics. It contains lambda-bound variables which are associated with
theta-roles and indicate the free arguments of a predicate. The second, more elaborate
component (in square brackets in (3a, b)) is closer to conceptual semantics and contains
semantic roles characterized in terms of primitive predicates such as CAUSE for agentcausation and BECOME for change of state. The relative embedding of semantic roles captures
inherent agent prominence since agents are always the highest (= least embedded) arguments
12
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in semantic structure. The hierarchy of semantic roles is mirrored in the ordering of thetaroles. The highest, most prominent theta-role for linking is the last one, occurring at the right
edge of the theta-structure representation.
In our example (3a), the agent, the first argument x of CAUSE, is both the highest semantic
role and the highest theta-role, which is linked to the highest syntactic argument position, i.e.
subject position. This is the canonical linking for active clauses in accusative languages. By
contrast, in the passive variant (3b) the agent, while still the highest semantic role, has lost its
theta-role status so that it cannot be linked to a core syntactic argument (cf. Wunderlich 1997:
53). In this kind of approach, we can capture the idea that an agent, while retaining its
inherent prominence in semantic structure may lose its status as the most prominent argument
at the interface between semantics and syntax, i.e. in theta-structure.
4.3 Structural Attraction
As argued in section 2.3, prominent elements generally function as structural anchors or
attractors for the structural domain they establish. For agents this amounts to the claim that
they serve as a structural anchor for a complete predication domain.
Support for our claim that agents, Proto-Agents to be more precise, are structural anchors
is provided by the fact that they determine the interpretation of the whole event. As is well
known (cf. e.g. Dowty 1979), the properties of the Proto-Agent, i.e., the way this participant
acts, may determine the event type of the whole predication. If the Proto-Agent is volitional,
the event is an action (e.g. Peter refrains from smoking; Peter is smoking). If it is only
autonomously moving, the event is a process (e.g., The wind broke the window). Finally, if it
is sentient and neither volitional nor moving, the situation is a state (Peter knows Mary). In
more general terms, the Proto-Agent can be said to determine the event type and the whole
network of co-argument role relations within a complete predication domain.
Further support for our claim that agents are structural attractors is their preferred edge
placement. As mentioned in section 2.3, edge placement is a formal prominence feature
related to the structuring capacity of prominent elements. In general, the first and last
elements in a domain are more salient than middle elements. However, in syntax and
semantics there is compelling evidence that the initial position is the most salient one (cf., e.g.,
Gernsbacher & Hargreaves 1992). Here, we focus on the preference to place agents before all
other roles or to interpret the first argument phrase as the agent in case of ambiguity. We will
subsume both cases under the Agent-First preference.
Let us start with language acquisition and specifically with the acquisition of passive
clauses. Passive clauses are particularly well suited to tease apart the Agent-First preference
13
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from the Subject-First preference.5 As shown above, in passive clauses the agent is demoted
to an oblique syntactic function while another role is promoted to subject position. If children
would follow the Subject-First strategy right from the beginning of the acquisition process,
they would invariantly interpret the initial noun phrase in passives as the patient, even if the
patient is animate. However, many experimental studies have revealed that animate first noun
phrases in passive clauses such as Scott in Scott was kissed (by Misha) in many languages
including ergative ones, are preferentially interpreted as agents (e.g. Hyams et al. 2006, Kirby
2010).
The Agent-First preference has also been detected in neurolinguistic experiments. There is
compelling evidence obtained with various methods (including fMRI and event-related
potentials) that a potential Proto-Agent in second position, presented as an animate second
noun phrase, causes processing difficulties (e.g. Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky
2009, Philipp et al. 2008, Alday et al. 2014 and the references mentioned there). Importantly,
empirical findings from Chinese and Turkish support the assumption of an Agent-First rather
than a Subject-First preference, since the test items rule out explanations based solely on
formal subject features such as case or agreement. They further suggest that the Agent-First
preference cannot be reduced to structural simplicity or frequency (see Wang et al. 2009 for a
summary). The finding of an Agent-First preference even in ergative constructions (Hindi)
further demonstrates the need to assume an Agent-First strategy independently of the way
agents are coded morphosyntactically (cf. Alday et al. 2014). Schumacher at al. (submitted)
also provide experimental evidence from pronoun resolution in German that Proto-Agent and
subject are competing parameters of saliency.
It is also worth mentioning that the Agent-First preference shows up irrespective of the
position of the verbal head (cf. Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2009, Alday et al.
2014). This corroborates our assumption (cf. also Primus 1999, 2001) that the Agent-First
preference is based on genuine prominence relations that only hold between co-arguments and
not on the asymmetry between a head and its dependents.
Word order freezing is another phenomenon where Subject-First and Agent-First can be
discriminated. It refers to the fact that in the absence of other clues (such as case, agreement,
animacy, and context/intonation), it is the word order which straightforwardly determines the
interpretation of verbal arguments in an ambiguous sentence (e.g. Lee 2003, Vogel 2004,
Zeevat 2006, de Hoop & Lamers 2006). Let us exemplify word order freezing by examples
from Fore:
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(4) Word order freezing in Fore (Scott 1978: 102)
a. aragá mási
girl

boy

áegúye
him/her-hit-she/he-INDIC

‘The girl hit the boy.’
b. mási
boy

aragá áegúye
girl

him/her-hit-she/he-INDIC

‘The boy hit the girl.’
When co-arguments are of equal rank in animacy and there is no case distinction, the word
order determines who is the agent and who the patient (cf. Scott 1978, Donohue & Donohue
1998). Therefore, despite the morphological ambiguity with respect to case and agreement,
the sentences in (4a, b) cannot be interpreted as patient-initial. The more prominent element
(agent) must precede the less prominent one (patient). The reverse order is unacceptable for
unmarked noun phrases. Note that if there is differential case marking, for instance by a case
marker on the agent (called delineator by Scott 1978), the reverse order is acceptable in Fore.
Importantly, word order freezing leading to a patient-first interpretation, for instance in an
ergative language, has not been found, to our knowledge.6
Finally, let us mention briefly some pertinent, but admittedly more equivocal typological
word order findings (cf. Primus 2001 for details). As is well-known, in the overwhelming
majority of languages, including ergative languages, the agent argument precedes all other coarguments in basic order. The position of the verb does not influence this preference.
Interestingly, among the few languages with basic patient-agent order (i.e. O before S order in
word order typology), the order is never rigid, and ergative languages are statistically more
dominant than average.
5. Conclusion
We have argued in this paper that the use of the notion of prominence for phenomena on
different linguistic levels (phonetics/phonology, morphosyntax, semantics, discourse) is not a
superficial coincidence, but may reflect a basic underlying organizational principle of
linguistic structuring. We have identified three criteria for linguistic prominence. Firstly,
linguistic structures on different levels are organised around a-centres, i.e. units that are
selected from among other units of the same type to ‘stand out’ in relation to them. Secondly,
a-centering is dynamic and may shift in the running discourse. It is particularly this dynamic
trait that sets prominence asymmetries apart from other asymmetries such as markedness and
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prototypicality. Thirdly, linguistically prominent units serve as structural anchors for their
domain.
There are probably other characteristics (e.g. gradience) which also characterize
linguistically prominent units but these are still in need of further exploration. Importantly,
the set of characteristics of linguistically prominent units should converge in such a way that
it allows for singling out a coherent set of asymmetries which instantiate the same basic
underlying principle. That is, we have also argued here that not all linguistic asymmetries are
prominence-related. Specifically, the head-dependent relation shares some, but not all,
features with prominence-related asymmetries, and hence is best not regarded to belong to the
set (cp. section 3).
The term “a-centre” reflects the fact that our explication of linguistic prominence builds on
insights from research on the psychological notion of centre of attention. This is based on the
hypothesis that linguistic structures that involve prominence relations can be shown to be
conventionalisations of the selection and focusing processes that define attentional centering,
and that, once conventionalized, linguistic prominence may influence attentional centering.
Methodologically, this in turn implicates that ideally, it should be possible to show that these
linguistic structures are indeed related in one way or another to attentional states of speakers
and hearers when they are engaged in verbal behaviour.
However, it would be misleading not to distinguish very clearly between attention and
linguistic structures because of the conventional character of the latter. Attentional states
pertain to individuals and change on a moment-by-moment basis. Linguistic structures are
shared by groups (speech communities) and constitute generalized routines for representing
the world and for communicative interaction. Hence, we hypothesize that prominence-related
structures conventionalize attentional defaults and that the overall system of prominencerelated structures allows for cancelling out these defaults. We illustrated this idea in this paper
with the example of agentivity: Agentive participants in events are inherently of greater
interest to humans than non-agentive ones. Linguistic structures reflect this by universally
privileging agentive arguments over non-agentive ones as a default in the linguistic
expression of events (more technically, in argument structure). There are various ways of
annulling this default, passive constructions being a prime example.
For reasons of space, we did not discuss the further “complication” that the defaults
reflecting agent prominence vary across languages (but see Riesberg & Primus (in press) for
some preliminary observations in this regard). In nominative-accusative languages, agents are
per default associated with the syntactically most prominent function (i.e., the subject
16
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function), but not all languages have such a syntactically most prominent position, and those
that have it differ with respect to the factors that determine the linking between syntactic
functions and semantic roles.
If this kind of reasoning is on the right track, further research will have to identify – and
ideally also to motivate – the defaults conventionalised in prominence relations as well as the
mechanisms for annulling such defaults (this is essentially our contextual-shift criterion). In
the domain of prosodic prominence, higher pitch and longer duration would appear to be
promising candidates for such defaults. The challenge here is to identify examples where
higher pitch and/or longer duration are not associated with prominence/a-centering.
Future investigations will have to show how useful and productive the ideas sketched in
this paper actually are. The proof will be a better understanding of the fairly heterogeneous set
of phenomena brought together here under the label linguistic prominence. Furthermore, the
core feature of being in the a-centre should be demonstrable by experimental methods for
each phenomenon included in the set of prominence phenomena.
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Endnotes
1

Research for this paper was carried out in the framework of the Emerging Group Dynamic
Structuring in Language and Communication funded by the Universität zu Köln (ZUK 81/1). We are
very grateful to the following colleagues for pertinent discussion or comments on earlier drafts of this
paper: Marta Donazzan, Klaus von Heusinger, Markus Philipp, Uta Reinöhl, Sonja Riesberg, Matthias
Schlesewsky, and Petra Schumacher. Very special thanks to Ralf Vogel, who not only generously
shared his keynote address from the Viterbo conference with us, but also provided extensive and very
stimulating comments on the pre-final version. The usual disclaimers apply.

2

In linguistics, the notion of centre (or focus) of attention has been used in discourse studies in
particular in the Centering Theory for modelling coherence in discourse (cp., for example, Grosz &
Sidner 1986, Gordon et al. 1993). Related concepts include discourse salience and Chafe’s (1994)
focus of consciousness. Much of what we say here is compatible with this literature, but the scope of
phenomena we take into consideration is somewhat broader, as we are interested in the applicability of
such a notion across different linguistic levels and domains. Considerations of space preclude a more
rigorous discussion of these approaches here.
3

The idea that linguistic elements may serve a culminative [Ger. gipfelbildende] and delimitative
function can be traced back to Trubetzkoy (1967, cp. also Beckman 1986). A valuable insight of
Trubetzkoy is that these two functions are non-compulsory and secondary (1967: 241f.), i.e.,
prominent elements usually serve another main purpose, the culminative and delimitative function
being optional extras.
4

Bloomfield (1933: 195f.), for example, uses centre for lexical heads in his classic discussion of
endocentric phrases.

5

There is abundant typological evidence for the Subject-First-Preference starting with the seminal
work of Greenberg 1963, e.g. Primus 2001. There is also a bulk of psycholinguistic evidence from
different languages, cf. Wang et al. 2009 for a more recent overview.

6

As further discussed and exemplified in Vogel 2004, there are many other factors which contribute to
the ambiguity of a given structure. In German, questions, for example, less rigorously rule out
alternative interpretations with an undergoer in initial position (In Welche Frau liebt Hans? ‘which
woman loves John?’ welche Frau may be either the experiencer or the stimulus).
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Kuniya Nasukawa and Phillip Backley
Abstract
The segmental structure of a word expresses two kinds of information, melodic and prosodic.
Here we take ‘melodic’ information to refer to the segmental (i.e. spectral) properties relevant
to lexical contrasts, while ‘prosodic’ information refers to the location of prosodic domain
boundaries at and below the word level (i.e. to the left and right edges of syllable, foot, and
word domains). Although segmental phonology has traditionally been concerned with the
representation of melodic properties, there is now increasing interest in the relation between
melodic and prosodic properties, especially in the contexts of language processing and early
acquisition.
When the phonology marks out the location of a syllable, foot or prosodic word, there
is a cross-linguistic preference for highlighting the left edge of the relevant domain. Thus,
word-initial position (cf. word-final) tends to be relatively rich in linguistic information.
Similarly, onsets (cf. codas) typically have a special status with regard to lexical access. Yet
there is no consensus on the question of how prosodic boundaries are formally represented.
Here we propose that a boundary is not structural, but rather, is something that
listeners infer from certain melodic properties in the segmental string. Employing an Element
Theory approach to melodic representations, we propose that the naturally voiceless elements
|| and |H| have precisely this boundary marking function. As single elements they are
realised as the glottal consonants [] and [h], respectively, which regularly serve as epenthetic
sounds when a silent boundary needs to be audible. And when combined with other elements
they define (as non-heads) the class of obstruents and (as heads) marked categories such as
ejectives and aspirates. Again, these segment types are universally favoured at the left edge of
domains and function as reliable boundary markers. We highlight the advantages for listeners
of keeping the voiceless prosodic information contained in || and |H| distinct from melodic
information, the latter being associated with the inherently voiced elements |I|, |U|, |A| and |L|.
1

Introduction

On one level, prominence may be viewed as a characteristic of individual segments. For
example, the high-intensity, high-frequency aperiodic noise associated with strident [s]
1
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renders it more prominent than non-strident [], since [s] is acoustically and perceptually
more distinct from surrounding segments than is [], i.e. stridents produce bigger
modulations of the acoustic carrier signal (Traunmüller 1994). This view of prominence may
be more accurately described as ‘melodic prominence’, as it refers to the inherent melodic
properties of segments. But melodic prominence also reflects another kind of prominence,
which concerns the strength of the prosodic position in which a segment appears. We refer to
this second kind of prominence as ‘prosodic prominence’. The relationship between melodic
and prosodic prominence may be illustrated by referring to obstruents, which have greater
melodic prominence than sonorants because they involve bigger (i.e. perceptually stronger)
modulations of the acoustic signal (Schwartz 2014). And this fact relates to prosodic
prominence, in that obstruents naturally appear in prosodically prominent contexts such as
word-initial (cf. word-internal) position. In fact, we will argue here that prominence should
be understood primarily as a property of prosodic structure, with melodic structure merely
providing a way for speakers to express this prosodic prominence in an audible form. In short,
prominence is ultimately concerned with the strength of positions.
How, then, is the strength of a position determined? A prosodic position is considered
prominent if it conveys information about prosodic domains – specifically, by marking the
boundary (typically, the left boundary) of a domain. The domain in question may be a
prosodic word, a morpheme, a syllable or a foot.2 Now, it is well known that listeners are able
to parse running speech more efficiently if they know where prosodic domains begin and end.
Yet the relevant literature has paid little attention to the question of how listeners locate
domain boundaries in the first place. Here we demonstrate how boundaries are marked by
melodically prominent segments, which serve as cues to help listeners process language.
Furthermore, within the context of an Element Theory (Backley 2011) approach to segmental
representation, we propose that prominent segments are those which contain the inherently
voiceless elements || and |H| in their structure. Our claim is that || and |H| operate (i) at the
melodic level to distinguish strong obstruent-like segments from other segment types, and (ii)
at the prosodic level to identify strong positions at the (left) boundary of prosodic domains.
2

Melodic and prosodic information

The primary role of segmental structure is to express information about lexical contrasts. But
segments also carry information that guides listeners to the location of prosodic and
morphological domain edges. This is, of course, not a new observation: for example,
2
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Trubetzkoy (1939: 273) notes that speech sounds have a distinctive function (i.e. contrastive
information) and a delimitative function (i.e. boundary information). It is delimitative
information that listeners exploit when parsing continuous speech because, before matching
the words they hear with items in their mental lexicon, they must first break up the input
stream into word-sized chunks. The necessity of this task becomes obvious when we consider
the equivalent parsing process in written language where, in languages with alphabetic
writing systems such as English, spaces serve as word boundary markers. If the spaces are
removed, as in (1), the reading process becomes slower and prone to errors and false starts.
(1)

therearealsosomenewoneshere

In order to parse (1) the only useful strategy is to start by looking for patterns at the beginning
or end of the whole string. And importantly, this same strategy applies to spoken language,
the most useful parsing cues being those at the edges of domains such as the prosodic word.
Boundary information is also important during acquisition, the evidence suggesting
that infants rely on it for building their lexicon. In fact, without a strategy for segmenting
speech, it is difficult to see how infants could acquire their native language as efficiently as
they do. Mattys & Jusczyk (2001) illustrate this point by showing how infants (6-9 months)
divide fluent speech into words not merely by picking out familiar strings of segments but by
identifying strings that they have already stored as independent words – that is, strings with
word boundary information included. They conducted an experiment in which infants were
familiarised with the word ‘dice’ [] and then tested on their ability to identify the same
string [] in running speech. What they found was that infants correctly segmented []
in the phrase ‘roll dice’, where ‘dice’ constitutes a separate word, but not in ‘cold ice’, where
[] straddles a word boundary. The fact that infants fail to recognise [] in ‘cold ice’
suggests that they pay attention to boundary information as well as to segmental information,
and moreover, that they have internalised [] as a separate word together with the relevant
boundary information. It also indicates that infants are sensitive to the phonetic cues which
reveal a segment’s position in the word. For example, in ‘cold ice’ the word-final [d] of ‘cold’
may be glottalised or unreleased, while the word-initial [] in ‘ice’ may have an epenthetic
[] before it.
Given the importance of boundary information for parsing and acquisition, it would
not be surprising to find that languages have a way of including boundary cues in the lexical
3
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forms of words. Following Trubetzkoy (1939: 274), we might also assume that our
phonological knowledge includes knowing which acoustic cues mark which boundaries in
our native language. Below we examine the nature of boundary cues, focusing on how they
are represented in formal terms. To address this question, we begin by considering what
boundaries look like in different languages.
3

Boundary cues

Most languages show a preference for marking the beginning rather than the end of syllable,
foot and word domains. Thus, the acoustic cues which guide listeners to the location of such
domains are usually associated with initial prominence. Generally speaking, listeners pay
closer attention to left boundaries than right boundaries – which goes hand in hand with the
tendency for the initial position in a syllable, foot or phonological word to support a wider
range of segmental contrasts than is found in other positions. The greater contrastive potential
of initial positions is partly a result of their ability to resist the effects of lenition processes
such as sonorisation and debuccalisation, which means that initials are regularly occupied by
melodically prominent segments such as obstruents. But exactly which melodic properties are
responsible for making a segment prominent? Initial consonants are typically more obstruentlike than other consonants – that is, there is an overwhelming preference for low sonority
segments syllable-initially and word-initially. And there are obvious perceptual reasons for
this: for a consonant to be prominent, it must be acoustically distinct from the following
vowel. Vowel sounds are high in sonority and have a periodic energy pattern, so a prominent
consonant should be maximally distinct in these respects, i.e. low in sonority with an
aperiodic pattern. On this basis, an obstruent-vowel sequence will be universally preferred
over a glide-vowel sequence, for example, because the former produces a greater spectral
discontinuity than the latter, which contributes to perceptibility.
Sequences of obstruent plus vowel create a spectral discontinuity, which is known to
be a valuable aid to perception (Stevens 1989). In Ohala (1992) spectral discontinuity is
described as involving modulations along acoustic dimensions such as frequency, resonance,
and amplitude. And when these modulations are present in the speech signal, they create
segments that are easily perceived and, importantly, easily recognised as prosodic boundaries
because they have prominent, edge-like properties. Besides these phonetic characteristics,
boundary segments also display unique phonological traits. For example, unlike other
segments, initial consonants are able to resist weakening and co-articulation; they may even
undergo phonetic strengthening to enhance their obstruent-like qualities. Below we will argue
4
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that these distinct properties of boundary consonants derive from the presence of two
particular structural units – namely, the elements |H| and ||. In §5 we discuss the element
structure of consonants, focusing on the special role of |H| and || in initial contexts. Before
that, we consider the form of boundaries in different prosodic domains.
4

The nature of domain boundaries

4.1

The syllable domain

Like larger prosodic domains, the syllable domain is characterised by the regular occurrence
of particular segment types at its boundaries, the boundaries in question being the positions
conventionally labelled ‘onset’ and ‘coda’. Onsets are typically consonant-like, ideally
containing an obstruent stop such as [t] or [q] to render them maximally distinct from (i) a
following vowel and (ii) any preceding material such as a pause, another vowel, or a coda
consonant. The acoustic distance separating onsets from codas reflects the tendency – or in
some languages, the requirement – for codas to contain resonant sounds. Thus, in the default
case a coda consonant will be either a nasal or a liquid, and moreover, one which lacks
marked properties of its own such as place or laryngeal specifications. This acoustic contrast
between onsets and codas is then exploited by listeners, who infer the location of larger
domain boundaries (e.g. of a word or morpheme) on the basis of where syllable boundaries
occur. For instance, their knowledge of phonotactics allows them to infer that a consonant
cluster with rising sonority such as [tr] or [kw] is likely to mark the left edge of a morpheme,
while a cluster with falling sonority such as [nd], [lf] or [mp] will be either domain-internal
or domain-final.
It was noted in §1 that listeners instinctively pay closer attention to left edges than to
right edges of domains. And this is evidently true in the case of the syllable domain, in which
the left edge (onset) is acoustically more distinct from its surroundings than is the right edge
(coda). There are other differences between onsets and codas which also illustrate this bias
for marking the left boundary. Most obviously, in many languages onsets are obligatory
whereas codas are optional or even disallowed. This is the pattern which motivates formal
notions such onset maximisation, the ONSET constraint, and the Onset Principle (Kahn 1976).
(It is significant to note that grammars regularly suppress the presence of coda consonants
using negative constraints such as *CODA, whereas they never enhance the prominence of
codas through positive devices such as a CODA constraint or coda maximisation.) To satisfy
onset requirements, languages employ epenthetic consonants to fill empty onsets and thus
5
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provide a left boundary for the syllable in question. As the following examples show, Hare
Slave has epenthetic [h] while Pisaflores Tepehua has epenthetic [].
(2)

a.

b.

Hare Slave (Rice 1989, de Lacy 2006)
‘we sing’

~

[~]

~

[~] (*[~]) ‘we start to sing’

Pisaflores Tepehua (MacKay & Trechsel 2013)


[
 ]

‘hair’



[]

‘food’

Given that onsets are typically lower in sonority than codas, it is not surprising that some
languages formalise this difference by imposing a minimum degree of sonority in onsets. For
example, Yakut bans rhotics and glides from onsets (Baertsch 2002), presumably because
such segments are acoustically too similar to a following vowel, and consequently, cannot
function as effective boundary markers. Pirahã (Everett & Everett 1984; Topintzi 2011) also
has restrictions on onsets. For example, light syllables must have onsets, so CV is a possible
syllable whereas *V is not. On the other hand, heavy syllables may be onsetless, though
stress assignment indicates that VV syllables are less prominent than CVV ones since stress
is attracted to syllables with onsets, as shown in (3a). (Note that in Pirahã stress may fall on
any one of the last three syllables.) Furthermore, the forms in (3b-c) demonstrate how stress
is also attracted to syllables with a voiceless onset – presumably because voicelessness adds
to the prominence and the obstruent-like character of the syllable as a whole.
(3)

a.

[]

‘tired’

b.

[]

a species of bird

c.

[]

‘milk’

Other strategies for enhancing the acoustic distance between onsets and codas are readily
observed. Many languages ban obstruents from the coda, which has the effect of restricting
obstruent-like properties (e.g. aspiration, audible stop release, frication, ejective release) to
onsets. For example, Pisaflores Tepehua contrasts plain [p t k] with glottalised/ejective
[p’t’k’] in onsets, while in codas only the plain stops [p t k] can appear (Backley 2013).
6
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The standard explanation for these onset-coda asymmetries makes appeal to sonority:
low-sonority segments are preferred in onsets, high-sonority segments in codas. And for the
sake of convenience we have been making the same assumption in the preceding paragraphs.
There is a fundamental problem with this approach, however, in that sonority itself does not
behave like a formal phonological property. Certainly, linguists claim to have good intuitions
about what sonority is, and yet no theory of phonology has so far managed to define sonority
clearly or to represent it in a convincing way. Some scholars have even concluded that there
is no place for sonority in the phonological grammar (Harris 2006). Of course, it is possible
to associate low sonority with particular features, the most likely candidates including [–cont],
[–son] and [+spread glottis]. But because features like these do not appear to have any other
properties in common, it is not a straightforward matter to classify them as a natural grouping.
It is almost as though sonority defies any unified definition.
As an alternative, we propose that sonority be captured in terms of elements rather
than features; specifically, we claim that low sonority corresponds to the elements |H| and ||.
Now, at first sight this also has the appearance of a random collection of properties. On closer
inspection, however, it emerges that |H| and || share a common property – namely, that of
voicelessness. The elements |H| and || form a natural grouping in that both are inherently
voiceless (cf. the remaining elements |I U A L|, which are naturally resonant). Below we
claim that segments which mark the left boundary of a domain are identified by their
voiceless properties; in structural terms, these segments contain |H| and/or ||. In this way,
prosodic information signalling the location of domain boundaries is distinguishable from
purely melodic (i.e. segmental, contrastive) information, which is inherently voiced or
resonant. Clearly, it is important that listeners can perceive this distinction between prosody
and melody, and we argue that they achieve this by focusing on the distribution of |H| and ||.
Summaries of the Element Theory approach to segmental structure can be found in
Nasukawa & Backley (2008, 2011), Backley & Nasukawa (2009, 2010), Backley (2011) and
elsewhere. For the purposes of this discussion we introduce only the elements |H| and ||. In
Element Theory there is no direct equivalent of the feature-based distinction between [–son]
(obstruents) and [+son] (sonorants). Rather, obstruents are identified by the presence of |H|
and/or || in combination with other elements. Unsurprisingly, therefore, |H| and || are
mainly associated with domain-initial consonants. The acoustic property represented by |H| is
high-frequency aperiodic ‘noise’ energy, which speakers can reproduce in a variety of ways
depending on which other elements are present. For example, when |H| is pronounced on its
7
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own it is realised as a glottal fricative [h], while in oral fricatives it produces frication at the
place of articulation specified by an accompanying place element. In stops, |H| is realised as
an audible release burst, which is acoustically similar to a short period of frication. And as a
laryngeal property |H| represents voicelessness – which accounts for why the unmarked state
for stops and fricatives is voiceless (cf. sonorants, which are naturally voiced because they
have no |H|). Meanwhile, the || element roughly equates with the feature [–cont], its acoustic
pattern being the sudden drop in energy associated with stops. Alone it is realised as a glottal
stop [], while in oral stops it produces an occlusion at the place of articulation specified by
an accompanying place element. Some scholars claim that || is also present in lateral and
nasal stops; however, this seems to be the case only in some languages, and does not detract
from the generalisation that || is primarily a property of obstruents.
Having shown how |H| and || are distributed within the syllable domain, we now turn
to the foot and word domains. Again it will be observed that these particular elements
function as left boundary markers.
4.2

The foot domain

Unlike the syllable domain, where the distribution of |H| and || is similar across all languages,
the foot as a domain for |H| and || is only relevant to a subset of languages, mainly those in
the Germanic group. The psycholinguistics literature has demonstrated that the foot plays an
important role in acquisition. In particular, it has been shown that infants use stressed
syllables (i.e. the left boundary of a trochaic foot) as a reliable cue to the location of word
onsets, resulting in a high success rate for word segmentation (Cutler & Norris 1988). The
reliability of this strategy for dividing speech into word-sized chunks increases further in
languages like English, where the majority of lexical words begin with a strong foot-initial
syllable. Moreover, most of those words with a strong initial syllable are high-frequency
items, occurring twice as often as words with a weak initial syllable. So, by basing lexical
access on strong syllables, infants are able to perceive a high percentage of word boundaries
and thus minimise the number of segmentation errors.
The importance of marking foot structure is also in evidence in Dutch, another
Germanic language. Smith (2005) reports how Dutch tolerates empty onsets except in
stressed syllables – that is, at the left edge of a foot. A stressed vowel is therefore always
preceded by a consonant.

8
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(4)

a.

[]

januari

‘January’

b.

[]

Ruanda

‘Rwanda’

c.

[]

aorta

‘aorta’

As (4) shows, if a word contains a foot without an initial onset consonant, the phonology
creates one either through glide formation, producing [] (4a) or [] (4b), or through []
epenthesis (4c).

4.3

The word domain

In many languages the left edge of a prosodic word displays greater prominence than other
positions. This prominence often derives from the presence of |H| or ||, as was observed in
the case of the syllable domain (§4.1). But as in Dutch (§4.2), it can also come from a general
requirement for word-initial onsets to be filled: evidently, the crudest phonetic cue to a word
boundary is the presence of an initial consonant: some languages allow onsetless syllables in
any position except word-initial, where an onset consonant must be heard. For example, in
Arapaho all words begin with a consonant, so if none is present lexically the phonology must
create one, usually via epenthesis. In languages like Arapaho the epenthetic consonant is
regularly a glottal – that is, the realisation of || (as []) or |H| (as [h]).3 A survey of epenthetic
consonants in De Lacy (2006: 80) provides many examples of each, including those in (5).
(5)

epenthetic []: Chadic, Cupeño, Larike, Misantla Totonac, Mohawk…
epenthetic [h]: Ayulta Mixtec, Chipewyan, Huariapano, Slave, Tigré…
It is generally assumed that this preference for glottals is a reflection of universal

markedness, where the least marked place of articulation (i.e. glottal) should be the default
choice for the epenthetic consonant.
(6)

dorsal > labial > coronal > glottal

In reality, however, markedness scales of the kind in (6) amount to nothing more than
observations of cross-linguistic preferences; and as such, they cannot explain why glottals in
particular serve as boundary consonants. On the other hand, if boundaries are universally
associated with the voiceless elements |H| and ||, as we are claiming here, then the use of
9
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glottal [h] and [] as domain markers is entirely expected because these sounds are the
realisation of the single boundary elements |H| and ||.
Yet the question remains as to why |H| and || are favoured as boundary cues in the
first place. One view is that they behave in this way because they are single elements and
therefore structurally basic. This is not a convincing explanation, however, given that other
single elements do not function as edge markers. A more likely reason may be that || and |H|
are inherently voiceless – in contrast to the remaining elements |I|, |U|, |A| and |L|, which are
all naturally resonant (i.e. voiced) and produced with spontaneous vocal fold vibration. We
argue that this difference is significant because human speech is naturally resonant (Backley
2011), which makes voiceless [] and [h] immediately distinct from other segments. Note that
distinctiveness is exactly what is required here in order to mark out domains: boundaries must
be acoustically as distinctive as possible, so listeners can distinguish easily between boundary
information and segmental information.
Another reason for preferring glottals as domain markers concerns phonetic scope.
The acoustic cues for |I|, |U|, |A| and |L| extend over wide temporal domains that encompass
neighbouring sounds and even whole syllables (Harris 2012). By contrast, the cues associated
with obstruents are more localised to single segments (Bye 2011). And once again, this kind
of difference is well suited to the role of marking domain boundaries, since listeners must
locate boundaries at specific points in the phonological string when they process speech. It
seems possible, then, to find a phonetic motivation for using glottals as default boundary
consonants – evidently, the choice is not a random one.
5

Consonant reinforcement

The preceding sections have highlighted two ways in which languages mark out domain
boundaries, both of them involving the elements |H| and ||: in §4.3 it was shown how the
glottals [h] and [] – the realisation of single |H| and single || – serve as default boundary
cues in the absence of a lexical word-initial onset; and in §4.1 it was described how the left
edge of a syllable or word domain is characterised by low sonority deriving from the
presence of |H| or || and producing an obstruent of one kind or another. In this section we
introduce a third pattern for marking boundaries. This involves using prominent segments
such as stops, voiceless sounds, and segments with a strong laryngeal feature like aspiration
or ejective release. We will argue that these prominent consonants are also linked to the

10
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presence of |H| and ||. This brings us closer to a broad characterisation of domain boundaries
such that all boundary types have |H| or || in their structure.
In some cases, boundary segments gain prominence by acquiring |H| or || through a
fortition (i.e. strengthening) process, which renders them more obstruent-like than they would
otherwise have been. To illustrate, the fortition effects in (7) are drawn from the surveys of
strength-related processes reported in Smith (2005) and Lavoie (2001).
(7)

segmental change

language

example

context

1. approximate → stop

Pawnee

[w]→[p]

word-initial

2. approximate → fricative

Guayabero

[w]→[]

foot-initial

3. fricative → stop

Hausa

[]→[p]

word-initial

4. voiced → voiceless

Penn. German

[b]→[p]

word-initial

Kalinga

[l]→[]

syllable onset

Balangaw

[b]→[f]

syllable onset

Although the processes in (7) appear to vary in their details, in fact they reduce to two general
patterns: (i) sonorants become obstruents, or (ii) obstruents become more obstruent-like. And
in both cases the relevant segmental change involves the introduction of || or |H|. For
example, the fortition process []→[p] in Hausa requires the introduction of ||, as shown in
(8a). Meanwhile, [l]→[] in Kalinga requires the addition of |H|, as in (8b), and in Pawnee
[w]→[p] calls for the introduction of both || and |H|, as illustrated in (8c).
(8)

language

segmental and structural change

fortition element(s)

a. Hausa

[] (|U H|)

→

[p] (|U H |)

||

b. Kalinga

[l] (|A I|)

→

[] (|A I H|)

|H|

c. Pawnee

[w] (|U|)

→

[p] (|U H |)

||, |H|

Given that all these changes take place at the left boundary of a domain (syllable, foot, word),
they illustrate the central role played by || and |H| in marking domain edges.
Even in the absence of fortition, languages still show a bias for prominent consonants
at left boundaries. Here we focus on segments that are prominent by virtue of having marked
laryngeal properties such as aspiration or ejective release. And again, we claim that these
11
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properties are associated with the elements || and |H|. This time, however, prominence comes
not simply from the presence of || and |H| but from their status as headed elements. We
propose, therefore, that this kind of prominence derives from structural complexity, since
element structures containing headed elements are viewed as being more complex than those
without a head (Backley & Nasukawa 2009). In element-based phonology, complexity can
manifest itself in two ways. In its simplest form, it comes down to straightforward element
counting: the more elements in an expression’s structure, the greater its complexity. But it is
widely held among element theorists that complexity can also derive from headedness: a
headed element increases the complexity of an expression, which in turn enhances the
melodic prominence of the segment in question. This is evident from the way headed
expressions are attracted to positions of prosodic prominence, such as left boundaries.
Crucially, however, not all headed structures behave in this way: it is particularly a
characteristic of segments containing headed || or headed |H| (in the Element Theory
literature, headed elements are underlined).
The headed or non-headed status of || and |H| is reflected in the phonetic properties
of the segments in which these elements occur. For example, non-headed || is produced with
a closed glottis, resulting in a sharp drop in amplitude. This is a characteristic of plain oral
stops, as described in §4.1. But when || is headed, glottal closure is accompanied by a raised
larynx, which increases air pressure above the larynx and produces stops with a glottalic
release burst. || therefore inheres in ejectives and implosives. Meanwhile, non-headed |H|
signals constricted airflow and an open glottis, resulting in the aperiodic noise energy and
voicelessness associated with (i) fricatives and (ii) the release burst in stops. This was also
described in §4.1. But when |H| is headed, airflow becomes more rapid, producing a more
intense noise energy pattern in the upper frequencies of the spectrum together with prolonged
voicelessness known as voicing lag. Headed |H| is therefore present in voiceless fricatives
and aspirated stops. These properties are summarised in (9).
(9)

element status

phonetic property

segmental categories

||

non-headed

closed glottis

plain stops

||

headed

glottal closure dominates

ejectives, implosives

|H|

non-headed

aperiodic noise

fricatives, stop release

|H|

headed

intense/prolonged noise

aspirates, fortis fricatives

12
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The distribution of headed || and headed |H| is significant, in that many languages
only allow segments to contain these properties in syllable-, foot-, or word-initial position. In
Swedish, stops are aspirated (i.e. they have |H|) word-initially but are unaspirated elsewhere.
Thus, aspiration may be viewed as a cue to the left edge of a word domain. Lavoie (2001)
reports similar patterns in Sanuma ([ph] word-initially, [p] elsewhere) and Guayabero ([ph th
kh] in onsets, [p t k] in codas). Meanwhile in languages such as Turkana and Capanahua it is
headed || which acts as a boundary cue. Being present in stops, non-headed || can be
considered relatively prominent; but as a headed element, || has greater prominence which
allows it to function as an even more effective boundary marker. For example, stops in
Turkana have ejective release (with headed ||) in onsets but not in codas, while sonorants in
Capanahua are glottalised at the left edge of a word, hence glottalised [ ] word-initially
and plain [ ] elsewhere. Further cases are discussed in Rimrott (2003).
The behaviour of the headed boundary elements || and |H| is further illustrated in
Korean, with its pattern of laryngeal neutralisation. As is widely documented in the literature
(e.g. Cho & Jun 2000), Korean makes a three-way contrast between plain, aspirated and tense
(or glottalised) stops, as shown in (10a).
(10)

a. (onset)

b. (coda)

plain

[p]

U H Ɂ

[paN] ‘room’

aspirated

[p]

U H Ɂ

[paN] ‘bang’

tense

[p]

U H Ɂ

[paN] ‘bread’

unreleased

[p]

|U

Ɂ|

[ip]

‘leaf’

Significantly, this pattern is maintained in the syllable onset but not in the coda, where the
distinction neutralises to a plain unreleased stop. And again, structural complexity (including
headedness) appears to be involved. As a manifestation of prosodic prominence, stops at the
left edge of the syllable domain may contain the boundary elements in their headed form,
which produces a split between the tense (headed |Ɂ|), aspirated (headed |H|) and plain (nonheaded ||/|H|) series. At the less prominent right edge (i.e. coda position), however, headed
||/|H| are not supported and consequently the three-way distinction is lost in favour of a plain
stop. This neutralised stop, as exemplified by [p] in (10b), may be understood as a ‘minimal’
stop in the sense that it lacks the marked (headed) properties associated with prominent
13
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ejectives and aspirates. Note that it has even lost the boundary marking element |H| altogether,
resulting in a stop with no audible release burst (recall from §4.1 that stop release is one
manifestation of the aperiodic noise energy that characterises the |H| element). The minimal
structure of [p] reflects the fact that, as a coda consonant, it has no prosodic marking
function to perform.
6

Summary

In this paper we have shown how prosodic prominence may be expressed directly in melodic
terms by referring to the presence of the elements || and |H| in the internal structure of
obstruents. Prominence serves as an important cue for identifying the boundaries of prosodic
and morphological domains, and we have claimed that languages show a preference for
employing || and |H| as boundary markers because these two elements, unlike the remaining
elements |A|, |I|, |U| and |L|, are associated with inherently voiceless properties. This renders
them acoustically distinct, and thus, easily perceptible as domain edge cues.
We have identified three patterns of boundary marking, all of which rely on the
presence of || and/or |H| in one form or another. As single elements, || and |H| are realised
phonetically as the glottal consonants [] and [h] respectively, both of which regularly serve
as epenthetic consonants when a consonant is required to fill a boundary position. Then, more
generally, || and |H| together define the class of obstruents when they appear in combination
with other elements. The point was made that obstruents are universally preferred as default
consonants in the initial position of syllable, foot and word domains. Finally, we have argued
that the element-based approach to segmental structure uses headed || and |H| to represent
the marked categories of ejective and aspirated stops, respectively. When an element is
headed it makes a greater contribution to the acoustic and phonological profile of a segment.
And as such, ejectives and aspirates are endowed with particular melodic prominence, which
again is reflected in the fact that they are naturally drawn to positions of prosodic prominence
– specifically, domain-initial positions. On this basis, we arrive at the general observation that
the elements || and |H| function as valuable aids to language processing because they help
listeners to make the important distinction between prosodic information (specifically, the
location of domain boundaries) and segmental information (relating to lexical contrasts).
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PERCEPTUAL PROMINENCE AND MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSING IN INITIAL

Perceptual Prominence and Morphological Processing
in Initial Second Language Acquisition 1

SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION1

Jacopo Saturno
Università degli studi di Bergamo
Abstract
This paper discusses the role of perceptual prominence in the processing of case endings by
initial learners of an L2. Within the VILLA project, 14 Italian L1 participants took a 14-hour
Polish course, whose input was recorded and transcribed so as to correlate the development of
the interlanguage with item frequency. The experimental data were elicited using a Sentence
Imitation test aimed at measuring the accuracy of case ending processing. Target items were
designed to isolate three parameters hypothesised to influence processing accuracy, namely
‘target ending’, ‘constituent order’ and ‘lexical transparency’.
The results show that the nominative ending -/a/ is frequently overextended onto accusative
-/e/, which is disfavoured because of its lower frequency in the input. Error rate is sensitive to
all three parameters according to the hierarchy ‘target ending’ > ‘constituent order’ > ‘lexical
transparency’; however, processing accuracy increases from Time 1 to Time 2. The study
focusses on the role of the parameter ‘constituent order’: it is argued that the syntactic structure
of the target sentence may render case endings more or less prominent because of their position
in the utterance. On the basis of these findings, it is argued that perceptual prominence may
indeed be an important hint to the formation of inflectional paradigms.

1. Introduction: perceptual prominence in Second Language Acquisition (SLA)
In this paper we mean to examine a crucial prerequisite to comprehension and ultimately
acquisition, namely perception: as Gaonac’h (1991) concludes after a review of the available
psycho-linguistic literature, perception is a level of crucial importance for all subsequent stages,
namely noticing, storing, and ultimately productive use. This level of input processing,
however, is more often postulated than explicitly addressed: this paper aims to provide some
insights and help to fill this gap.
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Questions of perception are closely related to questions of saliency, however understood: as a
preliminary operationalization, we may adhere to Peters’ (1985:1030) interpretation that only
salient stretches of sound constitute reasonable candidates for extraction, defined in turn as the
recognising and remembering of language elements. This view is then projected against the
wider picture of child language acquisition by Slobin (1985:1164): in his own words,
“on the most basic level, accessibility of linguistic material can be defined in terms of ‘perceptibility’. That
is to say, the only linguistic material that can figure in language making are stretches of speech that attract
the child’s ‘attention’ to a sufficient degree to be noticed and held in memory”.

This is achieved through the ‘extract’ operational principle which Peters (1985:1065)
formulates as “extract whatever salient chunk of speech you can”.
On a higher level, reflection on the prominence of elements of the speech stream fits in the
debate on the processing of input, namely the conditions affecting the chances of specific
chunks of it of being converted into intake (Ellis 2006). Chaudron (1985) refers to ‘preliminary
intake’ as to the initial stage of input perception; conversely, ‘final intake’ is understood as the
series of stages by which learners fully integrate and incorporate the linguistic information
extracted from the input into their developing grammars.
Against such theoretical background, in this study we set out to identify those factors affecting
the prominence of inflectional morphemes in the very first hours of exposure to a new
language.
2. Methodology: the VILLA project
SLA research is often complicated by the interaction of a huge number of variables related to
each participant’s personal learning experience, which one cannot realistically control outside a
thorough experimental setting. One way to avoid such hurdles is to focus on the very initial
stages of acquisition, preferably from the very first moment of exposure to the target language.
In order to focus on particular structures without worrying about the idiosyncrasies of natural
languages and to isolate input quantity and quality, numerous first exposure studies have
employed artificial languages. This, however, may pose doubts as to the ecologic validity of the
results obtained, as well as to their generalizability to real learning contexts (see papers in
Hulstijn & Dekeyser 1997). Aiming to avoid this additional obstacle, other studies conceived
their experiments on the basis of natural languages (Singleton & Little 1984, Rast 2008,
Gullberg et alii 2012). Among these, the VILLA2 (Varieties of Initial Learners in Language
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Acquisition) project summarises the experience gathered so far in the relatively new-born field
of first exposure studies. Its ambitious goal is to explore the very initial stages of adult SLA
over a conspicuous period of exposure (14 hours) while at the same time retaining full control
over the input (Dimroth et alii 2013). To this purpose, learners with different native languages
(German, Dutch, French, English and Italian) were exposed to a 14-hour Polish L2 course
taught by a professional teacher and took several tests tackling various aspects of the target
morphosyntax. Teacher input was digitally recorded throughout the course and subsequently
transcribed and coded using a combination of ELAN (Brugman & Russell 2004) and
CHAT/CLAN (MacWhinney 2000). It is thus possible to retrieve the context and frequency of
occurrence of any linguistic item, such as inflectional endings, lexical entries and syntactic
structures.
Polish was chosen as the target language for various reasons. First, it is not particularly
widespread outside its native community, which makes it easier to find participants who were
never exposed to it. In order to take part in the VILLA project, participants should have no
previous experience of Polish nor of any other Slavic language. Efforts were also made to
exclude candidates with other highly inflected languages, including Greek, Latin and German.
Such requirement was deemed necessary to make sure that grammatical features and categories
would be learned solely on the basis of the input received during the experiment, rather than
transferred from previously known languages.
Secondly, Polish differs from the participants' native languages in several respects: what is of
interest here is its rich and complex nominal morphology, contrasting two numbers, three
genders in the singular and two in the plural, and crucially as many as seven cases. This last
category is particularly interesting from a contrastive point of view. Italian only inflects nouns
with respect to number, traces of case opposition only appearing in the pronominal paradigm.
This paper presents the results of a sub-group of 14 learners within the Italian edition of the
VILLA project. These learners were exposed to ‘meaning-based’ input, comprising no such
teaching techniques as focus-on-form (Doughty & Williams 1998) and corrective feedback.
Input was entirely monolingual and avoided metalanguage as well as any kind of explicit
grammatical explanation.
3. Data collection – the Sentence Imitation test
The role of percpetual prominence in the processing of case endings is analysed through a
Sentence Imitation test. Learners would listen to a short Polish sentence on a computer and then
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draw a simple geometrical figure: this distracting pause of a few seconds was included in order
to inhibit working memory and holistic rote repetition. After that, learners would be asked to
repeat the sentence heard. Learner output was digitally recorded and later transcribed in the
CHAT format (MacWhinney 2000) using IPA. In this study we focus on the processing of two
specific endings within the singular paradigm of feminine nouns in -/a/, namely -/a/ <a> itself,
corresponding to the nominative case, and -/e/ <!>, corresponding to the accusative case.
For each target item, responses were considered correct if the ending provided by the learner
matched the expected target; underdetermined endings (typically -/"/) were excluded. By
"processing" therefore we mean the ability to notice and correctly reproduce the phonological
segment corresponding to the target ending, but not necessarily to associate it with the target
syntactic function. At this stage of analysis we have no way of knowing what principles of
utterance organisation guide our learners in production: it may well be the case that syntactic
functions are assigned on the basis of a default word order (say, SVO), or even that they are not
assigned at all, if learners fail to retrieve the meaning of the target sentence. Whether an ending
is correctly repeated or not, however, does tell us something about its perceptual prominence in
the input stream. The prominence of an item in turn can be evaluated by measuring the
likelihood of its being perceived by learners. We believe that the Sentence Imitation test is well
suited to this purpose based on the assumption that if an item is perceived, learners will try to
reproduce it in their output, in an attempt to perform the test to the best of their abilities. The
purpose of this work then is to identify those parameters which might influence the prominence
of our target items, i.e., of inflectional endings.
The Sentence Imitation test comprised 16 9-syllable target sentences and 19 distracting items.
Target sentences were designed in order to isolate three parameters which were thought to be
relevant, namely ‘target ending’, ‘constituent order’ and ‘lexical transparency’.
The parameter ‘target ending’ refers to what form of the target paradigm learners are asked to
repeat, namely nominative -/a/ or accusative -/e/. ‘Constituent order’ describes the syntactic
structure in which the two nouns occur, either SVO or OVS. Finally, ‘lexical transparency’
refers to whether the noun to which the target ending is attached can be intuitively translated
into the learner’s native language. This factor is defined in terms of phonological proximity to
the corresponding word in the learners’ native language: a transparent (T) noun like artystka
/ar!t#stka/ “artist”, for instance, is quite similar to the corrisponding word in the learners' L1,
artista /ar!tista/, whereas a non-transparent (NT) item like dziewczynka /$ev%#&ka/ "little girl"
is quite distant from its translation bambina /bam'bina/. Lexical transparency was assessed
prior to the beginning of the VILLA course using a specific test administered to a different
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group of learners: participants were asked to translate a set of target words, which depending on
their overall translation accuracy were classified as either "transparent" or "opaque" (see
Valentini & Grassi forthcoming).
In order to isolate the three parameters in question for each occurrence of a case ending, target
sentences included two nouns differing in lexical transparency. Each appeared in both the
nominative and in the accusative form, and in both SVO and OVS sentences. As a result, each
pair of nouns appears in 4 target sentences (Fig. 1). Altogether, the test comprised four such
noun pairs.
Fig. 1: Sentence Imitation test, target items for the pair dziewczynka - portugalka

SVO
NT - T
T - NT

OVS

dziewczynk-/a/ wo(a portugalk-/e/

dziewczynk-/e/ wo(a portugalk-/a/

“the little girl calls the Portuguese woman”

“the Portuguese woman calls the little girl”

portugalk-/a/ wo(a dziewczynk-/e/

portugalk-/e/ wo(a dziewczynk-/a/

“the Portuguese woman calls the little girl”

“the little girl calls the Portuguese woman”

Each target case ending may be described in terms of the values instantiating the three
parameters ‘target ending’, ‘constituent order’ and ‘lexical transparency’, as exemplified
schematically in (1). In this utterance the case ending of kuchark-/e/ is instantiated by
accusative -/e/ regarding ‘target ending’, OVS regarding ‘constituent order’, and ‘non
transparent’ regarding ‘lexical transparency’.
(1)

Kuchark-

/e/

wo!a

cook

ACC

call 3SG

BrazylijkBrazilian woman

/a/
NOM

-/e/

-/a/

OVS

OVS

NT

T

Target ending
Constituent order
Lexical transparency

"the Brazilian woman calls the cook"
The Sentence Imitation test thus distinguishes eight possible combinations of parameter values,
represented schematically in Fig. 2. For each combination, four occurrences were required by
the test, resulting in 32 occurrences for each learner. The study is therefore based on a total of
448 occurrences altogether.
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Fig. 2: possible combinations of parameter values for each target item

‘target ending’
‘constituent order’
‘lexical transparency’

-/a/
SVO
T

-/a/
SVO
NT

-/a/
OVS
T

-/a/
OVS
NT

-/e/
SVO
T

-/e/
SVO
NT

-/e/
OVS
T

-/e/
OVS
NT

All target nouns were classified as "frequent" in the input based on the criterion adopted in Rast
& Dommergues (2003) and Rast (2008), where this rating indicates 20 occurrences or more3.
We could suppose therefore that target lexical items should have been familiar to the learners.
For this reason, item frequency will not be considered further in this paper. The test was
administered twice, after 9 hours (Time 1) and 13:30 hours of input (Time 2). The same set of
sentences was used on both occasions.

4. The wider picture – target structures in the L1 and L2
Polish is a highly inflected language whose strategies to express syntactic relations notably
differ from those adopted by our learners' native language, Italian. Like most Slavic languages,
Polish exhibits very rich and complex inflectional morphology. Nouns belong to four
semantically-determined word-classes, namely neuter, feminine, animate masculine and
inanimate masculine, and various inflectional classes.
Crucially for our study, nominals are inflected for case: alongside vocative, Polish distinguishes
nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, instrumental and locative. Cases have the function of
encoding syntactic functions: as a consequence, these can be expressed independently of wordorder, which in turn is determined pragmatically. Studying case endings from the point of view
of their prominence in the input stream appears as a fruitful undertaking in view of the contrast
between their important communicative role and their limited prominence on the phonetic
level: case endings are typically small stretches of sounds, rarely composed of more than a
single segment, and always appear in post-tonic position.
The feminine paradigm was chosen as its endings are all clearly differentiated (with the
exception of dative and locative, which however hardly appear in the input) and thus encode
case quite univocally. The opposition between NOM and ACC in turn was considered as it
appears in the input throughout the course and because of its interesting correlations with the
parameter ‘constituent order’. Thanks to its rich nominal morphology, Polish in principle
allows for any possible word order. In fact, however, SVO word order is by far the most
frequently encountered and pragmatically unmarked option (Dryer 2013a). Polish therefore
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may be described as a language with free, but predominantly SVO word order (Dryer 2013b).
For the purposes of the experiment, though, the teacher made sure that sufficient instances of
OVS word-order would appear in the input throughout the course.
In Italian unmarked transitive sentences, in contrast to Polish, syntactic functions are mainly
assigned on the basis of constituent order: items occurring in preverbal position are generally
assigned the function of ‘subject’, whereas ‘objects’ occur in post-verbal position. Although
function assignment is usually aided by semantics (e.g., animate referents might be more likely
to be interpreted as agents, and inanimate ones as patients), constituent order remains the main
factor. It must be noted however that VS order is the pragmatically unmarked option for a
number of structures, notably inaccusative and pronominal and passive constructions.
Although the focus of this paper is on constituent order, this is not to suggest that other factors
are not significant. For example, an important role in the expression of gender and number in
Italian is played by articles, and this contrasting locus of marking may influence learners'
strategies of L2 case ending processing. However, it is beyond the scope of this paper to
consider factors other than those already outlined.
As mentioned earlier, the VILLA methodology makes it possible to compute the frequency of
linguistic items in the input. Preliminary4 figures at Time 1 (9 hours) show that the nominative
ending -/a/ of the paradigm in question is roughly six times as common as the accusative -/e/,
and almost twice as common as all other endings combined (non -/a/). As a result, -/a/ is by far
the most frequent ending associated with feminine referents (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3: case ending relative frequency, Time 1

Ending
Approximate frequency
‘-a/other ending’ ratio

-/a/
2050

-/e/
330
6:1

non -/a/
1340
2:1

The same procedure can be applied to ‘constituent order’. Fig. 4 displays the relevant figures at
Time 1 (9 hours) for utterances in which both subject and object are instantiated by feminine
nouns. These rather conservative criteria were deemed necessary because of widespread
syncretism across nominal classes, so that the two cases at issue are not always as clearly
distinguishable as in the feminine paradigm considered here. Specifically, the -/a/ ending is
shared by the accusative and genitive case of animate masculine nouns, whereas inanimate
masculine nouns and neuter nouns do not distuinguish the two direct cases. If one considers the
distribution of syntactic structures indipendently of the nominal class that nouns belong to, then
figures are indeed much more cospicuous. As can be seen, SVO is roughly twice as common as
OVS if only full nouns are computed (e.g. Klara lubi kaw", "Klara likes coffee") and three
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times as common if subject pronouns are also included (e.g. ona lubi kaw", "she likes coffee").
In general, however, bivalent verbs (and therefore transitive constructions) are only a minority
among the total verbs which appear in the VILLA input, which consists mostly of copular
constructions and monovalent verbs.
Fig. 4: constituent order relative frequency

Constituent order
Approximate frequency
SVO/OVS ratio

SVO (full noun)
30
2:1

SVO (tot.)
40
3:1

OVS
15

5. Hypotheses
This work aims at determining what parameters may affect the perceptual prominence of case
endings in the input stream. The question is relevant for a theory of SLA insofar as we claim
that prominence might influence the probability that target elements are noticed, and perhaps,
eventually acquired. The initial assumption which needs to be posited postulates that Italian L1
speakers would generally find it difficult to process case marking, as this strategy of encoding
syntactic functions diverges from that adopted by their native language (Eckman 1996). In
addition, morphological case marking may be regarded as typologically marked on the basis of
its cross-linguistic distribution (Iggesen 2013).
We first consider the parameter ‘target ending’. On the basis of the frequency data just shown,
combined with the learners’ supposed difficulty with case marking, we can hypothesise that
feminine nouns will tend to assume a default, invariable form in -/a/. Indeed, it has been shown
that in the initial stages of untutored L2 acquisition, lexical items usually occur in a single
word-form, selected from the input thanks to its frequency and/or salience. If any apparent
morphological variation occurs, still it does not convey grammatical meaning (Klein & Perdue
1997, Broeder, Extra & Van Hout 1993, Giacalone Ramat 2003). The question whether our
VILLA participants go through the same stages of development as untutored learners is beyond
the scope of this paper; but even so, we would expect that if the contrast between the two
inflected word-forms considered should be neutralised, then the -/a/ form would emerge, thanks
to its higher frequency. We go on to argue that the presence of -/a/ where -/e/ would be required
witnesses to the insufficient prominence of the latter for processing. This assumption is
justified by the fact that the Sentence Imitation test is generally believed to probe learners'
implicit competence (Vinther 2002): participants are not simply required to repeat a string of
sounds, but rather to retrieve the meaning of the target sentence and re-encode it. Both
comprehension and production are performed on the basis of the grammar of the learner
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variety: meaning, therefore, might well be interpreted and encoded in a non-target-like manner.
It may be the case, for instance, that the interlanguage system does not include inflected wordforms yet, and that syntactic functions are assigned on the basis of other strategies (say,
'subject-first'). Case endings, therefore, do not necessarily play a role in comprehension or
production. However, we can reasonably assume that learners would try to perform the task to
the best of their abilities. As a result, one might expect that upon hearing an ending different
from that of the basic word-form, learners would at least try to reproduce it in their output. It is
unlikely that they would deliberately ignore it, even if to them it encodes little to no meaning.
To summarise, if the non-default word form is repeated by learners, then it must have been so
evident as to impose itself to their attention. In other words, the likelihood of a segment being
repeated, hence noticed, can be regarded as a function of its perceptual prominence. In addition
to this, of course, considerable inter-learner variability should be considered, resulting from
such factors as attention, stress, and learning style.
The inclusion of ‘lexical transparency’ in the analysis is motivated by the claim that
comprehension in initial SLA relies principally on the processing of lexical, rather than
grammatical elements (Swain 1985). Givón's (1990) ‘competition hypothesis’ posits that in
early L2 acquisition, vocabulary and grammar compete for attention, working memory
allotment, and ultimately processing capacity. VanPatten (2004:14) proposes a Lexical
Preference Principle, holding that “learners will tend to rely on lexical items as opposed to
grammatical form to get meaning when both encode the same semantic information”. In sum,
these studies suggest that lexical meaning has priority over grammatical form. It could be
argued that even in the presence of morphology, learners might be induced to ignore it and
concentrate their processing resources on the lexical level. If, however, the meaning of a lexical
item is easily accessible, its processing will impose a lighter cognitive load on the hearer. As a
consequence, more resources could be dedicated to less urgent levels of the input, such as
inflectional morphology.
With regard to ‘constituent order’, finally, it was hypothesised that SVO would facilitate target
processing because it represents the dominant order in the target input. Learners, therefore,
should be quite familiar with it. Conversely, OVS targets should result in more errors because
they do not match the learner’s expectations as to the structure of the L2. In addition, it should
not be forgotten that SVO is the canonical constituent order of the learners' L1; and finally, a
general tendency to rely on canonical SVO word order when interpreting target sentences has
been repeatedly observed (Pléh 1990, MacWhinney & Bates 1987). It is worth noting here that
we make no assumption as to pragmatic markedness. In native varieties, OVS is typically used
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with object topics and subjects in focus. This was not the case in the VILLA input, in which the
two constituent orders were often used rather interchangeably: OVS sentences were only
presented to the learners in order to make them accustomed to the theoretically free word order
of the target language. Moreover, the Sentence Imitation test provided learners with no context
to rely on, so we feel that any role for pragmatic markedness may be safely excluded.
The arguments just stated presuppose that case endings should have been already associated
with the corresponding syntactic functions. Unfortunately, in the absence of a translation or
comprehension test to supplement our results, we cannot be sure whether this is indeed the
case. Even if it is not, still the frequency data presented above inform us that learners should
have heard case endings more often in the SVO order (-/a/ ... -/e/) than the reverse (-/e/ ... -/a/),
provided only that they would be able to perceive and segment these elements. Consequently,
even if the underlying syntactic structure was not retrieved (at least not on the basis of case
marking), still learners should have grown more familiar with the surface realisation of SVO
sentences, rather than OVS.
Again, this argument relies on an assumption, namely that learners are able to perceive and
segment case endings. However, we have no conclusive proof for that, either. In fact, in this
paper we argue that the key to understanding the role of constituent order is precisely
perception. We go as far as to suggest that this parameter might affect the probability of
perceiving the phonic segments corresponding to inflectional endings, independently of formfunction associations and frequency alike. The very same ending (say, -/e/) should be more
prominent in association with a particular value of 'constituent order' (say, SVO) than with the
other one. The relationship between perceptual prominence and constituent order will be
analysed more amply later on in the paper. As far as our hypotheses are concerned, for the time
being we might say that we expect a very strong effect for the parameter 'constituent order' on
repetition accuracy. Specifically, we will suppose that SVO should be favoured by learners at
the expense of OVS, mainly on the basis of its higher frequency in the input.
Building on these considerations, our working hypothesis posits that for each parameter, one
member of the opposition will aid learners in their processing of inflectional morphology,
whereas the competing one will make the task harder (Table 3).
Table 3: facilitating and impeding parameter values

Parameter
Target ending
Constituent order
Lexical transparency
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-/a/
SVO
T

Impeding value
-/e/
OVS
NT
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It is argued that the more hindering values cumulate in a single target item, the harder it will be
to process it correctly. The target accusative represented in (4), for example, will be maximally
hard to process as it only features hindering values, namely -/e/ target ending, OVS constituent
order and non-transparent carrier word.
(4)

kuchark-/e/

wo(a

Brazylijk-/a/

cook ACC

call 3SG

Brazilian woman NOM

“the Brazilian woman calls the cook”
The target nominative, in contrast, may be regarded as fairly accessible because it features two
facilitating values (-/a/ and T) and only one hindering value (OVS).
6. Results
Results at Time 1 (9 hours) are presented in Fig. 5 according to the combinations of the values
instantiating the three parameters ‘ending’, ‘constituent order’ and ‘lexical transparency’. For
each value combination (es. {-/a/, SVO, T}), error rate is computed as the ratio between errors
and target items (n. = 56). The two values corresponding to "Total -/a/" and "Total -/e/" provide
a summary of overall error rate for the two endings independently of ‘constituent order’ and
‘lexical transparency’, and are calculated on the basis of the total number of target items for
each ending (n. = 224). Percentage values account for omitted responses (n. = 4).
Fig. 5: overall error rate, Time 1 (9 hrs)

Value combination
SVO
-/a/

OVS
Total -/a/
SVO

-/e/
Overall total

OVS
Total -/e/

T
NT
T
NT
T
NT
T
NT

errors
3
1
2
7
13
2
10
16
30
58
71

error %
5%
2%
4%
13%
6%
4%
18%
29%
54%
25%
16%

The most striking observation highlighted by Fig. 5 is that errors concentrate in the occurrences
of target accusative -/e/. Only 13 errors (6%) occur when the nominative case is required (n. =
224), as opposed to 58 (13%) found in occurrences of the accusative case (n. = 224).
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If we focus on errors regarding target accusative, an interesting distribution pattern emerges
(Fig. 6). As predicted, error rate appears to increase steadily as the hindering values of the three
parameters cumulate together. When all three hindering values (/e/, OVS, NT) are found in the
same occurrence, maximum error rate is registered (54%).
Fig. 6: /e/ error distribution, Time 1 (9 hours)

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

E - SVO - T

E - SVO - NT

E - OVS - T

E - OVS - NT

These figures point to a highly skewed distribution, confirmed by a Shapiro-Wilk normality test
(p = 1.36e-06) carried out with R (R Core Team 2014), like all following analyses. As an
exploratory analysis of our data, the effect of our three predictors on repetition accuracy was
proofed by means of a non-parametric ANOVA test. First, a Kruskal-Wallis test revealed a
significant influence of the factor 'ending' (p = 7,39e-06). No significant effect for the factors
‘constituent order’ and ‘lexical transparency’ were found in target occurences of -/a/ ( p = 0,10
and 0,33 respectively). Conversely, in occurrences of target -/e/ there was a strong effect for
both predictors (p = 2,34e-05 for 'constituent order' and p = 0,01 for 'transparency'). A
Spearman correlation test was also run for target –/e/ to determine the relationship between
errors and predictors at Time1. There was a strong positive correlation between errors and
'constituent order' () = 0,57, p=4.61e-06) and a weaker, but still noteworthy correlation
between errors and 'lexical transparency' () = 0,34, p=0,01).
Such a preliminary analysis supports the hypothesis that our predictors indeed affect repetition
accuracy, but is not yet quite satisfactory in view of the data at hand. First, we have no reason
to assume that there is no interaction among our three parameters. Moreover, individual
variability needs to be taken into account, as some learners may consistently produce the
default, invariable word-form of the learner variety, while others may be influenced by the
context in which a specific target ending occurs. For these reasons, a Generalised Mixed Linear
Model was fitted for responses to target -/e/, with ‘constituent order' and ‘lexical transparency’
as fixed effects and 'learner' as random effect. The model provided evidence in support of the
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hypothesis that both predictors are significant at this stage (p = 0,005 and p = 0,01
respectively), while also accounting for between-subject variability. On the basis of these
figures, Fig. 7 orders the various contexts of occurrence along a hierarchy reflecting their effect
on repetition accuracy.
Fig. 7: context of occurrence hierarchy

more
accurate

'target ending'
'constituent order'
'lexical transparency'

/a/

/e/

All contexts

SVO
T
NT

OVS
T
NT

less
accurate

The table reads as follows: the nominative case is processed quite accurately in all contexts.
The accusative case, in contrast, is processed more accurately if the target sentence has SVO
constituent order rather than OVS: and within sentences sharing the same constituent order, the
accusative ending is processed more accurately if the word stem is lexically transparent.
A comparison between the results at Time 1 (9 hrs) and 2 (13:30 hrs) shows that the error
distribution patterns are consistent in time, especially in OVS sentences (Fig. 8). Both factors
however become less powerful predictors of accuracy, ‘lexical transparency’ in fact hardly
reaching significance. It is worth noting that error rate at Time 2 decreases in nearly all
contexts. The difference between the two data sets is statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis
test, p = 0,05), which points to a positive influence of further exposure to the input.
Fig. 8: /e/ error distribution, comparison between Time 1 and Time 2

Time 1

60%

Time 2

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

E - SVO - T E - SVO - NT E - OVS - T E - OVS - NT

7. Discussion
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Our quantitative analysis has shown that most errors involve an overextension of the
nominative ending -/a/ onto accusative -/e/. This is hardly surprising if one takes into account
the frequency data presented earlier: as instances of -/a/ represent almost two thirds of the total
occurrences of case endings on feminine nouns, it is no wonder that this ending should be
selected as the basic word-form of the learner variety.
This observation is a first step towards an account of our results, as it predicts which ending is
more likely to be selected when words are produced in their invariable form. On the other hand,
there is still left to establish under what conditions such neutralisation contexts are more likely
to arise. The data show that error rate steadily increases as the disfavoured values of the three
parameters ‘ending’, ‘constituent order’ and ‘transparency’ cumulate in the same context of
occurrence. Provisionally, therefore, we may state that it is this combination of disfavoured
values that predicts the accessibility of a given target item and the expected error rate.
The role of the parameter ‘constituent order’ in determining error distribution is still not very
clear, though. Before discussing this problem, it might be useful to briefly consider again the
question of the cognitive abilities probed by the Sentence Imitation test. Although to a certain
extent this is still an unresolved question, there is now widespread agreement as to its tackling
learners’ implicit competence in the interlanguage. It has been shown that accurate rote
repetition of an utterance is possible within a short time from the presentation of the stimulus
(Sachs 1967); however, some delay between the presentation of the stimuli and their repetition
can inhibit exclusive reliance on phonological memory, the mechanism which makes rote
repetition possible (Juffs & Harrington 2011). Under such conditions, the Sentence Imitation
test becomes reconstructive in nature: rather than ‘repeating’ target sentences, learners
‘reproduce’ them according to their present interlanguage grammar. Discussing the results of a
test similar to that employed in this study, Håkansson (1989) for instance reports of a three-year
old Swedish child consistently reproducing a NEG-AUX structure instead of the required
AUX-NEG of the target utterances.
If this is true in the case of our learners, too, then it is probable that due to its higher frequency,
they should have assumed SVO as the default constituent order of their learner variety. If errors
merely involved a substitution of the disfavoured value of the parameter with the facilitating
one, as is the case with target endings, then one should expect OVS structures to be correctly
understood, but reproduced as SVO, case endings simply swapping positions in the utterance
(2b as opposed to 2a). If learners do this, then we can conclude with reasonable certainty that
form-function associations must have been established between case endings and the
corresponding syntactic functions, as meaning is correctly retrieved and re-encoded. Just like
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the child described by Håkansson, learners simply adjust their output to the rules of the
interlanguage grammar, which in our case only allows the SVO constituent order. In our data,
however, this is not the case if not exceptionally. In most cases, the word-form in -/e/ is simply
substituted with that in -/a/, so that in the resulting utterance two -/a/ endings are found (2c), a
pattern which is ungrammatical in Polish.
(2)

a. target sentence (OVS)
b. hypothesized output (SVO)
c. actual output

t(umaczk-/e/ pozdrawia

artystk-/a/.

translator-ACC

artist-NOM

greet 3SG

t(umaczk-/a/ pozdrawia

artystk-/e/.

translator-NOM

artist-ACC

greet greet 3SG

t(umaczk-/a/ pozdrawia

artystk-/a/.

translator

artist

greet

It is clear, then, that no constituent order is favoured over the other, as none emerges from
learner utterances. Since both nouns take the -/a/ ending, it is impossible to distinguish between
subject and object on the basis of inflectional morphology. Again, we make no assumption as
to the underlying principles of utterance organisation in the learner variety: it is possible, for
instance, that target utterances are interpreted and reproduced according to a default constituent
order principle (say, 'subject first'), independently of morphology. Discussing this issue,
however, would take us beyond the scope of this paper. It is a fact, though, that error rate does
increase when the target sentence has OVS constituent order. Error distribution therefore must
be a function of something more subtle than an opposition between the favoured and
disfavoured values of a parameter. With this in mind, we focus now on the factors which seem
to make case endings in OVS target sentences so much harder to process.
In our view, a key contribution to settling the issue is provided by data on speech perception
and segmentation. Gallimore and Tharp (1981) state that in Sentence Imitation tests the
accessibility of linguistic elements depends on their position in the utterance according to the
hierarchy initial > final > medial. Peters (1985) claims that utterance-initial and utterance-final
positions are maximally prominent and accessible for segmentation and storage, whereas
utterance-internal positions are harder to access. Slobin (1985:1166) formulates for L1
acquisition the operating principles ‘attention: end of unit’ and ‘attention: beginning of unit’.
More recently, VanPatten (2000:300) proposed his operating principles P4 (learners first
process elements in sentence/utterance initial position) and P4a (learners process elements in
final position before elements in medial position). Finally, and most relevantly for the present
work, Rast (2008:151) found that the accuracy of word repetitions in initial Polish L2 is
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affected by word position (utterance initial and final vs. medial) independently of the time of
exposure (0, 4 and 8 hrs).
The studies cited so far, however, typically considered the perceptual prominence of entire
words or structures. If we apply this reasoning to inflectional morphemes, instead, it becomes
evident that in SVO sentences the disfavoured accusative ending -/e/ occurs in utterance-final
position, thus receiving maximal prominence (3a). In OVS sentences, in contrast, this element
always occurs in utterance-medial position, which might make it harder to perceive and
consequently reproduce (3b)
(3)

a.
b.

nauczycielk-/a/ pcha

studentk-/e/.

teacher-NOM

student-ACC

push 3SG

studentk-/e/

pcha

nauczycielk-/a/.

student-ACC

push 3SG

teacher-NOM

Thus, error distribution may be accounted for more accurately by hypothesising that learners
are more successful at reproducing target structures if these are more retrievable from a
perceptual point of view. In SVO sentences, the disfavoured infrequent ending is in the
maximally prominent utterance-final position and stands the best chances of being noticed and
processed. Higher error rate in OVS sentences, in contrast, is a consequence of the reduced
perceptual prominence of the non-default case ending in utterance-internal position. In this
condition, learners can only rely on very weak phonetic clues to retrieve and reproduce the
correct target ending. Indeed, in such contexts the data show a significant tendency to provide
the default word-form in -/a/.
How does this fit into a theory of SLA? If Sentence Imitation tests really probe learner's
implicit competence in the interlanguage grammar, then we should conclude that in the present
stage of acquisition, feminine nouns appear in a default word-form in -/a/ and are not normally
inflected to encode syntactic functions. Since case marking is not consistently distinguished on
the two nouns, this strategy does not seem to be involved in conveying grammatical meaning.
Still we have the evidence that the non-default case ending -/e/ is sometimes reproduced,
though with no apparent relation to the expression of syntactic functions. This is why we argue
that case endings are repeated as a function of their perceptual prominence: since they are not
part of the interlanguage grammar and are not needed to convey meaning, case endings need
prompting from target items, and will only be repeated if they are prominent enough to be
noticed in the speech stream. The decrease of error rate registered at Time 2, however, suggests
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that with further exposure to the input the role of perceptual prominence may become less
crucial, as learners develop other, perhaps more native-like strategies of input processing.
Before concluding, it is worth noting that learners had no context to rely on when performing
the test. Further, target sentences were recorded in such a way as to avoid any particular
intonation which might have helped learners to distinguish between subject and object. There is
no doubt that context and intonation would provide very powerful hints as to sentence
interpretation in a real communicative situation: the purpose of the test, however, was to isolate
the role of inflectional morphology alone and verify whether learners at such initial stage of
acquisition would be able to rely on it in order to retrieve meaning.
8. Conclusion
The Sentence Imitation test discussed in this paper shows that the accuracy of case marking
repetition is influenced by all three factors considered, according to the hierarchy ‘target
ending’ > ‘constituent order’ > ‘lexical transparency’. Frequency in the input predicts which
ending will instantiate the basic word-form of the learner variety; perceptual prominence
determines the contexts in which this will be more likely to emerge instead of the target form.
Our account of these results revolves around constituent order, which was shown to be a very
strong predictor of accuracy. We have found that this factor is closely associated with the
perceptual prominence of inflectional morphology. In SVO utterances, the disfavoured -/e/
value is found in the prominent utterance-final position, which facilitates its noticing and
processing on purely perceptual grounds. In OVS utterances, on the contrary, it occurs in a
poorly prominent utterance-internal position and therefore stands fewer chances of being
noticed.
Perceptual prominence seems to be a factor affecting the most basic level of input processing,
namely segmenting and identifying stretches of sound with grammatical meaning. Although on
its own it is greatly insufficient to account for the development of a case system, perceptual
prominence certainly constitutes a crucial step in the ability to notice, recognise and eventually
acquire the different word-forms which constitute an inflectional paradigm.
Jacopo Saturno
Università degli Studi di Bergamo
Piazza Verzeri 1, Bergamo 24129 (IT)
jacopo.saturno@unibg.it
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Abstract
This paper focuses on variable /r/-deletion in word-end, final coda position (traZEØ ~
traZE/r/ ‘to bring’; poMAØ ~ poMA/r/ ‘orchard’) in not only Brazilian Portuguese (BP),
but also European Portuguese (EP), using contemporary data from a corpus consisting
of informal interviews of young adult, university graduate speakers 25 to 35 years old
(standard dialect) from Rio de Janeiro and Lisbon. Multivariate analysis shows that in
BP the frequency of /r/-deletion is affected by three factors: (i) morphological class of
the word, (ii) word length and (iii) the position of /r/ in relation to the prosodic
boundary. In EP, only the prosodic boundary affects frequency. The most significant
conditioning factor is the position of /r/ in relation to the prosodic boundary, since the
Intonational Phrase boundary clearly tends to preserve the segment, confirming that the
phenomenon is not related only to the syllable. This is the first time that an analysis of
this process has considered its possible relation to prosodic structure.
Introduction
This paper focuses on the relation between levels of prominence of the prosodic
component – and, more specifically, of the prosodic structure (Section 1, Figure 1) –
and the possibility of variable application of a segmental phonological process, that is,
variable deletion of /r/ in the final coda position, in both Brazilian (BP) and European
Portuguese (EP). On the basic assumption of Prosodic Phonology, that speech flow is
organised in hierarchical domains which are constituted by relations of prominence
(Selkirk, 1984; Nespor & Vogel, 1986/2007; Hayes, 1989; Inkelas, 1990), the
prominence of a syllable, for instance, emerges from the relation between the prosodic
elements: syllable (Syl/σ), metrical foot (Ft/Ʃ) and prosodic word (Pωd).
First of all, note that the segmental /r/-deletion process is basically restricted to
external coda position (at the end of the word), both in verbs -- infinitive and
subjunctive mood (future) -- queRE/r/ ‘to want’; se eu quiSE/r/ ‘if I want’ -- and in non-
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verbs. The syllable with /r/ is always [+stress] in verbs and almost always, in non-verbs:
salvaDO/r/ ‘saviour’1. There are thus two aspects to the process: the first, the segment’s
position in relation to the prosodic boundary; and the second, the importance of the
constituent head, given that the syllable is [+stress].
Analysis of the /r/-deletion process in the final coda position shows that this
phenomenon is at different stages in the two varieties of Portuguese: the process is more
advanced in Brazilian Portuguese and less so in European Portuguese. Computational
analysis (Labov, 1994) points to the linguistic, social and prosodic constraints
governing its use. The type of prosodic boundary is taken into account (Callou & Serra,
2012; Serra & Callou, 2013) by ascertaining whether the process is less frequent in
stronger positions of prosodic hierarchy.
This paper is distributed over four sections: (1) discusses properties of prosodic
structure, focussing on certain aspects of language variation and change; (2) presents an
overview of the state of the art, the hypotheses, the methodology and the samples; (3)
highlights the results of the analyses; and, finally, section (4) gives an overview of the
relation between prosodic domains and implementation of the /r/-deletion process.
1. On prosodic structure and language variation and change
In Prosodic Phonology, the prosodic categories are hierarchically ordered and
strictly organised into layers (Selkirk, 1981, 1984, 1986; Nespor & Vogel, 1986/2007;
Hayes, 1989; Inkelas, 1990): syllable (Syl/σ), foot (Ft/Ʃ), prosodic word (PWd),
phonological phrase (PhP/), intonational phrase (IP) and utterance (U). There is thus a
hierarchy of prominences, with each level of prominence corresponding to a prosodic
constituent. For any prosodic constituent, the sentence is exhaustively parsed into a
sequence of such constituents.
The well-formedness condition of prosodic constituents relies on the existence
of a relation of dependency between strong and weak elements: weak elements are
subordinated to a head (the strong element). This relation of constituency in the
prosodic hierarchy can be observed in the figure below which shows the distribution of
strong (s) and weak (w) syllables, strong and weak prosodic words etc.
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Phonological Utterance
Intonational Phrase

Phonological Phrase

Prosodic word

Syllable
‘The exposition as I heard presents the painting of the impressionists’
Figure 1: Prosodic structure, relative prominence and prosodic domains
(Callou & Serra, 2012)
Each prosodic constituent serves as scope for specific phonological processes.
The importance of hierarchical prosodic domains has been demonstrated not only by
observing segmental phonological processes, such as sandhi, which can be applied or
blocked according to the prosodic boundary, but also by evidence from language
intonation (Hayes & Lahiri, 1991; Truckenbrodt, 1995; Frota, 2000; Frota & Vigário,
2000; Tenani, 2002; Serra, 2009).
A prosodic word has one and only one primary stress and a PWdG (prosodic
word group) has one and only one prominent element (Vigário, 2003, 2009). In
Brazilian Portuguese, for instance, a prosodic word is the domain of dactylic lowering
and neutralisation in the direction of a high vowel (Battisti & Vieira, 1996). In
European Portuguese, PWdG is the domain that blocks the phonological process of
vowel deletion.
A phonological phrase should contain more material than one prosodic word
(Frota, 2000; Tenani, 2002) and the domain of PhP-formation is defined by the
configuration [… Lex XP …]Lexmax (where Lex stands for the head of a lexical category,
and Lexmax for the maximal projection of a lexical category). In Brazilian Portuguese,
differently from European Portuguese, a PhP is characterised via regular occurrence of a
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pitch accent in its most prominent element (Frota & Vigário, 2000; Tenani, 2002;
Fernandes, 2007).
The domain of an intonational phrase may consist of all the phonological
phrases in a string that is not structurally attached to the sentence tree or any remaining
sequence of adjacent phonological phrases in a root sentence (Nespor & Vogel,
1986/2007). Phrases that are long (in number of syllables and/or prosodic words) tend
to be divided in the same way as short phrases tend to form a single IP with an adjacent
IP, i.e., balanced phrases are preferred (Frota, 2000; Serra, 2009).
The assumption is that, if IP is an important constituent for intonational
organisation, particularly for the language varieties examined here, its right edge is less
affected by syllabic lenition processes. IP is an important constituent for intonational
organisation and particularly for the language varieties examined here.
Depending on the language or variety, tonal density differs in larger constituents
(Vigário & Frota, 2000, for Brazilian and European Portuguese; Tenani, 2002 and
Fernandes, 2007, for Brazilian Portuguese; Frota & Vigário, 2007, and Cruz & Frota,
2013, for regional varieties of European Portuguese; Hellmuth, 2004, 2007, for Cairene
and Egyptian Arabic), but in both Brazilian and European Portuguese, IPs contain one
syllable that is perceived as the most prominent, i.e., one bearing the nuclear pitch
accent. Moreover, its right boundary is associated with boundary tones.
It can thus be seen how prosodic structure may condition intonational structure
by means of processes such as sandhi, rhythmic phenomena and prosodic phrasing. In
order to establish a direct relation between the two structures, assumptions of
Intonational Phonology -- as presented in Hayes & Lahiri (1991), Ladd (1996) and
Frota (2000) and others -- are of major interest to prosodic studies. Following Frota
(2000:11), we claim that “intonational properties will be considered as among the cues
to prosodic structure”.
We postulate, following Callou & Serra (2012) and Serra & Callou (2013), that
the phenomenon is motivated not only by linguistic and social factors, such as
morphological class – non-verb (ma/r/ ‘sea’) or verb (canta/r/ ‘to sing’) – number of
syllables of the word – phonic salience – and language variety, but also prosodically. In
a final-word, final-coda position, /r/-deletion is analysed in terms of three prosodic
domains: prosodic word, phonological phrase and intonational phrase.
Weinreich et alii (1968:102), in their Empirical Foundations for a Theory of
Language Change, point to some principles and problems that must be considered in
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trying to differentiate continental language varieties (BP/EP) and variants of the same
variety (BP). Several studies have shown different paths of such sound change. To some
extent, the explanation seems to be connected with the fact that, under similar
constraints, the two varieties’ phonological systems display opposite tendencies: in
European Portuguese, weakening of vowels and strengthening of consonants (DelgadoMartins, 2002) versus strengthening of vowels and weakening of consonants in
Brazilian Portuguese (Callou, Leite & Moraes, 1998). In this paper, a further step is
taken to show the relation between the segmental phenomenon of /r/-deletion and
prosodic structural prominences.
2. State of the art, data, methodology and hypotheses
In order to describe the direction of change, the /r/-‘lenition’ process has been
examined from different perspectives, especially the change from trill to flap. A move
towards back articulation is quite common and seems to represent a universal trend:
“replacement of lingual by uvular r in many European languages must have taken place
by discrete steps” (Weinreich et al., 1968:#?). The multiple realisations of /r/ range from
an alveolar trill (rare in coda positions) to zero (in word final positions) and can be
considered a weakening process that ends with the deletion of the segment.
Many studies have shown that five linguistic variables influence the application
of the /r/-deletion process: 1) morphological class of the word (verb or non-verb); 2)
word length measured by the number of syllables (1, 2, 3 or more, related to phonic
salience); 3) subsequent phonological context (before consonant or pause);2 4)
subsequent consonant type (each of the possible initial consonants of the following
word); and 5) the position of /r/ in relation to the prosodic boundary (Pwd, PhP or IP
edge). Some social factors, such as the geographic origin of the speaker, age pattern and
gender, are also taken into account.
The samples of this analysis, recorded in the 1990s and 2000s, consist of
informal interviews with 25 to 35 year old, exclusively female, university graduates
(standard dialect) from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (579 data) and Lisbon, Portugal (354
data)3. The analysis makes use of sociolinguistic methodology (Labov, 1994) and the
theory of prosodic hierarchy (Selkirk, 1984; Nespor & Vogel, 1986/2007). The
Intonational Phonology approach will be used in order to transcribe the nuclear contour
(pitch accent + boundary tone) at the IP level (Pierrehumbert, 1980; Beckman &
Pierrehumbert, 1986; Ladd, 1996).
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If we compare two continental varieties of Portuguese, Brazilian and European
(Callou et alii, 1996; Brandão, Mota & Cunha, 2003; Mateus & Rodrigues, 2004;
Rodrigues, 2012), using samples of speech from Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) and Lisbon
(Portugal), some general tendencies are displayed. We claim that there are two basic
tendencies to the deletion process in the final coda position: one resulting from a
backing process -- plus the change from trill to fricative -- moving, step by step, to zero
(gradual process); the other, a backing rule in which no articulation change is necessary.
In the latter case, it is possible that an alveolar trill goes to zero (abrupt process) with no
intermediate steps (Callou, 1987; Monaretto, 2010).
The hypotheses are:
(i) EP preserves the segment more often than BP and /r/-deletion is less frequent
when the consonant is a liquid [+ant] rather than a fricative [-ant]. Many studies show
that, in Lisbon (EP), there is a preference for maintenance of /r/ as a tap, in the final
coda position, whereas, in Rio de Janeiro (BP), the preference is for /r/-deletion or a
velar or glottal fricative realisation (Callou et alii, 1996; Rodrigues, 2003; Brandão,
Mota & Cunha, 2003);
(ii) /r/-deletion is conditioned by morphological class and occurs more often in
verbs than in non-verbs (noun – ba/r/ ‘bar’; adjective – pio/r/ ‘worse’; preposition –
po/r/ ‘by’; adverb – devaga/r/ ‘slow’ etc.). In Portuguese, both infinitive and the
subjunctive future tense possess the segment /r/ in their final syllable and receive lexical
stress: the presence of /r/ could be considered a redundant morphological feature and,
therefore, there would be a tendency towards deletion of the segment, in either the
infinitive – canTA/r/ ‘sing’ -- or the future subjunctive -- se eu canTA/r/ ‘if I sing’
(Callou, 1987);
(iii) /r/-deletion in the final coda position is more frequent in words with a large
number of syllables. This hypothesis relates to the phonic salience principle: the fewer
syllable there are, the more likely that /r/ is preserved;
(iv) as regards the context subsequent to the external coda position, the
assumption is that (a) when the segment is followed by pause, deletion is inhibited; and
(b) when /r/ is followed by a consonant, deletion is more likely to occur, mainly when
/r/ and subsequent consonant have similar articulatory features. Data from Votre (1978)
and Gomes (2006) – respectively, on adult and child speech – have shown that, in
Brazilian Portuguese, the presence of a pause makes for realisation of /r/. Likewise,
Mateus & Rodrigues (2004) find that, in EP, a subsequent pause is a significant factor
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for preservation of /r/, while /r/-deletion is more frequent when the segment is followed
by a consonant.
This assumption, for both BP and EP (Rodrigues, 2003; Mateus & Rodrigues,
2004; Farias & Oliveira, 2014; Votre, 1978; Gomes, 2006), leads to the following nonsegmental hypothesis:
(v) Prosodic structure also plays a role in the process to the extent that /r/deletion is more frequent at lower levels than at higher levels of prominence, as in
examples in (1):
1.1 [[(pra saI/r/)pwd ]php ]IP [[(TEØ)pwd ]php [(que fiCAØ)pwd (quietinho)pwd ]php
]IP / to go out (to) have to keep quiet
1.2 [[(e aí)pwd ]php [(consegui)pwd (estuDA/r/)pwd]php [(uma semana)pwd (legal)pwd
]php ]IP / and then I could study very hard for one week
1.3 ([(se eu)pwd ]php [(paSSA/r/) pwd ]php ]IP [[(vai) pwd (SEØ)pwd (mérito)pwd (meu)
pwd ]php

]IP / if I pass it will be my merit
Not only were the various levels of prosodic structure significantly related to

observations of segmental processes in Portuguese (for BP, Bisol, 1996, 2002; Tenani,
2002; for EP, Frota, 2000; Andrade & Rodrigues, 2003), the importance of pause – a
durational trait frequently associated with the right boundary of IP – led us to conclude
that a relevant factor for deletion/preservation of /r/ is its location at the right boundary
of IP (Callou & Serra, 2012; Serra & Callou 2013).
Note that, in Brazilian Portuguese, the Intonation Phrase domain is identified by
a nuclear contour (pitch accent + boundary tone) and a potential pause at the right
boundary. There is also a preferential occurrence of L+H* associated with the first
stressed syllable of the IP, regardless of whether this syllable is or is not the most
prominent in the PhP domain (Tenani, 2002; Moraes, 2007; Serra, 2009; Silva, 2011).
In EP, IPs are characterised by (i) a nuclear accent, (ii) a final boundary tone, (iii) preboundary lengthening, (iv) initial tone associated with the right edge of the first
prosodic constituent within the I-phrase and (v) the loci of potential pause insertion
(Frota, 2000; Vigário, 2003; Frota et al., in press). This evidence from IP domains is
significant to the phenomenon in question, because pitch accent and boundary tone may
affect application of the rule (/r/-deletion).
3. Results and discussion
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The results show different trends in the two varieties, as can be seen in Figures 1
and 2:

Figures 1 and 2: overall /r/-deletion in Brazilian and European Portuguese
In the external coda position, /r/-deletion processes are at different stages in
Brazilian and European Portuguese: in BP, the sound change is nearing completion
while, in EP, it is new and vigorous. According to Labov (1994), a linguistic change
starts out slowly, reaches a maximum rate at mid-course, then slows again towards the
end.
We confirm that the process is less frequent when the consonant is a trill (EP)
rather than a fricative (BP). Back articulation has long been attested in EP, but the steps
towards aspiration and zero have thus far been inhibited to some extent.
Some sociolinguistic studies of variable deletion of /r/ in the final coda position
have made use of comparable data in the BP and EP varieties of Portuguese (Brandão,
Mota & Cunha, 2003), but this is the first time an analysis of this process has
considered its possible relation to levels of prominence in prosodic structure. Both
varieties are affected by prosodic structure and the Intonational Phrase boundary
favours maintenance of the segment.
Since the Brazilian and European Portuguese varieties display different stages of
variation and change (Figures 1 and 2), the results will be displayed separately.
3.1. Brazilian Portuguese
The computational analysis returned a frequency of /r/-deletion in young
women’s speech as a high probability (relative weight) of use (input .77). Multivariate
analysis identified three linguistic variables as significant: (i) morphological class of the
word, (ii) word length and (iii) the position of the /r/ in relation to the prosodic
boundary.
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Table 3: /r/-deletion by prosodic boundary
in Brazilian Portuguese (Rio de Janeiro dialect)
The great majority of IPs mapped4, based on ideal phrasing of prosodic
constituents, were indeed realised by the speakers in their production (95%), in both BP
and EP, confirming that, in Portuguese, Intonational Phrase is the prime domain for
tonal association.
It is evident that pause is related to the IP boundary in that, when an IP is
realised, it is almost always followed by a pause. In addition, in contexts with no pause
– where the segment is followed immediately by another consonant in onset position in
the next word -- there was a preference for the /r/ segment to be preserved.
Figure 3 shows the configuration an IP: this context is the locus of nuclear
contour (pitch accent + boundary tone) and pause, that is, the prosodic context that still
inhibits coda deletion. The segment in coda is located at the most prominent syllable of
the IP.
It is more frequent for /r/-deletion to be licensed in positions internal to the IP,
mostly on the PWd edge. This interpretation may explain the higher frequency of
deletion in the external coda position (venDE/r/ ‘to sell’) and the lower frequency in the
internal coda position (NO/r/te ‘North’) in Brazilian Portuguese (Callou, Leite &
Moraes, 1998).

Figure 3: IP boundary and coda maintenance
in Brazilian Portuguese (Rio de Janeiro dialect)
3.2. European Portuguese
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In EP (input .32), the statistical analysis once again shows the relevance of the
prosodic boundary. The most significant conditioning factor is the position of /r/ in
relation to the prosodic boundary, since the Intonational Phrase boundary clearly tends
to preserve the segment.
In recent research on coda acquisition in EP, Jordão (2009) asserted that the final
position of IP clearly favours not only reconstruction strategies, but even realisation of
coda.

Prosodic boundary

%

RW

Pw

35

.48

PhP

40

.66

IP

24

.25

Table 4: /r/-deletion and prosodic boundary
in European Portuguese (Lisbon dialect)
Mateus & Rodrigues (2004) have confirmed that, in the final coda position, /r/deletion frequency is variable and may be affected by morphological class, but
concluded that the process is conditioned more by structural than by social and regional
factors. They reported that, at least in Lisbon (EP), the /r/ segment may be elided more
often in verbal forms (33.5%) than in nouns (25.8%), but the difference is not yet
significant. In our corpus, the same trend was true (38% and 27%, respectively).
Mateus & Rodrigues (2004) also showed that, in radio and television speech
(around 12%) and, more clearly, in informal interviews (around 30%), the most
significant factor conditioning coda deletion was the presence of an obstruent or nasal
consonant at the beginning of the following word. That analysis did not consider the
role of prosodic boundary in the deletion process.
Our analysis found a high frequency of /r/-deletion when the subsequent
consonants are [n] (48%), [p] (42%) and [m] (29%). In EP, the consonant in coda and in
onset have in common the feature [+ant].
We found that, in external coda, the rhotic can be realised as [], elided or resyllabified in onset, due to the insertion of [] (ma[]; sea). The most frequent
realisation is []. /r/-deletion is more common in some contexts (PWd and PhP
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boundary) and rare in others (IP boundary). Likewise, re-syllabification with a
paragogic vowel is also rare, as already mentioned by Rodrigues (2003) and Mateus &
Rodrigues (2004).
Concerning the new proposal of this study, as regards levels of prominence in
the prosodic hierarchy, we found the most prominent level to be the IP and, accordingly,
its right edge the least affected by the lenition process.
The behaviour of the phonological phrase boundary (PhP) in the two varieties is
still a challenge. In BP, the PWd, PhP and IP boundaries are gradually affected by the
deletion process (Table 3). In EP, on the other hand, the ideal context is the PhP
boundary, at the intermediate level of prominence (Table 4). Mutatis mutandis, these
patterns of distribution of the phenomenon could be compared, in Labov’s terminology,
to “change in progress” in BP and “stable variation” in EP (Labov, 1994).
There is a clear contrast, not in terms of age patterns (apparent time), but in
terms of contextual expansion of the rule. In BP, an ascending curve shows that the
phenomenon attains, progressively, lower levels, intermediate levels and, finally, higher
levels of the prosodic hierarchy. In EP, the curve reflects increase of use occurring at
the intermediate level, that is, in the phonological phrase.
The explanation of why the same prosodic domain behaves differently (as
mentioned above) may be found in the intonational properties of each variety. Frota &
Vigário (2000), investigating the occurrence of pitch accents in relation to prosodic
structure, concluded that there is considerably greater tonal density in BP than in EP.
They argue that, in BP, one intonational property of PhP is the presence of a pitch
accent (usually LH) in its most prominent element – as also observed by Tenani (2002)
and, more recently, Fernandes (2007) and Frota et al. (in press). This statement is based
on the observation by Frota & Vigário that, regardless of their location in the IP, 94% of
PhPs (79%, in EP) display a pitch accent associated with a stressed syllable. This is an
important characteristic distinguishing BP from EP and becomes clearly visible when
PhPs in initial and final IP positions were excluded: then, a pitch accent occurred in
80% of PhPs in BP, as opposed to 27% in EP. From these results, Frota & Vigário
(2000:17) concluded that “from the intonational point of view, PhP is a robust domain
in BP but not in EP”5. In EP, as attested by Frota (2000), IP is the most representative
domain for tonal distribution.
In BP, PhP is a prominent domain and inhibits /r/-deletion. In EP, on the
contrary, the right boundary of this domain licenses /r/-deletion.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, analysis of /r/-deletion in the final coda position is extended by
incorporating, along with the relevant structural facts traditionally considered, an
examination of the kind of prosodic boundary within which the segment occurs. The
results reveal that, in both Brazilian and European Portuguese, prominence relations at
the levels of prosodic structure are related to the (non)application of /r/-deletion in the
final coda position, although the process has reached different stages in either variety. In
both varieties the IP boundary tends to preserve the /r/ segment.
It was also found that, while the main condition is the segment’s being in a
structurally weak syllabic position (the coda position), other factors, such as how the
segment is realised, the word’s morphological class, word length (number of syllables),
subsequent context and prosodic boundary type, are relevant to understanding the
ongoing process.
For a long time, in Brazil, this consonant deletion was stigmatised as
stereotypical of lower social class speech (Callou, 1987) originating in slave
pronunciation. This waning process of change, as we have shown in standard dialect
data from young speakers of Rio de Janeiro, is no longer stratified and has attained all
social classes. This process can be considered a change from below, one not amenable
to conscious evaluation.
In EP, /r/-deletion frequency is still low (around 20% to 30%), mainly among
speakers with high level of education. The prototypical realisation of /r/, in the final
coda position, is a liquid [+ ant].
Summing up, we were able to confirm, to the extent permitted by the nature of
the data, that, like all language change, the overall process of /r/-loss involves stimuli
and constraints, both from society and from language structure. Implementation of the
rule is at different stages in BP and EP and, necessarily, the embedding of this change
must be considered separately in either variety.
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This study will not consider the rare cases where the syllable is [- ac] in non-verbs, as in aÇÚca/r/
‘sugar’.

2

The factor ‘before vowels’ was excluded since it can generate a re-syllabification process: fecha/r/ a
porta  fecha – /r/a – porta.
3

www.letras.ufrj.br/nurc; www.letras.ufrj.br/concordancia; Serra (2009).
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The prosodic phrasing displayed here is based on the predictions of Prosodic Phonology as to the
establishment of domains and, in predicting preferential phrasing patterns in both production and
comprehension, considers not only syntax-phonology mapping principles, but also phonological
properties (Selkirk, 2000; Watson & Gibson, 2005; Elordieta et alii, 2005; Frota et alii, 2007; Tenani,
2002; Serra, 2009).
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PhP is an intonationally robust domain in BP, but not in EP (Frota & Vigário, 2000: 17).
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Initial secondary stress in German
Initial secondary stress in German

Barbara Vogt
Università degli Studi di Trieste
Abstract: In Modern Standard German, phonetic differences between unstressed and secondarily stressed
syllables are not easy to catch (and hence to describe). As there are no clear acoustic parameters for secondary
stress, it is difficult to identify generalizations or restrictions which might be applied to this third level of stress.
Thus, whereas the influences of main stress in morphology have been thoroughly investigated, less is known
about how secondary stress interacts with flexion or derivation. This paper illustrates various arguments for
(initial) secondary stress, a type of stress defined by two constraints based on rhythm and prosodic constituency.
A variety of combinatory stem affix restrictions are presented which can be explained uniformly on condition
that requirements for initial secondary stress are taken into account.

1. Introduction:
Clear acoustic correlates for secondary stress are difficult to find in German. For instance,
Kleber & Klipphahn (2006), when testing trisyllabic words (with regard to rhythmic
secondary stress, excluding stress in compounds or as a form of stress preservation and
concentrating on vowel duration, intensity, F1 and F2, and F0), claim that “[e]vidence for
secondary stress is worse than chance” (p. 1).1 Also other researchers question the existence
of secondary stress (compare e.g. Moulton 1962, regarding loan words with more than three
syllables (immatrikulíeren,2 ‘matriculate’, without secondary stress) or Wiese (2000: 275)
who excludes secondary stress in post tonic positions within words).
This difficulty in determining clearly the acoustic correlates of secondary stress is further
documented by the fact that pronunciation dictionaries do not usually transcribe a third level
of stress beyond stressed and unstressed. In its 6th edition, the standard pronunciation
dictionary Duden. Das Aussprachewörterbuch (2005) explains that secondary stress is only
signaled “sparingly” (2005: 11) (cf. examples such as: immatrikulíeren ‘matriculate’,
Toleránz ‘tolerance’, without secondary stresses). Even in compounds in which one
constituent is normally said to carry secondary stress (the demoted primary stress in the
second member of the compound), no sign for secondary stress is introduced, e.g. voráus
‘ahead’ combined with géhen ‘to ‘go’ is transcribed with only one sign for main stress:
voráusgehen ‘to go ahead’). In a more recent pronunciation dictionary compiled by Krech et
al (2009) secondary stress is signaled only on the first syllable in non-native longer words
with at least three syllables preceding main stress: Fàlsifikatión ‘falsification’).
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On the other hand, there are phonetic experiments which seem to provide evidence for
secondary stress: Jessen (1993) found that vowel length on the antepenultimate is different in
trisyllabic derived words like Spukerei [u:] ‘haunting’ vs. Spuckerei [ʊ] ‘spitting’ due to the
status of the vowel in the non-derived form (Spuk [u:] ‘spook’ vs. spucken [ʊ] ‘spit’), whereas
this is not the case in the unstressed penultimate syllable in words such as Kabulist [u]
‘supporter of Kabul’ vs. Abdullist [ʊ] ‘supporter of Abdull’. As vowel length is a correlate of
stress this points to a certain level of stress on the antepenultimate syllable in the former
words.3

Differences

in

length

are

also

acknowledged

in

the

Duden.

Das

Aussprachewörterbuch (2005). Derived words sometimes preserve their vowel length in
derivations with stress-attracting suffixes: (e.g. 'pr[y:]de ‘prude’, Pr[y:]deríe ‘prudery’,
m[á:]len ‘to paint’, M[a:]leréi ‘painting’, but no diacritics for secondary stress are added. In
all these cases, however, length as a correlate for secondary stress is a form of stress
preservation, i.e. a demoted primary stress in derivations with stress-attracting affixes.
Leaving contrasting phonetic evidence and dictionary strategies aside, speaker intuitions do
often clearly recognize a third level of stress. Native speakers accept prominence only on
certain syllables while they exclude it for others (cf. e.g. *Mathèmatík, Alber 1997, 1998).
There is some variability regarding primary and secondary stress (ùnausstéhlich vs.
únausstèhlich ‘insupportable’, but not regarding unstressed positions: *unáusstehlich. It
seems clear that both syllables that might bear primary stress should exhibit some level of
prominence even when primary stress is assigned to the other syllable. In addition, Krech et al
(2009) and Becker (2012) observe an increasing tendency in German for the primary stress to
be shifted to the first syllable in non-native words (Glóbalisierung ‘globalization’ or
Démokratie ‘democracy’). Although this is interpreted as a feature of emphatic speech it
highlights the fact that there is more than one syllable in longer words which has the potential
to prominence.
To sum up, research results regarding acoustic correlates for secondary stress in German are
inconclusive, and this might be another reason for its being neglected in studies into the
possible interactions of secondary stress with morphology. In the following, I will argue for
the existence of a specific type of secondary stress in German, that is, initial secondary stress
(ISS) which has also repercussions on prefixation. The distribution of secondary stress word
medially is subject to further restrictions and will not be investigated here.
2
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After briefly introducing the properties of initial secondary stress (section 2), I will present
stem-affix combinatory restrictions which become easily explainable if we take ISS into
account. This analysis then shows that secondary stress plays an important role not only in the
prosody, but also in the morphology of German and should be investigated more closely.
2. Properties of initial secondary stress
In the following, I will be concerned with secondary stress to the left of primary stress. This
type of secondary stress is often called rhythmic secondary stress as opposed to
morphological secondary stress analyzed as stress preservation for instance in compounding
where it appears to the right of primary stress and is interpreted as demoted primary stress
(Búch ‘book’ → Táschenbùch ‘pocketbook’).
Studies concerned with the placement of rhythmic secondary stress in German assume a
trochaic, binary foot starting at the left edge of the prosodic word. In longer, non-native
words, there are also phenomena of stress preservation or quantity sensitivity, but they are
observed only word medially. The fact that these phenomena do not influence assignment of
secondary stress at the left edge of the prosodic word is especially clear in derivations in
which the primary stress on the second and final syllable in the un-derived word is removed in
order to establish a trochaic foot with secondary stress at the left edge, i.e. on the initial
syllable:
(1) Examples for secondary stress assignment starting at the left edge of the prosodic
word irrespective of syllable quantity (a. and b.) or stress preservation (b.), see Alber
1997, 1998:
a.

Dè.ter.mi.nís.mus ‘determinism’, À.dap.ta.tión ‘adaptation’, à.mor.ti.síe.ren
‘to amortize’ (examples and analysis from Alber 1998)

b.

Ka.nál ‘canal’ → kà.na.li.síe.ren ‘to canalize’, Ta.bú ‘taboo’, → tà.bu.i.síe.ren
‘to taboo’

The examples above show that in these phonological words it is always the first syllable that
bears secondary stress, irrespective of stress preservation and syllable weight. The
3
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generalization is the following: the initial syllable obligatorily receives secondary stress if
there are at least two syllables preceding main stress. This is reflected also in the structure of
the lexicon in German: There are no words with two or more syllables preceding main stress
starting with a schwa-syllable (e.g. a word like *B[ə].ne.fíz ‘benefit’, Becker 1998: 109). This
structural property can be explained if we assume that the first syllable (not immediately
followed by main stress) in a prosodic word should bear a secondary stress: Since schwa
occurs only in unstressed syllables (Wiese 2000: 16), schwa syllables are banned in this
context.
I call this obligatory stress on the initial syllable (which is separated by at least one other
syllable from main stress) “initial secondary stress” (ISS), following Kristoffersen (2007:
163) who applies this term to Norwegian. The tendency to assign a strong secondary stress to
the initial syllable in languages that have final primary stress has been described by van der
Hulst (1984: 175) who called this type of stress “antipole stress foot”. This type of stress is
assigned independently of primary stress and is based on rhythm, that is, on the alternation of
stressed and unstressed syllables. Thus, a pattern like σσ('σ) with two unparsed, unstressed
syllables preceding main stress is not allowed in German.
But there are also words with a single syllable preceding main stress. With respect to German
it is normally assumed that those syllables (except schwa syllables) are also parsed into a foot.
For instance, Wiese (2000: 58 et seqq.) argues on the basis of potential glottal stop insertion
for two feet in words like [ʔ.]ˌIdée ‘idea’, that is, even a single light syllable to the left of
main stress is parsed into a foot.
However, although parsed into a foot, those syllables are realized without stress. In this
context (one syllable preceding main stress) the quality of the vowel can undergo a natural
process of laxing, but the syllable is not closed (by an ambisyllabic consonant), compare e.g.
Erótik [ɛ] ‘erotism’, Zitát [ɪ] ‘quotation’, examples from Becker (1998: 95) who does not
signal an ambisyllabic consonant in this context. Thus, these feet do not show quantity or
length as a correlate of stress. This will be explained in the following by a constraint against
stress clashes which is high ranked in German. This analysis is also reasonable from a
perceptional point of view: Syllables can only be perceived as stressed if they are separated by
at least one other syllable from main stress (Mengel 2010: 31). The reason for parsing single
initial syllables into feet is an expression of prosodic constituency, not of rhythm.
4
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That syllables preceding main stress in German are unstressed and do not even have the
potential to prominence is supported by another observation: In vernacular Norwegian and in
German, stress shifts to the initial syllable are possible “being parasitic” (Kristoffersen 2007:
164) on initial secondary stress: Compare, for example, in German: Tèlefón → Télefòn
‘telephone’ or Glòbalisíerung → Glóbalisìerung ‘globalization’ or in Norwegian: pròtestére
→ próstestère ‘to protest’ sèleksjón → séleksjòn ‘selection’ (for German: Becker 2012, Krech
et al 2009, for Norwegian: Kristoffersen 2007). However, whereas in vernacular Norwegian
stress shift may occur also to un initial, light syllable immediately preceding main stress
Protést→Prótèst [2pɾu.ˌtɛst] ‘protest’,4 this type of stress shift is not observed in German
(*Prótèst)5. This also supports the claim that – in contrast to vernacular Norwegian – in
German, syllables preceding main stress are unstressed and do not have the potential to stress.
To sum up, I argue that in German, the following patterns cannot occur: *σσ'σ, *ˌσ'σ, and
σˌσσ'σ. The latter pattern (σˌσσ'σ) is allowed only in prefixed words and is due to stress
preservation (cf. below, section 4). In the next sections I present asymmetries that are
explainable if we take into account the limits ISS imposes on stem-affix-combinations.
3. Influences of ISS in affixation: past participle formation with or without the prefix g[ə]+:
In German, in past participle formation the prefix g[ə]+ is added in certain contexts to the
verbal stem: The traditional explanation is that g[ə]+ attaches only to stems that start with the
main stressed syllable:
(2) Formation of past participles with or without the prefix g[ə]+:
a. affixation of g[ə]+ to main stress:
ság+en → g[ə]+ság+t 6

‘to say, said’

fáng+en→ g[ə]+fáng+en

‘to catch, caught’

b. no affixation of g[ə]+:
tèlefoníer+en → tèlefoníer+t

*g[ə]tèlefoníer+t

‘to phone, phoned’

ver+ság+en →ver+ság+t

*g[ə]+ver+ság+t

‘to fail, failed’

5
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This empirical observation has been explained in various ways: e.g. Wiese (2000: 91-98)
adducts a bipodal template for past participles in German: if only a single foot is available as
in, for example (pré.di.)gen ‘to pray’, the prefix g[ə]+ is attached to the verb in order to fulfill
this bipodal template: (g[ə].)(pré.digt). In cases where a bipodal structure is already at hand,
augmentation with g[ə]+ is not needed.7 Neef (1996) claims that past participles have to start
with a syllable not bearing main stress. Thus, the prefix g[ə]+ is added to a word form which
would otherwise start with main stress (g[ə]+prédigt). Other verbal forms like verságen ‘to
fail’ or tèlefoníeren ‘to phone’ already start with a syllable not carrying main stress, so the
prefix is not needed. Geilfus-Wolfgang (1998) introduces a constraint requiring the right edge
of g[ə]+ to be aligned with the left edge of the foot with main stress, eliminating forms like
*getelefo(niert) and *geversagt. Ito & Mester (2009) explain past participle formation with or
without the prefix g[ə]+ in German by making reference to main stress and a
PARSE-INTO-FOOT-constraint:

PW-initial

“it seems promising to interpret the rule of ge-distribution as

part of the ω-initial PARSE-INTO-f effects, strengthened so as to allow attachment of the
unstressable prefix only to main stress.”
I will not go into the details of the discussion (but see Vogt 2013 and the overview in Wiese
2000: 90 et sqq.). Instead, I suggest that it is more promising to link the phenomenon of
potential prefixation with g[ə]+ in the past participle formation to the requirement for initial
secondary stress: A foot with secondary stress has to be built up at the left edge of the
prosodic word if there is more than one syllable preceding main stress. Attachment to main
stress is only a side-effect of the requirements for secondary stress. This analysis has the
advantage of mirroring the stress patterns in simplex words (in words without prefixes) and of
thus having a broader application.
The following analysis is based on Optimality theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004). After
briefly introducing the constraints able to capture initial secondary stress, I will then show
what the effects are of these high-ranked constraints in past participle formation and in verbal
derivation with the prefix ver+.
As I explained in the introduction, one initial unstressed syllable preceding the main stressed
syllable is possible in German, but as soon as there are two syllables, they have to be put into
a bisyllabic foot. This constraint is an expression of the rhythmic properties of words based on
the alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables. I take the prosodic constraint requiring a
6
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bisyllabic foot with some amendment from the constraint family proposed in Ito & Mester
(2009):
(3)

PARSE(σσ)-INTO-FOOT(ˌ):

Two syllables preceding main stress are parsed into a bisyllabic foot

with secondary stress. (In the following abbreviated as PARSE(σσ).)
With regard to position, feet with secondary stress are erected in German from the left to the
right on every odd-numbered syllable. That means that each prosodic word has to start with a
foot at the left edge.
(4)

AL-FT-L (PW,L, FT, L):

Ɐ

PW

Ǝ foot such that the left edge of the prosodic word and the

left edge of a foot coincide (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1993, Alber 1997, 1998).
This constraint does not apply for main stress, which is captured with the help of a constraint
which assigns main stress closed to the right edge (RIGHTMOST). As main stress is not under
investigation here,

RIGHTMOST

is left out in the following tableaux, however, in word forms

with a main stressed syllable preceded by an unparsed schwa syllable like e.g. geklettert
<g[ə]>(kléttert) ‘climbed’, I do not count a violation of

AL-FT-L:

This constraint only applies

to feet with secondary stress. As there is no foot with secondary stress in <g[ə]>(kléttert) ALFT-L

applies vacuously.

In the following tableaux 1-3, I assume that the morpheme g[ə]+ is dropped in order to avoid
violations of

PARSEσσ

and/or

AL-FT-L.

Thus, a constraint requiring the realization of the

morpheme has to be introduced, but is placed low down in the hierarchy:
(5)

REALIZE MORPH:

Every morpheme has to be expressed in the phonological structure

(Kurisu 2001).
Finally, in order to avoid an initial g[ə]+ being put into a bisyllabic foot, together with an
initial unstressed syllable in the stem, a constraint is needed expressing the fact that schwasyllables cannot be the head of a foot:
(6)

NONHEADƏ:

Schwa-syllables cannot be heads of feet (cf. Fery 1998: 116)

7
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e. [g[ə].+(ver.)(ság+t)]
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*

I assume – for the sake of rhythm which consists of the alternation of stressed and unstressed
syllables – that a syllable immediately preceding a stressed syllable has to be unstressed
(expressed in the following tableaux 4-8 by a high ranked constraint against stress clashes)
and that (again for rhythm reasons) a sequence of two unstressed syllables at the left edge of
the prosodic word is not allowed. This holds also for candidate e. in which ver+ is parsed into
a foot, but as this foot is stressless, also in this case the constraint

PARSE(σσ) is

violated, cf. e.

and also below tableaux 4-8. The same ranking holds for longer verb forms:
Tableau 3: Past participle formation in German: longer verb forms with at least two syllables
preceding main stress; diskutieren ‘to discuss’ → diskutiert ‘discussed’
[diskutíeren]pw+ge+tPtPf
a. 

NON-HEAD(ə)

PARSE(σσ)

AL-FT-L

[(dìs.ku.)(tíert)]

*

b.[g[ə].+(dìs.ku.)(tíert)]
c. [(g[`ə].+dis.)ku.(tíert]

REALIZE MORPH

*(!)
*(!)

d. [g[ə].dis.ku.(tíert)]

*(!)*

In b. the foot with ISS is not aligned with the left edge. In c. an impossible secondary stress is
assigned to the schwa-syllable and in d. there is more than one syllable preceding main stress
which should be put into a bisyllabic foot.
In the hierarchy presented so far no constraint is given regarding main stress and the
distributional patterns of affixation with g[ə]+ are explained by taking only requirements for
secondary stress into account. Attachment of g[ə]+ to primary stress is only a result or a side
effect of the requirements for secondary stress. This approach has the advantage of not being
restricted to past participle formation. The two core constraints regarding ISS (PARSE(σσ) and
AL-FT-L)

also show their influence in the structure of the lexicon: one stressless syllable

preceding main stress is possible, documented also by the possibility of having a schwa
syllable in this context (compare e.g. Gefahr: <G[ə]>(fáhr) ‘danger’), but as soon as there are
two syllables preceding main stress, a secondary stress has to be assigned which has to be
realized at the left edge ruling out words like e.g. *G[ə]nerál ‘general’ (*σσ'σ) or
9
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*g[ə]nèralisíeren ‘generalize’ (*σˌσσ'σ), mirroring the patterns in past participle formation:
*g[ə]marschíert (*σσ'σ) or *g[ə]tèlefoníert (*σˌσσ'σ). In the following section, I will take the
analysis further and show that the requirements for ISS also influence verbal prefixation with
so-called inseparable prefixes. As those prefixes do not show unitary behavior, I limit the
analysis to only one of those prefixes, namely ver+.
4. Combinatory stem-affix-restrictions regarding the prefix ver+:
In German, there is a group of prefixes in verbal morphology which may bear main stress (so
called separable prefixes) with which so-called particle verbs can be derived (e.g. áb+sàgen
‘to cancel’) and a group of “inseparable” prefixes with which so-called prefix verbs are
formed. The prefixes in the latter group are traditionally described as unstressed (Duden. Die
Grammatik 2006: 699). The prefix ver+ is one of these inseparable prefixes (together with
er+, ent+, zer+, be+, ge+) and the graphic sequence <er> is sometimes transcribed with
vocalized [ɐ] (compare e.g. Krech et al (2009): v[ɐ]sagen), but in other descriptions also with
a full vowel, compare e.g. vertiefen: [fɛɐ̯'ti:fn̩ ] ‘to deepen’ (cf. Duden. Aussprachewörterbuch
2005). Wiese (2000: 94) assumes for ver+ “at least underlyingly” a full vowel and
hypothesizes that the prefix ver+ is headed by a foot, but not by a prosodic word. Similarly,
Löhken (1997: 132) assigns secondary stress to ver+ in derivations like vèr+éinigen ‘to
unify’. According to Kaltenbacher (1999), secondary stress on ver+ is possible, depending on
the prosodic pattern in the resulting prosodic word and on stress patterns in morphologically
related forms. For instance, she allows a secondary stress on ver+ in vèrpolìtisíeren ‘to
politicise’: Stressing ver+ yields a strictly alternating pattern (vèrpolìtisíeren) which also has a
morphologically related form, with secondary stress existing in the same position as in the
derived word (polítisch ‘political’).
Following Alber (1998) and Kager (2000) among others, I take the view that the resulting
stress patterns in derivation are best explained by constraints that require identity between
morphologically related surface forms (O/O-faithfulness constraints) and that interact with the
constraint patterns of the language in general.10
Kager (2000) gives the following definition for faithfulness to stress peaks in morphologically
related surface forms:

10
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(7)

PK-MAX (B/O):

Let α be a segment in B and β its correspondent in O. If α is the stress

peak of B, then β is the stress peak of O. (O stands for output and B stands for a base
of the output.)
In German, this constraint is high-ranked: It has the effect that – in the case of prefixation
with ver+ to a base containing a secondary stress – no bisyllabic foot at the left edge of the
prosodic word can be erected, whereas this foot – as explained above – is mandatory in words
without prefixes. In the following, I first treat derivations with ver+ attached to main stress
and then I will show what happens if ver+ is attached to a base with secondary stress.
4.1. ver+ attached to main stress
In the following tableau 4 a hierarchy is proposed for a derivation in which the prefix ver+ is
attached to a stem with initial main stress: ver+ságen ‘to fail’:11 As already explained above,
I assume that syllables (except schwa syllables) left to main stress are parsed into feet (which
is supported by glottal stop insertion cf. ([ʔ]I)(dée), Wiese 2000: 58), but they are realized
without stress due to a high-ranked constraint against stress clashes (cf. c. in tableau 4). Thus,
the chosen form without stress (cf. a.) fares better than c. The exclusion of an output like b.
shows that affixation of ver+ is a form of derivation in which the so-called stem stress
principle is obeyed, meaning that the stress peak of the base is typically preserved. These
affixes are not main stressed themselves and do not shift main stress to another stem syllable
either (Kager 2000). By contrast, under compounding, different stems with their own main
stresses are combined and only one main stress survives. In the case of a separable, stressable

prefix like e.g. áb and a verbal stem like ságen, main stress survives in the first member of the
prosodic compound (e.g. áb+sàgen ‘to cancel’.
Tableau 4: Affixation of ver+ to main stress
v/ɛ/r+[ságen]pw

*CLASH

PK-MAX

AL-FT-L

PARSE(σσ)

(B/O):
a. [(v[ɛ]r.).(ságen)]
b. [(v'[ɛ]r.)(sà.gen)]

*(!)

c. [(vˌ[ɛ]r.)(sá.gen)]

* (!)

*(!)

11
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4.2. The prefix ver+ attached to secondary stress
If a stem is already provided with ISS, preservation of secondary stress takes place (cf. a. in
tableau 5). Whereas in suffixation with +íeren, main stress is newly assigned and shifted from
the stem syllable to the suffix (e.g. Tèlefón ‘telephone’→tèlefoníeren ‘to phone’), initial
secondary

stress

survives

in

the

different

stages

of

derivation.

Tèlefón→tèlefoníeren→vertèlefoníeren. Stress preservation then leads to a stress on the
second syllable in the derived word and the high-ranked constraint against clashes impedes
stressing of the initial syllable, cf. b.12 AL-F-L however, is not violated in a. as there is a foot at
the left edge of the prosodic word. Prosodic restructuring as proposed in c. is not possible.
Parsing the prefix ver+ together with the first syllable of the base into a bisyllabic foot would
satisfy requirements for ISS, but (secondary) stress preservation is higher ranked, thereby
guaranteeing that the morphological boundary (the left edge of the stem) and the prosodic
boundary (the left edge of the foot) coincide. (The alignment of morphological with prosodic
edges will play a major role below).
Tableau 5: Affixation of ver+ to secondary stress
v/ɛ/r+[(tè.le.)fo.(níe.ren)]pw

*CLASH

PK-MAX (B/O) AL-FT-L

PARSE(σσ)

a. [(v[ɛ]r.)(tè.le.)fo.(níe.ren)]
b.[(vˌ[ɛ]r.)(tè.le.)fo.(níe.ren)]

*(!)

c. [(vˌ[ɛ]r.te.)(le.fo)(níeren)]

*(!)

d. [v[ɛ]r.(tè.le.)fo.(níe.ren)]

*(!)

Syllables which cannot be parsed into a foot (schwa syllables) do not violate the constraint
AL-F-L

(requiring a foot at the left edge of each prosodic word) if they precede main stress, 13

but they do violate this constraint at the left of a secondary stress: In word-forms like
*g[ə]dìskutíert ‘discussed’ (cf. above tableau 3) there is no perfectly left aligned foot, thus
this word form violates AL-F-L and for this reason – in past participle formation – in this case
g[ə]+ is dropped. Likewise, we do not find derivations with prefixes attached to a base
starting with secondary stress containing schwa like e.g. b[ə]diskutieren14.
By contrast to “unfootable” b[ə], a syllable with full vowel like ver+ is parsed into a foot
(compare a., in tableau 5) and thus,

AL-F-L

is obeyed. However, this initial syllable does not

bear secondary stress as it precedes a syllable which preserves the stress of the underived
12
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form: àbsolút→veràbsolutíeren. Thus, initial unstressed syllables are possible under the
condition of stress preservation and rhythmic well-formedness (no stress clashes). But we do
not find unprefixed, minimally trisyllabic words starting with an unstressed syllable, as in this
context, requirements for initial secondary stress are not neutralized by the higher ranked
constraint regarding stress preservation (there is no morphologically related prosodic word,
thus no stress preservation can take place).
4.3. The prefix ver+ attached to a schwa-syllable
In the analysis presented so far, words with at least two syllables preceding main stress (in the
base form) are provided with ISS at the left edge of the base. Thus, in tableau 5, secondary
stress preservation protects the initial syllable of the base from being integrated into a
bisyllabic foot with ver+: tèlefoníeren *(vèr.te.)(le.fo.)(níe.ren). cf. c. in tableau 5.
But sometimes, the prefix ver+ is attached to a stem starting with a schwa syllable (e.g.
ver+g[ə]wáltigen ‘to rape’). Löhken (1997: 135) interprets g[ə]+ (containing an unstressable
schwa syllable) as unparsed syllabic appendix which is allowed only at the left or right
periphery of the highest projection of the prosodic word. In this case, no stress preservation
and no foot boundary can protect the initial syllable of the stem from being integrated into a
bisyllabic foot with ver+. In the following tableau 6, I account for this pattern with the help of
a more general

PARSE

constraint (not restricted to secondary stress) which assigns a violation

mark for each unparsed syllable:
(8)

PARSE-σ:

Syllables must be parsed into feet. (Prince & Smolensky 2004)

Tableau 6: Affixation of ver+ to a schwa syllable
v/ɛ/r+[<g[ə]>+(wál.ti.)gen]pw *CLASH

PK-MAX (B/O)

AL-FT-L

PARSE(σσ)

15

PARSE

a. [(vˌ[ɛ]r.g[ə].)(wál.ti.)gen]
b. [(vˌ[ɛ]r.)g[ə].(wál.ti.)gen]

*(!)

In tableau 6, a. fares better than b. as it integrates the unparsed schwa syllable into a
bisyllabic foot.

13
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4.4. The prefix ver+ attached to shifted main stress
Yet another possibility seems to be available: As explained in the introduction, in Modern
Standard German a shift of main stress to the initial syllable is observable in longer, nonnative words, exploiting initial secondary stress: Thus, Glòbalisíerung can be pronounced as
Glóbalisìerung and tèlefoníeren as télefonìeren – according to Krech et al (2009), Becker
(2012), Duden. Das Aussprachewörterbuch.16 In derivations with ver+ both patterns are
allowed: the stress pattern with shifted main stress yields word forms in which no secondary
stress on the prefix is needed (compare below a. in tableau 7) and AL-FT-L applies vacuously.
In b. however, there is a foot perfectly left aligned at the left edge of the prosodic word and
thus, this is also a possible output.
Tableau 7: Affixation of ver+ to shifted main stress
v/ɛ/r+[telefonieren]pw

*CLASH

PK-MAX (B/O)

AL-FT-L

PARSE(σσ)

a.[(v[ɛ]r.)(té.le.)fo.(nìe.ren)]
b.[(v[ɛ]r.)(tè.le.)fo.(níe.ren)]
That a. is an attractive pattern is also supported by the fact that in bases which have variable
stress patterns, in derivations with ver+, the version with initial stress is chosen. Compare e.g.
the following base forms with varying stress patterns:17 vollkómmen/vóllkommen ‘perfect’ or
unm'öglich/únmöglich

‘impossible’.

In

both

cases

derivation

with

ver+

yields

vervóllkommnen ‘to make perfect’ and verúnmöglichen ‘to make impossible’, but not
*vèrvollkómmnen or *vèrun'möglichen. Sometimes two main stressed are transcribed:
állgeméin ‘generally’ and verállgeméinern ‘to make general’ or variable stress patterns are
signaled in both, the base and the derivation with ver+: vergégenwärtigen ‘to bring something
to mind’ or vergegen'wärtigen (derived from gégenwärtig or gegenw'ärtig ‘present’).18
5. Explaining asymmetries in prefixation with ver+
It is widely recognised that there are restrictions regarding the linear order of prefixes:
whereas a combination of ver+g[ə] (e.g. vèrgewáltigen ‘to rape’) is possible, the opposite is
not: *g[ə]+ver. If we take pressures of ISS into account, we can easily explain these
restrictions: the latter combination cannot obey the requirement that prosodic words have to
14
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start with a foot at the left edge (except for words with a schwa syllable preceding main
stress).
Another asymmetry is observed by Kaltenbacher (1999) who points to the fact that
derivations with ver+ affixed to stems starting with one unstressed syllable followed by main
stress

are

very

rare

in

Modern

Standard

German

(*ver+σ'σ).

The

Duden.

Aussprachewörterbuch (2005) contains only two (antiquated) words with this pattern:
verlustíeren, verschimpfíeren, but no word forms like e.g. *verspazieren, whereas in general,
derivation with ver+ is very productive especially if attached to main stress (compare e.g. in
colloquial speech verchíllen ‘to hang out’, verslúmen ‘to transform into a slum’).
I explain this asymmetry by the fact that the initial syllable in the base spazíeren ‘to stroll’
should for rhythmical reasons form a bisyllabic foot with ver+ in a hypothetical derivation
*ver+spazieren. In contrast to a base with two syllables preceding main stress like e.g.
spè.ku.líeren ‘to speculate’ in spazíeren, there is no ISS on the initial syllable of the base able
to protect it from being parsed into a bisyllabic foot with ver+ as the strong member: compare
e.g. [(ver).(spè.ku.)(líe.ren)]. But putting ver+ and the initial syllable of the stem into a foot
would violate the high-ranked alignment constraint which requires the morphological
boundary of the stem and the prosodic boundary of the foot to coincide at the left edge
(compare: *[(vèr.spa)(zíe.ren)]. This constraint can be violated only by the (unparsed)
syllabic appendix g[ə]+ (compare e.g. [(ver.g[ə])(wál.ti)gen] in tableau 6). As soon as a foot
boundary is present, this foot boundary has to coincide with the morphological boundary of
the stem. This discrepancy between constitution of feet based on rhythm (two syllables are put
into a bisyllabic foot with an alternating pattern of stressed and unstressed) and morphoprosodic constituency has the effect that these word forms are avoided in Modern Standard
German.
This hypothesis is supported also by the following observation: It seems that circumfixation,
that is, combined derivation with prefix and suffix surrounding the stem (contemporarily with
ver+/+ieren) can take place only if there is a stem already containing ISS. That is, derived
verbs like veràbsolutíeren ‘to make absolute’ or verpròviantíeren ‘to victual’ are built from
the stems àbsolút and Pròviánt and no intermediate verb forms like *àbsolutíeren or
*pròviantíeren exist. Sometimes the suffixed verb form exists ending in +íeren (based on a
stem already containing ISS), but the unprefixed form is nowhere near as frequent as the verb
15
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derived with ver+ and +íeren: compare e.g. verbàrrikadíeren ‘to barricade’ vs.
?bàrrikadíeren.
By contrast, with regard to derivations based on bisyllabic stems with initial unstressed
syllables like Galópp ‘gallop’, Konsúm ‘consumption’, and Kalk'ül ‘calculatio’, the suffixed
verbal form always exists and is very frequent (kònsumíeren ‘to consume’, gàloppíeren ‘to
gallop’, kàlkulíeren ‘to calculate’). The mandatory presence of suffixed word forms with
+íeren based on bisyllabic stems with final stress demonstrates the fact that ver+ can be
affixed only to bases which have secondary or primary stress on the initial syllable. That is,
the non-existence of a verb like *àbsolutíeren shows that from a prosodic point of view, this
output form is not needed in order to derive veràbsolutíeren (the base for circumfixation
already contains a secondary stress: àbsolút), but we do need an output (a free stem) like
gàloppíeren in order to derive vergàloppíeren.19 This is in line with Kager (2000:123) who
claims that only properties of free stems can be transferred to a (more) complex form.
6. Summary:
In the previous chapters I tried to demonstrate that in German there is a strong tendency to
realize initial secondary stress. This type of stress is assigned regardless of primary stress at
the left edge of a prosodic word and the preferred shape is a bisyllabic, trochaic foot. By
assuming the existence of such a stress foot, both the structure of the native lexicon and the
distribution of the prefix g[ə]+ in past participle formation can be explained: No initial schwa
syllables are allowed in words with at least two syllables preceding main stress: in this
position, initial secondary stress should be realized, but schwa cannot be stressed. I also
looked at the consequences of ISS in derivations with ver+. It turned out that this prefix is
initially realized as unstressed if it precedes a stressed syllable due to a high-ranked constraint
against stress clashes. However – although it is unstressed due to rhythmic exigencies – the
prefix is parsed into a (stressless) foot with respect to prosodic constituency. Therefore, the
constraint requiring a foot at the left edge of a prosodic word in German is respected by a
word form like (ver.)(tè.le.)fo.(níe.ren) but not by *<b[ə].>(tè.le.)fo.(níe.ren). But it is obeyed
by words like <G[ə].>fáhr as AL-F-L does not apply to main stress.
This shows that both aspects of feet, namely prosodic constituency and rhythm, have to be
taken into account. Combinatory stem-affix restrictions show that prosodic constituency and
16
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rhythm exigencies can also enter into conflict. Such a conflict arises in the case of stems with
one unstressed syllable preceding main stress: In this case, rhythm would require that ver+ is
parsed into a bisyllabic foot together with the first unstressed syllable of the base, compare
e.g. ver+spazíeren→*(vèr.spa)(zíe.ren). Morphoprosodic constituency, however impedes this
type of rhythmical footing and strives for the preservation of the foot and morpheme
boundary. This is the reason why these forms are not present today. Thus, although a fully
worked out theory of prefix stress is not present for German at the moment (Wiese 2000:
294), I would argue that initial secondary stress plays an important role and its interaction
with flexion and derivation should be more closely investigated.
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1

Cf. also Jessen (1999: 518): “Empirical information on the existence and patterning of secondary stress in the
underived words of German is insufficient so far.”
2
In the following, main stress is signaled with the diacritics [´] or ['] and secondary stress with [`] or [ˌ].
Additionally, the vowels in main stressed syllables are in bold.
3
Generally, correlates of prominence are fundamental frequency, syllabic duration and syllabic energy, spectral
dynamics, cf. Kohler (2008), (Dogil & Williams 1999).
4
Kristoffersen (2007: 164) argues that in Norwegian (in contrast to German) single light syllables preceding
main stress are headed by a (degenerate), monosyllabic foot “which is then expanded to legitimate size by
gemination of the post-tonic consonant.” For instance, in words like e.g. metríkk ‘metrics’ or betóng ‘concrete’
/e/ can be realized as both a schwa or a full, lax vowel. The fact that /e/ can be realized as [ɛ] shows that an
initial foot is built consisting in a closed syllable (the lax [ɛ] and the first member of the geminate).
5
There are stress shifts in nativization processes like e.g. Schámpoo oder 'Büro. These are non-native words
which are integrated into the native lexicon with the default pattern of a penultimate stress. This is different from
shifting main stress to the secondarily stressed syllable in which both syllables exhibit some level of stress.
6
The suffixes in past participle formation are +en or +(e)t. Additionally sometimes apophony applies in irregular
verbs: helfen→geholfen.
7
Wiese (2000) assumes that the prefix g[ə]+ can be the head of a foot.
8
In Vogt (2013) I adopt a slightly different hierarchy containing the two rhythmic constraints *CLASH and
*LAPSE. However, the main generalization (“as soon as there are two syllables preceding main stress, a
secondary stress has to be assigned at the left edge of the prosodic word”) is the same.
9
In the following tableaux, square brackets signal prosodic words, round brackets feet; dots indicate syllable
boundaries.
10
Cf. the discussion of the advantages of an analysis using constraints requiring identity between two surface
forms (O/O-constraints) against approaches which assume cyclic rule application in Kager 2000 and Alber 1998.
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11

The following stress patterns are based on descriptions found in literature and on my intuitions as a native
speaker. Where possible, I have checked my intuitions using online data (mainly with the corpora in the
DGD.DatenbankfürDeutsch [http://dgd.ids-mannheim.de:8080/dgd/pragdb.dgd_extern.welcome]), 06.02.2014
12
It is also conceivable that assignment of initial secondary stress applies recursively. There are ERP-studies
which reveal that there is a high acceptance of initial stress even in stress clash contexts (Knaus, Wiese &
Dohmas 2011): No negativity effects are found in contexts in which main stress was incorrectly assigned to the
initial syllable of a pentasyllabic word resulting in a stress clash (*Aggressións-Sénsibiltät). The recursive
application of ISS could be signaled with the help of a small pause between the prefix and the base:
vèr+tèlefoníeren. This is apparently also found in compounds when a stress clash applies. Mengel (2010) argues
that in (A (BC)) compounds a small pause between A and B can guarantee that B sounds more prominent than C,
e. g. Búsfahrt ‘ bus ride’ →Kúrz_bùsfahrt ‘short bus ride’. However, more experimental evidence is needed.
13
As explained above, main stress is captured with the help of RIGHTMOST and assigned independently of
secondary stress. AL-F-L is thus vacuously fulfilled.
14
Kaltenbacher (1999: 464) states that it is not clear why a pattern like bediskutieren is not possible in German. I
argue that requirements for secondary stress can account for this gap in possible derivations with unseparable
prefixes.
15
The final syllable in vergewaltigen is not counted as a violation of PARSE.
16
The pronunciation dictionary Duden. Das Aussprachewörterbuch (2005: 61) explains that for non-native
words, no stress rules can be given, but that in foreign words, stress is increasingly shifted to the first syllable.
According to the authors, this is because the word forms are perceived as compounds. The authors give examples
like internationál → ínternational, Telefón →Télefon. I claim that the criterion for the shift of main stress is not
the lexical category “non-native words” and alleged compound structure, but the length of these words which
imposes ISS at the left edge of the prosodic word (tèlefoníeren). Prefixation with so-called “unseparable” and
“unstressable” prefixes like ver+ often violate the requirement for a foot with ISS to be left aligned. This
violation is avoided by a shift of main stress to the initial syllable of the verbal stem (vertélefonieren). If a
derived form with main stress on the initial syllable of the base exists, this pattern can then easily be extended to
the non-prefixed word form.
17
The stress patterns follow Duden. Aussprachewörterbuch (2005).
18
In the Duden. Aussprachewörterbuch (2005), in Krech et al (2009) and in the checked literature, I was able to
find only 15 occurrences of verbal derivations with ver+ not attached to main stress or to a schwa syllable: in 6
cases ver+ is affixed to bi- or trisyllabic word with main stress on the second syllable: e.g. Kanál →
verkànalisíeren , in 9 cases it is attached to a base with secondary stress, e.g. àbsolút → veràbsolutíeren. Other
derivations with ver+ are formations which are today not very transparent: verkasematúckeln, vermaledéien and
verlebéndigen, further, the two complex verbs verallt’äglichen and verallgeméinern are possible also with a
shifted main stress: verálltäglichen and verállgemeinern.
19
However, there are only very few examples of derivations with ver+ not attached to main stress, see footnote
17.
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Abstract
This paper seeks to clarify the notion of prominence in discourse. We propose that one
entity in a set of equals is more prominent than the others with respect to a given state
of a discourse representation if it is more apt to be referred to or serve as attachment
site for structural relations, and if it can lose this status as the discourse unfolds
promoting other entities to prominence. This idea is illustrated by multiple examples
from existing studies showing a variety of manifestations of prominence that apply to
discourse entities of different kinds, from individuals to events and discourse goals
1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to clarify the notion of prominence in discourse. We follow
Himmelmann & Primus (this volume) and Vogel (this volume) in assuming that generally,
prominence is a relation between entities of the same type that designates one entity as being
more apt to attract processes, operations or structural links that pertain to the given level of
linguistic representation. In discourse, the notion of prominence applies primarily to discourse
referents—individuals, events, and other entities that we talk about. One referent is more
prominent than another at a given point in discourse if it is more apt to be referred to, i.e. to
be mentioned directly by the use of a referring expression, or to be the target of implicit
discourse-structural links, such as coherence relations. In somewhat more abstract terms, the
following three aspects are central to the notion of discourse prominence in our view:
x entities of the same type are (partially) ranked in the discourse representation;
x the ranking is updated as the discourse is progressing; there are linguistic devices whose
function it is to signal that the ranking should be updated (e.g. markers of topic shift);
x the ranking is used by speakers in their type of referring expression choice; there are
linguistic devices whose use is dependent on the ranking (e.g. anaphoric pronouns).
The ranking reflects the relative prominence of discourse entities that is created by the
dynamic process of updating the prominence structure of the discourse. In the following we
focus on linguistic devices that update or rely on prominence
Previous studies have given rise to a whole range of notions that seem to match our definition
or are related to it: salience, accessibility, activation, givenness, topicality, nuclearity, etc.
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(Chafe 1976, Lewis 1979, Mann & Thompson 1988, Ariel 1990, Gundel et al. 1993). Without
trying to tease apart these partly overlapping notions, in this paper we will give illustrations of
how they instantiate the overarching notion of prominence in discourse. This investigation
will contribute to a better understanding of prominence as a general linguistic principle
organizing language, linguistic structure and communication. We argue that prominence is a
central structure forming relation between equal units that complements other structure
principles such as precedence and dominance relations. Of course, there are cross-linguistic
differences in the expression of prominence and presumably also in the range of prominence
relations realised in a language. In this paper, however, we gloss over those differences
concentrating on the general notion.
In a similar vein, we will try to give an overview of how the notion of prominence and its
various instantiations apply to discourse entities of different types: individuals (section 2),
times and events (section 3), as well as discourse segments and their communicative goals
(section 4). Among these issues, prominence of individuals has by far the longest research
history and takes up the longest section of this paper. Our goal is, however, to highlight the
similarities between all the different types, and in particular, the fact that the notion of
prominence is relevant to all of them. The work we cite comes from a variety of frameworks
and scholarly traditions, and not all of it explicitly mentions prominence. Again, our goal is to
put side by side a variety of perspectives upon what we believe is a single abstract notion. The
most general perspective we can take is a ‘text-centered’ one, i.e. we assume that the text
exhibits a prominence structure (in the sense of Grosz & Sidner 1986) by abstracting away
from the speaker and hearer perspective. In a subsequent and more detailed study one must
also address the differences between a speaker perspective and a hearer perspective (see
Kehler & Rohde 2013 for an overview).

2 Prominence of individuals
The interest in the ranking of individual discourse referents according to their prominence
comes from the need to explain how referential expressions—personal pronouns, proper
names, demonstratives, definite noun phrases and (specific) indefinite noun phrases—pick out
their referents in discourse. A referent can be determined by means of three interacting
semantic/pragmatic operations, namely: identification of descriptive content, domain
restriction and referential prominence structure, also called ‘salience’ and ‘salience structure’
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in the semantic and philosophic literature (Lewis 1979, Egli & von Heusinger 1995, von
Heusinger 1997, von Heusinger 2013). In section 2.1 we focus on expressions that have rich
descriptive content (i.e. full noun phrases like the cat in the carton) and argue that the
descriptive content is not the only factor that determines their resolution to a specific referent,
but that full noun phrases depend on prominence as well. Section 2.2 concentrates on
referential expressions with poor descriptive content, such as anaphoric pronouns, whose
interpretation is heavily dependent on prominence, which in turn is influenced by a large
variety of contextual factors. Finally, one of those factors, topicality, is explored in more
detail in section 2.3.

2.1 Definite noun phrases
Referential expressions refer to a uniquely identifiable object (in the case of specific
indefinites only identifiable by the speaker). The different types of referential expressions
establish the referential relations by different means, still all expressions must “single out”
one referent among potentially many referents. In a pre-theoretical definition, a definite
singular expression unambiguously denotes or refers to one object, i.e. the object can be
identified as the only one that is denoted by the expression. In this section we concentrate on
definite noun phrases (or definite descriptions in the semantic and philosophical literature).
Definite noun phrases are the centrepieces for establishing individual reference, since domain
restriction, matching descriptive content and prominence or uniqueness interact in order to
determine the intended referent. For example, the expression the cat unambiguously refers to
an object in the shared knowledge of speaker and hearer that is a cat. “Unambiguous
reference” is semantically reconstructed by “uniqueness”, i.e. by the condition that there is
only one object with the relevant property (Russell 1905, Heim 2011). However, as will be
shown below, there is evidence that uniqueness is not flexible enough to account for all uses
of definite noun phrases.
The concept of prominence (sometimes also called ‘salience’) was introduced into the
discussion of the semantics of definite noun phrases in the seventies (Lewis 1970, 1979).
Lewis (1979: 178) uses it in order to replace Russell's uniqueness condition for definite
descriptions: “‘the F’ denotes x if and only if x is the most salient F in the domain of
discourse, according to some contextually determined salience ranking.” The notion of
prominence in turn, is a bundle of different linguistic and extra-linguistic factors, as Lewis
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(1970: 63) notes: “An object may be prominent because it is nearby, or pointed at, or
mentioned; but none of these is a necessary condition of contextual prominence.” In the
following, prominence assigned in a particular discourse context is assigned to one object
relative to each set (or to each predicate). The object so designated is the most prominent
object of the extension of the predicate. We can therefore speak of ‘the most prominent F’ in
the context. We can illustrate the function of prominence in a short paragraph (based on an
example from Lewis (1979: 179; our indices):
(1)

i

Imagine yourself with me as I write these words. In the room is a cat1,

Bruce1,
ii

who has been making himself1 very salient by dashing madly about.

iii He1 is the only cat in the room, or in sight, or in earshot.
iv

I start to speak to you:

v

The cat1 is in the carton. The cat1 will never meet our other cat2,

vi

because our other cat2 lives in New Zealand.

vii Our New Zealand cat2 lives with the Cresswells.
viii And there he2'll stay, because Miriam would be sad if the cat2 went away.
In (i) the indefinite a cat introduces the cat ‘Bruce’, which is also the topic of discussion in
(ii)-(iv). However, in (v) the indefinite our other cat introduces a second cat, which is the
topic of the subsequent sentences. Thus, the definite noun phrase the cat in (vii) refers to the
secondly introduced cat. This shows that (static) uniqueness is too strong a condition and that
prominence is crucial for the establishing of reference, in particular in an unfolding discourse,
which dynamically updates the prominence structure.

2.2 Pronouns
While full noun phrases significantly rely on their descriptive content for unique referential
identification, pronouns like he and that have little or no descriptive content. Their resolution
to a unique referent relies entirely on the prominence ranking of individuals in the context.
Accordingly, it is not surprising that pronouns have been the prime targets in investigations of
referential prominence and the various contextual factors that affect it. The latter include
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givenness, syntactic prominence, semantic prominence, implicit causality, and coherence
relations, which we briefly present in this section.
The first contextual factor that affects referential prominence is givenness. From a discourse
perspective, different types of referring expressions introduce discourse referents, which are
associated with a given/anaphoric, inferred/linked/bridged, or brand-new/unfamiliar
information status (Prince 1981). The general assumption is that given information (including
bridged/linked information) is more prominent than non-given one, which is reflected by the
preference to use pronouns for the first but not for the latter, as illustrated in (2).
(2)

a. Brad bought a beautiful old Italian car.
b. Given reference: He was enthralled.
c. Inferred reference: The steering wheel was made of genuine wood.
d. New reference: Some mechanics were pleased.

Syntactic prominence is another factor that affects pronoun resolution. In general, referents
realized as the grammatical subject are more likely to be subsequently pronominalized
compared to direct objects or oblique arguments (Ariel 1990, Gundel et al. 1993, Crawley et
al. 1990, Gordon et al. 1993, Lambrecht 1994, Walker et al. 1998, Strube & Hahn 1999,
Poesio et al. 2004). The use of a pronoun for the subject argument Andi and a repeated name
for the non-subject Paul (3c) is more natural than for (3d). This holds for both the active
sentence (3a) and the passive sentence (3b).
(3)

a. Andi invited Paul to go on a bike ride.
b. Andi was invited by Paul to go on a bike ride.
c. He asked Paul to bring the snacks.
d. Andi asked him to bring the snacks.

Other syntactic structures that have been shown to boost the prominence status of discourse
referents are clefts (Arnold 1998, Almor 1999, Foraker & McElree 2007), or the syntactic
topic in languages like Japanese (e.g., Walker et al. 1994). The preferred referent for a
pronoun has been furthermore shown to correspond to the referent that occupies a parallel
syntactic position (Chambers & Smyth 1998).
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Semantic prominence represents a third factor that has often been linked to the prominence
of a referent in terms of likelihood of subsequent pronominalization (Arnold 1998). For
example, in a sentence describing a transitive event with a Source and a Goal referent,
participants often choose pronouns to pick up the Goal referent. Interestingly, an otherwise
low in prominence object referent is more prone to be subsequently pronominalized (4b)
compared to its subject counterpart.
(4)

a. SarahGOAL took the cat from RebeccaSOURCE. SheSARAH_______
b. SarahSOURCE passed the salt to RebeccaGOAL. SheREBECCA_______

Implicit causality has been shown to influence the pronoun resolution as well. Specifically,
to identify the biases in pronoun assignment, comprehenders have to compute the causal
relations between two events. For example, in (5a) they have to understand that the event
described in the first sentence of (5a) is a reaction to what Mary did, and in (5b), they have to
understand that Mary is angry, because Jane stole a tennis racket.
(5)

a. Jane hit Mary because sheMARY had stolen a tennis racket.
b. Jane angered Mary because sheJANE had stolen a tennis racket.

Garvey & Caramazza (1974) divided verbs into three classes depending on the direction of
pronoun interpretation, i.e. NP1-bias (e.g. anger, frighten, delight), NP2-bias (e.g. hit, scold,
admire), or NP-neutral (e.g. see, babysit, notice).
Finally, pronouns are assigned a value (i.e. a referent) based on the coherence relations that
hold between two adjacent utterances (Hobbs 1979; Kehler 2002; Kaiser 2010). For example,
given the result-interpretation in (6a), the pronoun he is interpreted as referring back to the
direct object referent, Kerry. Under a reading in which the events described in the matrix and
subordinate clause represent an enumeration of the events that happened (6b), the subject
pronoun he is preferentially interpreted to have Bush as an antecedent (Kehler et al. 2008).
(6) a. Bush narrowly defeated Kerry, and as a result heKERRY took some days off.
b. Bush narrowly defeated Kerry, and then heBUSH took some days off.
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2.3 Topicality
Topicality is yet another factor that depends on the previous prominence structure, and
updates this structure to a new prominence structure. Here we concentrate on its subnotions
aboutness topic, discourse topic, and contrastive topic (see Jacobs 2001, Roberts 2012,
Hinterwimmer 2012 for a more general overview and discussion).
Most sentences (with the exception of thetic sentences such as the telephone is ringing) are
assumed to have an aboutness topic—the individual about which the respective sentence is
felt to convey relevant information and are sometimes also characterised as the logical subject
(cf. Strawson 1964, Reinhart 1981). Aboutness topics tend to be expressed by grammatical
subjects and the subject is interpreted as aboutness topic by default, as in (7a). However, in
languages with (relatively) free word order such as German, where constituents other than
grammatical subjects can easily occur in clause-initial position, fronted noun phrases are often
(though not always) understood as the aboutness topic of the respective sentence, whether
they are the grammatical subjects or not. For instance, in the first sentence in (7b) the direct
object is the aboutness topic. This is evident from the pronoun resolution preferences in the
second sentence of (7a) and (7b): While the personal pronoun er tends to refer to the
aboutness topic, although it is in principle free to pick out both potential antecedents, the
demonstrative pronoun der has a rather strong bias against picking out the topic (Bosch and
Umbach 2006, Hinterwimmer to appear; see also Cook & Bildhauer 2013 on difficulties in
identifying aboutness topics in natural texts). The fact that der in (7b) cannot refer to fronted
object suggests that the object is the aboutness topic.
(7)

a. [Der neue Assistenzarzt]i untersuchte [den Patienten auf Zimmer 3]k.
Derk/Eri,k war nämlich sehr geduldig.
The new assistant doctor examined the patient in room 3, since he
{DEMk/Pproi,k} was very patient.
b. [Den Patienten auf Zimmer 3]i untersuchte [der neue Assistenzarzt]k.
Derk/Eri,k war nämlich sehr geduldig.
The patient in room 3 was examined by the new assistant doctor, since he
{DEMk/Pproi,k} was very patient.
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The term discourse topic is used with two different meanings in the literature (see Roberts
2012 and the references cited therein for detailed discussion): On the one hand, it designates
the current question under discussion, i.e. the explicit or implicit question a discourse segment
is understood to answer (Roberts 1996). On the other hand, it is often understood as
designating the individual about which a discourse segment conveys relevant information
(Prince 1992). In a mini-discourse like the one in (8), Karl is intuitively understood as the
discourse topic in the latter sense of the term, while a question such as How is Karl doing at
the moment? is the discourse topic in the first sense. It is the second sense that is the most
relevant one for our current purposes. Interestingly, in (8) the demonstrative pronoun in the
last sentence is understood as referring to Peter, although Peter is not only the grammatical
subject of the preceding sentence, but also occurs in canonical clause initial position. The
personal pronoun, in contrast, is in principle free to pick out both potential antecedents, but
has a slight preference for Karl (although not all speakers share this intuition).
(8)

Karli ist stinksauer darüber, dass Claudia zu Paulas Hochzeit eingeladen wurde und eri
nicht. Woher Karli das weiß? [SU Peter]k hat [DO es] [IO ihm]i gesagt. {Derk/Eri,k} war
gerade hier.
Karl is terribly annoyed because Claudia has been invited to Paula’s wedding and he
hasn’t. [How does Karli know? Peterk told himi. He {DEMk/Pproi,k} has just been
here].

The behaviour of demonstrative pronouns in such cases can either be taken to show that they
are subject to an independent ban against picking out discourse topics (Bosch & Umbach
2006) or that the notion of discourse topicality can at least in some cases be reduced to that of
a chain of aboutness topics. If the latter option is chosen, the fact that the demonstrative
pronoun has to pick out Peter, while the personal pronoun has a preference for picking out
Karl follows directly from the fact that Karl is the aboutness topic of not only the first two
sentences, but also of the third sentence in (8). Either way, the behaviour of the pronouns in
(7) and (8) clearly shows that topicality is an independent prominence related notion that
cannot be reduced to grammatical notions such as subjecthood or fronting.
Contrastive topics are marked by a characteristic intonation pattern: a rising accent on the
fronted constituent, which functions as the contrastive topic, is combined with a falling accent
on some sentence-internal constituent, which is thus marked as focal (see Büring 1997, 2003
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and the references cited therein for detailed discussion). A typical example is given in (9),
where rising accents are marked by /, and falling accents by \:
(9)

/SCHOENberg MAG\ ich (während ich Berg und Webern hasse).
Schoenberg, I like (while I hate Berg and Webern).

Crucially, the sentence in (9) is automatically understood as being implicitly contrasted with
sentences involving alternatives to Schoenberg, such as the other two composers of the
second Viennese School, Alban Berg and Anton Webern. As argued for in detail in Büring
(1997, 2003), contrastive topics are always understood as partial answers to a question under
discussion (i.e. a discourse topic in the first sense of the term discussed above) and thus
indicate that the relevant question has been broken down into various subquestions (see
section 4 below for additional discussion). The sentence in (9) is thus naturally understood as:
(a) a partial answer to an explicit or implicit question about the speaker’s opinion regarding
the three composers of the Second Viennesse School, and (b) as a complete answer to the
subquestion of that question that asks for the speaker’s opinion about Schoenberg.
Consequently, the three composers of the Second Viennese School are the discourse topic (of
some discourse segment) in the second sense of the term discussed above, while each one of
them is at the same time the aboutness topic and the contrastive topic of its own sentence.
Discourse topics (in the second sense of the term) can thus not only be aboutness topics that
are repeated over a discourse segment (as in (8) above), but also „super-aboutness topics“ that
are decomposed into several aboutness topics. In the latter case, the respective „sub-aboutness
topics“ have to be marked as contrastive topics

(but see Hinterwimmer, 2011, for the

discussion of more complex cases).
Finally, a few words should be said about topic chains. Givón (1981, 1983) extensively
discusses the graded concept of ‘topic continuity’ (the situation in which the same topic
extends over several clauses) with respect to the behavior of discourse referents across more
than one sentence. This behavior is mirrored by the type of referring expressions used. Givón
showed that a discourse referent taken up by a zero anaphor is a highly activated topic and is
most continuous, i.e. it is mentioned by several anaphoric expressions in the discourse, while
a referent associated with an indefinite noun phrase is less accessible and therefore usually
discontinuous. That is, there is an inverse correlation between activation and explicitness of
referring expression.
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Assuming that more important referents tend to be more anaphorically accessible and
cataphorically persistent, Givón (1981, 1983) proposed the three methods for measuring topic
continuity which correlate with the form and type of the referring expression used: referential
distance, potential interference, and referential persistence. The first factor, ‘referential
distance’, determines how recently an entity has been mentioned, by looking at previous
sentences. Givón (1983) showed that the smaller the distance between antecedent and
anaphor, the more important or prominent the referent of the anaphor is. The second factor.
‘potential interference’, describes the interaction of the descriptive content of the expression
with the descriptive contents of similar referring expressions. The observed tendency is that
the more descriptive material is given, the fewer are the competitors for a referent. The third
factor, ‘referential persistence’, measures how long the entity will remain in the subsequent
discourse after it was introduced for the first time. This parameter is less well studied because
most theories concentrate on the way in which a referent was mentioned in the preceding
discourse (Ariel 1988, Grosz et al. 1995) and since it is quite difficult to establish the
appropriate factors that could influence it. Let us have a look at a concrete example:
(10)

It was late and everyone had left the café except an old man who sat in the shadow the
leaves of the tree made against the electric light. [...] The two waiters1+2 inside the
café knew that the old man was a little drunk [...]. “Last week he tried to commit
suicide,” one waiteri said. “Why?” [...] The younger waiter1 went over to him. [...]
The old man looked at him1. The waiter1 went away. [...] The waiter who was in a
hurry2 came over. “Finished,” he2 said [...]. “Another,” said the old man. “No.
Finished.” The waiter2 wiped the edge of the table with a towel and shook his2 head.
The old man stood up [...]. “Why didn’t you let him stay and drink?” the unhurried
waiter1 asked. (Hemingway 1925, 380; A clean, well-lighted place).

(11) Structure:
The younger waiter1 ... him1 ... the waiter1 ... The waiter who was
in a hurry2 ... he2 ... the waiter2 ... his2 ... the unhurried waiter1
As shown in (10), the noun phrase the two waiters introduces two discourse referents. One of
the referents is then picked out by the younger waiter and subsequently referred to by means
of him and the waiter. The other referent is picked out by the waiter who was in a hurry and
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then referred to by he and the waiter. In both cases, the respective waiter is picked out by a
pronoun after first having been introduced as the aboutness topic of the preceding sentence
via a definite description (the younger waiter and the waiter who was in a hurry,
respectively). As soon as another individual has been the aboutness topic of the preceding
sentence (the old man, in both cases), a definite description has to be used again to refer to the
respective waiter. Finally, in order to change reference back to the first-mentioned waiter in
the last sentence, a definite description with even more descriptive material has to be used
(the unhurried waiter). In all three cases, Givón (1981) makes the right predictions: Since
aboutness topics are the most prominent entities in their clauses, a referring expression with
(almost) no descriptive content can be used to pick out a recently mentioned aboutness topic
even in cases of potential interference/ambiguity. In order to pick out a recent non-topic
referent, a referring expression with more descriptive content has to be used, such as the
waiter. This noun phrase does not resolve the ambiguity which waiter in the whole discourse
unit is meant). Finally, in order to pick out a non-recent entity, a referring expression has to be
used that contains enough descriptive content to resolve the potential ambiguity, such as the
unhurried waiter.
In a series of papers, von Heusinger and Chiriacescu (Chiriacescu & von Heusinger 2010,
Chiriacescu 2011, von Heusinger & Chiriacescu 2013) have further differentiated Givón’s
parameters of topic continuity in three measurable parameters, which all represent the
“forward looking” or “discourse structuring potential” of a referent. The discourse structuring
potential is understood as the property of an expression that introduces a discourse referent to
provide information about the status of that referent in the subsequent discourse. It is
characterized by: (a) referential persistence, which measures the frequency with which a
referent is mentioned in the subsequent discourse (Givón 1983, Gernsbacher & Shroyer 1989,
Arnold 1998); (b) topic shift potential, which measures the distance in number of sentences
with which a non-topical referent is mentioned again as a topic for the first time in the
subsequent discourse (Givón’s topic continuity is different from this parameter, since it
measures the duration of being a topic and not the first usage as a topic); and (c) explicitness
of the anaphoric expression, which investigates the type of referring expression that picks out
the referent after its first introduction. The lexical and descriptive material is considered to be
inverse to the prominence of the discourse referent.
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3 Prominence of events and times
There is a tradition in semantics that represents events and times as special kinds of discourse
referents on a par with individuals. In that sense, the notion of prominence should be relevant
for events and times as well. Indeed, it is commonly believed that verb tenses refer
anaphorically to events and times in essentially the same way as pronouns refer to individuals
(Kamp and Rohrer, 1983; Hinrichs, 1986; Webber, 1988). This idea has been applied in
particular to modelling temporal relations in discourse, such as the chronological sequence in
the narrative. More recent studies have shown, however, that this picture is oversimplified,
and temporal relations result from the interaction of various factors including tense and aspect
semantics, coherence relations, lexical and world knowledge, etc. (see e.g. Lascarides and
Asher 1993, Kehler 2000). Moreover, one should wonder how temporal relations are
established in tenseless languages such as Mandarin Chinese, i.e. languages where the topic
time (the temporal discourse referent, cf. Klein, 1994) cannot be introduced or managed by
the predicate of the sentence. It turns out that in tenseless languages temporal reference
depends on reference to individuals, and, as suggested by Bittner (to appear) tense chains are
parallel to topic chains. The idea developed by Bittner is that a topic introduces also a topic
state, to which the events and states introduced by the predicates of comment sentences refer,
that is, a predicational relation holds between that topic state and non-tensed predicates that
form a topic chain with it (Li 2005). A Mandarin example is given in (12a,b), its translation in
(13a,b) and its analysis in terms of topic-comment structure in (14) (see Bittner (2013) for
more details)
(12) a. Na Liang che, jiaqian tai Gui
that CL

car,

price

b. Jintian qu kan le,
Today

go

watch ASP

yanse hai bu

too expensive color

hai kai

le

also drive ASP

hao, Lisi bu

also NEG good Lisi

yi

huir, haishi bu

a

while yet

xihuan

NEG like

xihuan

NEG like

(13) a. That car is too expensive, its color is also ugly, Lisi doesn’t like it.
b. Today he went to see it, he also drove it for a while, he still didn’t like it.
(14) 1. topic state S1 general state of the car now; that carS1
... comment1: S1.1 is part of S1; price too expensiveS1:1
... comment2: S1.2 is part of S1; color also not goodS1:2
... comment3: S1.3 is part of S1; new discourse referent Lisi; Lisi not likeS1:3
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2. topic state S2 focus on part of S1 today, with Lisi in the background; todayS2
... comment1: E2.1 is part of S2; go watch ASPE2:1
... comment2: E2.2 is part of S2; also drive ASPE1:2 a while
... comment3: S2.3 is part of S1; still not likeS2:3
Looking in particular at tenseless languages, temporal relations have been described as
depending on the aspectual properties of the predicate: its Aktionsart and the contribution of
aspectual markers. In Bittner’s model, aspectual operators explicitly introduce events as
referents in the discourse (of type E or S), and relate them to the current topic state, therefore
making them accessible for the temporal chain. The usual principles of temporal progression
defined in previous approaches may then apply: boundedness vs. unboundedness for temporal
succession vs. co-temporal extension (see also Smith & Erbaugh 2005; Lin 2006). An
advantage of a model attributing temporal indices to discourse referents, however, is precisely
that it makes possible to integrate to the temporal chain the information contributed by
discourse relations: for instance, S2 above may be in a subordination relation with respect to
S1, being an elaboration of the general state of the car. Tenseless and topic-prominent
languages like Mandarin offer a clear set of prominence relations for organizing discourse
(e.g. subordination, topic-comment structures), thus offering an ideal context for exploring the
link between temporal reasoning and discourse interpretation.

4 Prominence of discourse segments and discourse goals
Not only individuals and events that we talk about, but also elements of the discourse itself—
speech acts and communicative intentions or goals that stand behind them—can be ranked by
prominence. One prominence-related notion that applies specifically in this domain is
nuclearity. Various theories of discourse structure make a distinction between nucleussatellite and multinuclear discourse relations (Mann & Thompson 1988), or in another
terminology, subordinating vs. coordinating relations (Asher & Lascarides 2003). Nucleussatellite relations establish an asymmetry between the discourse segments they connect. The
nuclear segment is more central for the overall goal of the discourse. This asymmetry
manifests itself most clearly in the possibilities for attachment of new discourse material and
for anaphoric reference. For example, (15b) explains why the speaker believes (15a) by
reference to a source. That is, the discourse relation between (15a) and (15b) is explanation,
evidence, or source (in different terminologies). Relations of this kind are generally believed
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to be subordinating, or nucleus-satellite, (15a) being the nucleus, and (15b) the satellite.
Crucially, the following sentence (15c) can either attach to (15a) and continue the story about
John, or to (15b) and continue the explanation. The pronoun he in (15c) can therefore be
resolved to John in the first case, and to Bill in the second (a generalisation commonly
referred to as the right frontier constraint, cf. Polanyi 1988, Asher & Lascarides 2003).
(15) a. John broke the vase.
b. Bill told me that.
c. HeJohn/Bill ...
In contrast, in multinuclear or coordinating relations, such as parallel in (16), there is no such
asymmetry and all that counts is recency. The following sentence can only be attached to the
most recent preceding sentence, and hence the pronoun he can only be resolved to Bill, the
subject of the most recent sentence. As illustrated in (15), nuclearity can work against recency
by making a nucleus more prominent and more likely to be referred to.
(16)

John broke the vase. Bill broke the mirror. HeBILL ...

The same asymmetry can also be phrased in terms of communicative goals in a goal-based
framework of discourse structure such as Grosz & Sidner’s (1986). The communicative goal
of (15a) dominates that of (15b), i.e. achieving the goal of (15b) contributes to achieving the
goal of (15a). Goals, in turn, are managed by means of a stack. The dominant goal stays on
the stack while the subordinate goal is processed, and therefore can be returned to when the
subordinate goal is achieved and popped off the stack. This “reopens” it and makes the
associated discourse referents accessible for anaphoric reference.
The goal-based reformulation of nuclearity reveals another, more basic notion of prominence
behind it, which could be labelled as priority—the property of being most “urgent” goal on
the agenda, which corresponds to the position of a goal on top of the stack. Apart from
discourse attachment and anaphora, this notion is at work in the domain of information
structure. To see this, it is useful to think of discourse goals as questions under discussion
(QUD). On this view, the goal of an utterance, a bigger discourse segment or the whole
discourse is to answer an explicit or implicit question (Klein & von Stutterheim 1987, van
Kuppevelt 1995, Ginzburg 1996, Roberts 1996, Büring 2003). (This corresponds to the first
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meaning of discourse topic discussed in section 2.3.) Questions have several interrelated
aspects: they are sets of mutually exclusive alternative informational states determined by the
communication participants’ decision problem (van Rooy, 2003)—this aspect is most closely
related to their ‘goal side’; they are also sets of mutually compatible Hamblin alternatives,
e.g. {Mary praised Bill, Mary praised Sue, Mary praised John}, for a question like Who (of
Bill, Sue and John) did Mary praise?; and they can also be seen as open propositions, or
predicates where the wh-WHUPLVUHSODFHGE\DYDULDEOHȜ[>0DU\SUDLVHG [ @7KHODWWHUWZR
aspects are most closely related to their linguistic side and to information structure. The
question on top of the stack determines the information structure of a sentence (Roberts,
1996): The question predicate corresponds to the background and the variable to the focus of
the sentence. Other linguistic devices that operate on the stack of QUDs include contrastive
topics (already discussed in section 2), discourse connectives like but, which signal a shift of
prominence from one QUD to another (Jasinskaja and Zeevat 2009), and a range of others.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have tried to summarize the main findings pertaining to the notion of
prominence that is relevant for discourse structure and discourse interpretation. We have
demonstrated a number ways in which discourse referents are unequal in their ability to be
picked out by different types of referring expressions. The properties or relations that make
referents unequal in this respect (syntactic and semantic prominence, givenness, topicality,
etc.) are the different manifestations of prominence in discourse. We have further argued that
not only individuals, but also other kinds of entities in the universe of discourse are subject to
asymmetries that impact their ability to be referred to or serve as attachment sites for
structural relations. Temporal structure can be parasitic on topic structure and is therefore
closely related to topicality, while discourse segments and discourse goals are ranked by
nuclearity and priority. The pervasive influence of prominence at all levels of discourse
connectivity suggests that prominence should be counted among the central relations that give
structure to the discourse and language in general.
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